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Abstract 
The central purpose of this study is to present a full edition of 82 heretofore unpublished Neo-Babylonian 
economic and legal texts from the John Frederick Lewis Collection of the Free Library of Philadelphia. It is 
hoped that the publication of these texts in autograph copy, transliteration, and translation along with 
selected notes relating them to published corpora will shed more light on this often neglected genre of 
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The central purpose of this study is to present a full 
edition of 82 heretofore unpublished Neo-Babylonian economic and 
legal texts from the John Frederick Lewis Collection of the Free 
Library of Philadelphia. It is hoped that the publication of 
' 
these texts in autograph copy, transliteration, and translation 
along with selected notes relating them to published corpora 
will shed more light on this often neglected genre of material 
from the Chaldean period. 
The Neo-Babylonian period has been of great interest 
to Assyriologists, historians, and biblical scholars. However, 
the commercial life of the age, though attested in thousands 
of texts, has received much less attention than other aspects 
of the period. Already by the end of the 19th century, thousands 
of Neo-Babylonian economic and legal texts had been published, 
primarily in autograph, by Barton, Budge, Evetts, Langdon, Peiser, 
Pinches, Strassmaier, Weissbach, and Winkler. A high rate of 
publication continued into the 20th century in volumes and articles 
by Clay, Contineau, Dougherty, liilprecht, Keiser, Lutz , Moore, 
1To cite the works of these per sons and those mentioned 
in following sentences would be to r epeat nearly the entire 
bibliography; therefore, I will leave it t o the reader to consult 
the bibliography for further detail. 
i 
· 2 
Pohl, ~nd Tremayne. After World War II tablets frcm the period 
vere also pub-lished by Figulla, ·Gordon, Oberhuber, Ungnad, 
Wiseman, and most recently , Freydank, Hunger, Sack, Spar, arid 
Weisberg. Out of this vast array of data, efforts have been 
made at synthesizing,'analyzing , and i nterpreting in the 
publications of Cardascia, Dougherty, Ebeling, Peiser, Petschow, 
Sack, San Nicolo', Spar, Von Voigtlan·der, and Weisberg; but 
in spite of _this seemingly impressive volume of materia l, the 
outlines of Neo-Babylonian s ociety remain vague, and the 
r econstruction of that -society is minimal. 
Many times the number of published t exts from the period 
remain unpublished, held in countless museums, libraries, and 
private collec-t ions , 1 of i,•hich one such collection i s .the 
John Frederi ck Lewis Collection of t he Free Library of Philad~lphia. 
Ttte John Frederick Lewis Collection 
The Lewis Collection comprises approximatel y 2600 tablets 
plys an additional 200 ins cribed c l ay cones, bricks, cylinders , 
and other objects of stone . 2 The collect i on was amassed through 
1Les~ than 7500 la t e Babylonian tablets have been published 
at this date. Prof. Erl e ;Leichty informs me that there a re 
approximately 40 , 000 tablP, ts from this period i n the British Museum 
alone. Autogr aph copies made by T. G. Pinches of 7000 of t hese 
· table ts, an amount doubl:ii,ig the publi s he d corpus, also are ex tant. 
2 : 
,. I thank Dr. David.:Owen, formerly of Dropsie Unive rsity and 
now a t Cornell, for infon iation about the Lewis Collection. Greater 
detail ·will he· in his forthcoming volume of 3rd millennium text s, 
the bibliography fo r which is be l ow , p. 4, n. 2 . My description 
of tl~e Collection is larg,~ly borrowed from material Dr . Owen gave 
me in advance of t h e appearance of his book. 
3 
purchases by Mr. Lewis from various dealers in the United States 
and Europe at various times during the first quarter of this 
century; Mr. Lewis donated the collection to the Free LibrarJ 
of Philadelphia in 1930 two years before his death. 1 Although 
Mr. Lewis himself never learned to read cuneiform languages, 
he gathered one of the finest cuneiform collections in this 
country; compared with most other collections, this collection 
is notable in part for the excellent condition of the tablets. 2 
In spite of the comparatively excellent condition of 
the collection and the fact that it has been open to the public 
since 1930, the Lewis Collection has received little attention 
outside the occasional visits of scholars who have examined it. 3 
1For a description of the life and career of J. F. Lewis, 
see E. Shaffer, "John Frederick LeT,1is, 1860-1932," Manuscrints 
15/1, 42-46. 
2A detailed breakdown of the distribution of the tablets 
by period will appear in the above-mentioned forthcoming work 
by David Owen. 
3A preliminary catalogue of 1277 texts was prepared by the 
late Baruch Weitzel of the Free. Library of Philadel phia. This 
material is being incorporated into a new catalogue of the entire 
collection which is now being prepared. A. Sachs also left 
numerous notations among the tablets and gave his detailed notes 
and transliterations of many tablets to the Babylonian Section 
of the University Museum, University of Pennsylvania, for use 
in cataloguing the collection. 
\ 
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At the time of writing this study, only five tablets from the 
collection have actually appeared in print. 1 However, it also 
appears that the collection is beginning to receive the attention 
. 2 it warrants. 
1
nie first of these was an article by Elmer Smick which 
appeared in mimeographed form. with ar. introduction by Cyrus Gordon, 
"A Cylinder of Nebuchadrezzar II" (Ringwood, N. J.: Dept. of Semitics 
of Shelton College, 1953), 20 pp . Duripg the years 1951-1953 
three Ph.D. dissertations for the Dropsie College were based on 
partial editions of selected texts from the materials; however, 
they have not been generally avsilable for study. These dissertations 
are as follows: Elnier Smick, "Cuneiform Documents of the Third 
Millennium in the John Frederick Lewis Collection in the Public 
Library of Philadelphia"; Harold G. Stigers, "Achaemenian Tablets 
in the John Frederick Lewis Collection of the Free Library of 
Philadelphia"; Charles F. Pfeiffer, "Nee-Babylonian Documents 
in the John Frederick Lewis Collection of the Free Library of 
Philadelphia." To date not a single text copied in these dissertations 
has appeared in print. Erle Leichty has collated the material 
on which Stigers worked, and this material i s now being revised 
for eventual publication. The present dissertation contains 
many of the tablets copied in Pfeiffer's earlier work. All of 
these texts have now been baked and c+eaned; the possibility 
of improved readings and the availability of much greater 
resources warranted re-examining this material. Two Nuzu 
texts from the collection were publi~hed by G.D. Young in 
"Nuzu Texts in the Free Library of Philadelphia," AOAT 22 
(Festschrift for C. H. Gordon, 1973), 223-33. Erle V. Leichty 
published two tablets that had been joined as one in "Two Late 
Commentaries," AfO 24 (1973), 78-86. 
2In addition to th~ present study and that mentioned above 
being prepared by Stigers, look for the forthcoming volume by 
David Owen, The John Fr ederick Lewis Collection Texts - from t he 
'Tilird Millennium in the Free Library of Philadelphia, Materiali 
peril Vocabolario Neosumerico, 3 (Rome: Unione Accademica 
Nazionale, 1975). Other work is in progr ess in the collection 
by Jack Sasson (OB letters), M. Cogan (OB letters), M. Ellis 
(Harmal texts), J. A. Brinkman (}IB and MA), G.D. Young (Ur III), 
and David Owen (Ur III). M. Ci~'i.l is working on a Sumerian debate 
between Laha r and Anshan; the l ate J. J. Finkelstein was working 
on a serie$ of Sumerian legal problems. 
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The entire Lewis Collection is now in the process of being 
baked, cleaned, restored, consolidated, and catalogued in the 
Israel Steifel Tablet Conservation Labratory at the University 
Museum of the University of Pennsylvania. Eventually the entire 
collection should be made available in an annotated catalogue. 
This Corpus 
It has become standard practice for the term Nee-Babylonian 
to be used with a wide reference to all late periods of Akkadian 
texts, including the Achaemenid, Seleucid, and Arsacid. 1 However, 
as used here, this term denotes its narrowest reference to 
the Chaldean dynasty itself (and 1 Assyrian contemporary2), 
626-539 B .C. 
The paper presents 82 tablets from this period with 
transliteration, translation and selected notes. The tablets 
appear in essentially chronological order. 3 No attempt has 
been made to standardize cuneiform signs or to separate words 
more than is done on the clay itself; the autograph· is intended 
to be a faithful representation of the tablet surface. 4 
1san Nicold, g 49 (1929), 25, n. 2; Weisberg, YNER 1, p. 30. 
2FLP 1517 is from the second year of Sin-sar-iskun. 
3The writer assigned catalogue numbers to the tablets 
in chronological order; however, improved readings after the 
conservation process required some revision in the order. Undated 
tablets are placed at the end of each reign or at the end of the corpus. 
4Tablets were sketched double size and photo-reduced; the 
autographs in the collection appear only slightly larger than actual 
size. 
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The majority of texts from the NB period are in poorer 
condition than cuneiform texts of earlier epochs, perhaps due 
to their proximity to the surface of the tell. The Lewis 
Collection is an exception in this regard, for few of the tablets 
are in fragmentary or otherwise badly damaged condition. 
Many problems arise in preparing NB texts for publication. 1 
Some of the difficulties may be attributed to the increasing influence 
. of Aramaic in the period, 2 an influence which makes the NB dialect 
differ from earlier periods of Akkadian in some important respects. 
Final vowels, though written, were not pronounced and are not often 
the historically justifiable or expected vowels, 3 in turn complicating 
questions of case and mood in texts where ellipsis is frequent. 
Court testimony is often difficult to translate, perhaps due to 
the fact that the depositions of witnesses were actually made in 
Aramaic and ~ranslated i nto Akkadian, . so that the Akkadian 
becomes "translation Aramaic. 114 The texts are also characterized 
1spar, "Studies i n. Nee-Babylonian Economic and Legal Texts" 
(Ph.D. dissertation, University of Minnesota, 1972), p. vi; 
Driver and Miles, Babylonian Laws, 2, 348ff. 
2 GAG, para. 192. 
3see the note at FLP 1550:2-3. Vowels in the Semitic languages 
have virtually no functional load, and it is not a surprise that 
such inflectional devices as case are dropped in most of these 
languages. But . from a vantage 2500 years l ater , we can use all 
the help we can get. 
4 Interference aris ing from bili~gualism has received much 
attention in gener al linguistics ; see U. Weinreich, Languages in 
Contact (The Hague: Mouton, 1968). 
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by extensive use of logographic writings, especially in personal 
1 
names . 
The materials in this corpus fall into the following broad 





Animal husbandry: 3 1519, 1526, 1528, 1529, 1530, 1534, 
1566, 1581, 1584, 1598, 1605, 1606 
Cultic rituals: 4 1520, 1538, 1550, 1575, 1595, 1609, 1613 
5 Garments for the gods: 1520, 1595, 1609, 1613 
. 6 
Jewelry: 1595, 1607, 1609 
1 For this reason I have departed from the procedure followed 
in the CAD of indicating all logograms by capitalization without 
providing the Ak.kadian equivalents. A description of the system 
of transliteration I have followed is found below, p. 12. 
2some tablets are listed more than once. Specific items 
of trade, legal formulae, or other vocabulary can be located through 
the lexical concordance (H) in chapter IV . 
'.3.rhe operations of the animal industry in the period are 
described by M. San Ni cold" in a 5-part article: "Materialien zu 
Viehwirtschaft in den neubabylonischen Tempeln," Or 17 (1948): 
273-93; 18 (1949): 288-306; 20 (1951): 129-50; 23(1954): 351-82; 
25 (1956): 24-38. See also Spar, pp~ 108-113. 
4Bibliograph ical notations on each ritual are provided wi~~ 
the tablet. 
5oppenheim, "Golden Garments of the Gods," JNES 8 (1949), 
172-93. Oppenheim's unpublished notes on the material culture 
of the NB period have much more exhaustive material t han this article. 
6weisberg, YNER · 1, 60-66; Renger, "Notes on t he Goldsmiths, 
Jewelers, and Carpenters of Neo-B.abylonian Eanna," JAOS 91 (1971), 
494-503. --
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of various cornmodities: 2 1517, 1522, 1528, 1532 
1546, 1547, 1549, 1551, 1554, 1555, 1556, 1558, 
1560, 1565, 1578, 1582, 1585, 1586, 1600, 1602, 1604 
Real estate transactions or litigation: 3 1517, 1523-4, 
1533, 1549, 1563, 1603, 1605 
Receipts for wages and various commodities: 1591, 1592, 
1593, 1610, 1611, 1619, 1624 
Slave sales or litigation:4 1541, 1552, 1574, 1589, 1597 
Temple trade and transactions: 5 1517, 1519, 1520, 1528, 
1534, 1536, 1538, 1545, 1546, 1547, 1548, 1550, 1551, 1559, 
1560, 1561, 1562, 1565, 1568, 1575, 1581, 1583, 1585, 1588, 
1591, 1592, 1595, 1605, 1509, 1611, 1613 
1E. Ebeling, "Krim:inalfalle aus Uruk," AfO 16 (1952-3), 67-9; 
Figulla, "Lawsuit concerning a Sacrilegious Theft at Uruk," Iraq 
13 (1951), 92-101; Spar, 1-36. 
2The vol•lllle of texts in this group reflects the development 
of credit into a major means of economic manipulation in the period. 
See San Nicolo', "Zur Entwicklung der babylonischen Urkunden Formen," 
Festschrift fur Gustav Hanusek, Abhandlungen zur antiken Rechts-
geschichte (Graz: 1925); H. Pets chow,· Die neubabylonischen Kauf-
formulare (Leipzig: 1939); ~1. San Nicolo', "Darlehen," RLA II, 122-31; 
Weisberg, YNER 1, 13-42; Muffs, Studies in the Aramaic Legal Papyri 
from Elephantine (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1969); E. Von Voigtlander, 
"A Survey of Neo-Babylonian History" (Ph.D. dissertation, University 
of Michigan, 1963), 214-5. 
\iany of these texts are published by Hunger, "Das Archi v 
des Nab~-usallim," Baghdader Mit teilungen 5(1970): 193-304. 
41. Mendelsohn, "State Slavery in Ancient Palestine," BASOR 
/185 (1942) , 14-17; "Free Artisans and Slaves in Mesopotamia," 
BASOR #89 (1943), 25-9; Slavery in the Ancient Near East (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1949)_. 
5Possibly more of the texts could be assigned to this 
group. The volume: of texts reflects the important role the temple 
held in economics of the period. A full discussion of the relation 
of the temple t o the r oyal and private sectors is found in Spar, 
78-120. See also Saggs, Greatness, 257-60. 
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Significance of t he Material 
The writer considers the major contribution of this study 
to be its presenting to scholars heretofore unavailable materials. 
Progress in Assyriology is very much dependent on the steady 
input of new epigraphical materials to the community laboring in 
the discipline. This is especially the case with legal and 
economic docl.!ments, for while they are not often as sensational 
as annals, poetry, or other genre, they are the one genre of 
Akkadian texts which reflect the nature of society in a non-
tendentious way. Advance in our understanding of the history, 
society and language of this period is tied to the availability 
of fresh materials critical to the formation and modification 
of hypotheses. 
This particular corpus is the more significant, for while 
NB texts are often damage.cl, 1 here is a body of texts in excellent 
condition, requiring very little res~orative work. Almost all of 
the tablets can be read with great confidence due to the clarity 
of the texts. 
The majority of the materials relate to the organization 
and operation of the Eanna complex in Uruk. This temple and city 
have become virtually a type site for the period; the flow of 
goods and services is illustrated in many ways. 
The writer has not made prosopographic identifications a 
major interest, but numerous persons mentioned in the texts have 
1 See above, pp. 3, 6. 
10 
been integr~ted into other corpora or prosopographic studj_es. 
In working with cuneiform documents, one r egularl y encounters 
the uncommon, infrequent , obscure, or unknoKn lexical items or 
practices; this has been the case in this material as well. 
Numerous new wr itings, rare words,or otherwise unattested lexical 
contributions have appe.ared in the m.'-lterial. This data is 
s ummarized bel.ow: 
I. New writings and readings 
A. 1518:34-5, et pa~sim: 
worker" 
lll~ 1~ '¥·~ n LT . HUG= ASGAo , .... ~ ... _ asKapu, 11 l eather-
y 
B . 1523-!¼:24 : URU.AHA.R . NES = URU Burati 
. , 
C. AMBA.,.-q,,GI-ru-u = apparu (usually GI.ANBAR) (1531: 4) 
D . 1590: 3 : f em . pl. adj., KUR G:L·-mir-ru·-ma·-a- t a,_ 11 Cimrr.erian11 
/ 
E . 1566 :12: lib-ba-na- ti , read as pl. of :i.il?_:i.ttu, "brick" 
(usua lly libnati) ---
F. I 1609: 8: l) i - i - di-u for bidu, 1'beads " 
II . Unattested l exica l items and translat ions 
- / A. 1540 :11: bit(E) GI . LA.NU 
? 
B. 1536: l : ~=.gur-ru tu-up- pa-ti , "table t-·shaped bricks 11 • 




1523-4:6: _a~b~a_t_·i_· _n_a_d_u, "to turn into equa l shares 11 
III. Infrequent vocabulary o r vocabulary for which the 
significance is un ce rtain 
A. 1550:9: AN.HI; see the di scussion. 
B. 1548 :1: V send~, 8. material paid to carpente r s 
C. 1 609:2: 






1610:2: ~u-ri-e, a type of metal object 
1539:11: kiriktu, the blocking of a canal, reduction 
of the water flow 
A 1518:14: bit hare 
1550: 8: bit bil~i 
One pair of duplicate tablets was discovered in the 
collection (FLP 1523, 1524). One has an Aramaic endorsement 
(FLP 1563); another is marked with a stamp seal (FLP 1554). 
Scribes reversed signs from their normal writing in 
two instances; one is clearly an error (FLP 1555:19), and 
the other may be (FLP 1531:4). 
Beyond the solution to the difficulties encountered in 
these texts, what direction should research in the NB period 
take on a large scale in the future? The writer judges that 
progress is critical in two areas. Certainly the continuing 
preparation and publication of NB texts is crucial; many times the 
number of texts already publi shed from the period r emain 
llllpublished. 1 Yet it is equally important', if not more so, that 
the mass of information in texts already published must be 
gleaned, synthesized, and placed in its broad context. While 
treatment of individual texts is its elf exciting and rewarding, 
little is added to the overal l picture. The integration of 
vast arrays of data int o comprehensive units, perhaps · through 
study of individual industries or s ocia l institutions, is the 
missing f eature in r es earch to this point. 
1 See above, p. 2, n. 1. 
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Additional Notes 
System of Transliteration 
I have adhered to the system of transliteration used in 
the CAD with one major exception. Due to the extensive use 
of logographic writings in NB economic and legal documents, 
I have chosen to provide Akkadian equivalents for almost all 
logograms. 1 This procedure does have its liabilities, particularly 
with the vexing question of final vowels in the period and the 
indications that case markers were not used. 2 I have indicated 
final vowels in Akkadian equivalents provided, though I am full 
well aware they would not have been present in speech. There 
is also some ambiguity about the Ak.kadian equivalents to a 
few logograms in the period. Sumerian A could be the equivalent 
of either maru or aplu; aplu has bee~ used throughout, whereas 
d maru has been used as equivalent to DUMU. I have read INNIN as 
Istar, but dIN.NIN as Innin and dIN.NIN.NA/I as Innina or Innini. 3 
Personal names with an initial element ~U have been read phonetically 
rather than with Gi~il. Akkadian equivalents were not provi ded 
for UD and MU in date formulae. 
1 See above, p. 7. 
2see above, p. 6, n. 3. 




Determinatives were not indicated before personal names 
unless they are feminine. Those patronymics which included 
professional names are listed in the index of professional 
names (D) .1 
Occurrences of the GN Babili are not indexed when · they 
occur in the royal titulary. 
The lexical concordance (H) is not exhaustive but is 
a. list of important terms and vocabulary. It is not in any way 
intended to serve as a lexical resource, but as a concordance to 
facilitate the work of other researchers. 
The Bibliography 
The bibliography is an extensive list of publications of 
late Babylonian texts. It is close to, but not quite, exhaustive. 
I was able to locate secondary refer~nces to about 50 other 
articles, but since I was not able to verify the bibliography, 
I did not include the material. 
Abbreviations 
The abbreviations used are those commonly accepted in the 
field. A separate listing has not been included. 2 
1on the interpretation of patronymics, see W. G. Lambert, 
"Ancestors, Authors, and Canonicity," JCS 11 (1957), 1-14 . 
2tists of the abbreviations are found in front of each volume 
of The Assyrian Dictionary (Chicago: Oriental Ins titute, 1964 - -) or 
in R. Borger, Handbuch der Keilschriftliteratur (Berlin: Wal t e r 
de Gruyter, 1967). 
CHAPTER II 
A..""iNOTATED CATALOGUE 




KING/YR./MO./DAY DIMENSIONS PROVENANCE 
(in millimeters) 
The following abbreviations will be used for the names of reigning 
kings: S~i, Sin-;ar-iskun; Npl, Nabopolassar; Nbk, Nebuchadnezzar; 
Nsu, Nergal-~ar-ui,;ur; Nbn, Nabonidus . Information not explicit 
in the tablet, but only implied, will be enclosed in parentheses; 
information not available will be indicated by a dash. The tablets 
are numbered in the collection in approximately chronological 
order. 
1517 S~i/2/2/20 52 X 32 Sippar 
Debt of reeds 
1518 Npl/6/4/12 89 X 60 Babylon 
Real estate sale 
1519 Npl/9/6/17 72 X 45 
Record of the disposition of cattle and barley 
1520 Npl/17/8/28 50 X 39 (Sippar) 
Garments for the gods 
1522 Nbk/7/5/(23) 48 X 34 Uruk 
' Loan of silver 
14 
15 
1523 Nbk/7/6/10 73 x 52 Burati 
Litigation over real estate (duplicate of FLP 1524) 











Litigation over real estate (duplicate of FLP 1523) 
Nbk/11/4/18 40 X 25 
Receipt for delivery of cattle 
Nbk/12/--/-- 54 X 36 
Record of the testimo~y of witnesses 
Nbk/(14)/4/--
Debt of small cattle 
Nbk/14/6/26 
Disposition of the corpse of a cow 
? Nbk/15/3/5. 
Litigation over cattle 
Nbk/16/6/13 
Contract for delivery of bricks 
Nbk/16/12/27 
Loan of barley 
Nbk/17/12/13 
Real estate sale 
Nbk/20/6/7 
Delivery of ducks 
Nbk/21/ 3/17 
Contract for delivery of bricks 
50 X 39 
36 X 24 
60 X 45 
47 X 30 
55 X 40 
97 X 67 
53 X 34 








1537 Nbk/22/10/10 45 X 28 
Wages paid corvee laborers 
1538 Nbk/ 23/5/1 43 X 31 (Uruk) 
Receipt of baked goods for e~se~u f estival 
1539 Nbk/23/10/11 52 X 34 
Wages paid worker s for various services 
1540 Nbk/25/7 /11 42 X 30 
Disposition of various amounts of barley 
16 
1541 Nbk/27 /7 /16 52 X 40 Uruk 
Sale of a slave 
1545 Nbk/34/2/-- 55 X 38 Uruk 
Transfer of a debt 
1546 'Nbk/34/12/25 54 X 37 Uruk 
Loan of barley 
1547 Nbk/37/2/22 53 X 36 Uruk 
Loan of silver 
1548 Nbk/36/7/6 50 X 34 
Wages paid carpenters 
1549 Nbk/38/12/11 47 X 34 Uruk 
Loan of silver 
1550 Nbk 39/2/13 45 X 30 
Receipt for aromatics and spices 
1551 Nbk/39 /5/22 50 X 35 Uruk 
Debt of salt and wool 
1552 Nbk/40/2/17 55 X 42 Babylon 
Sale of a slave 
1554 Nbk/41/7 /5 41 X 33 Sippar 
Debt of wool 
1555 Nbk/43/3/22 56 X 41 Uruk 
Loan of silver 
1556 Nbk/ 43/5/22 47 X )5 . Sippar 
Debt of vats 
1558 N~u/1/10/1 49 X 32 Uruk 
Debt of dates 
1559 Nsu/--/9/-- 47 X 36 
Barley to be paid for a loan of dates 
1560 Nbn/ 3/5/18 42 X 34 Uruk 
Sesame to be paid for a loan of wool 
1561 Nbn/3/6/27 51 X 38 region of Bit-Dakuru 
Debt of dates 
1562 Nbn/5/4/18 52 X 44 
Record of income 
17 
1563 Nbn/5/4/23 49 X 35 Sippar 
Contract for rental of house 
1565 Nbn/5/5/6 54 X 41 
Debt of silver 
1566 Nbn/5/5/8 50 X 35 
Silver paid for cattle and bricks 
1567 Nbn/5/5/12 42 X 30 
Purchase of bronze 
1568 Nbn/5/5/19 40 X 30 --
Purchase of salt 
1571 Nbn/5/11/21 35 X 28 
Purchase of iron and limestone 
1573 Nbn/7/5/20 34 X 47 
Receipt for payment of a debt 
1574 Nbn/7 /9 /1 39 X 45 Elammu 
Sale of a slave 
1575 Nbn/7/10/6 38 X 28 
Wages paid for work on the bit ak1tu 
1576 Nbn/7/11/28 32 X 24 
Wages paid in contract for canal maintenance 
1578 Nbn/8/2/9 48 X 36 Elammu 
Lo.an of silver 
1580 Nbn/8/4/18 47 X 35 · 
Purchase of sesame 
1581 Nbn/8-15/17 50 X 36 (Uruk) 
Disposition of cattle 
1582 Nbn/8/7/16 55 X 42 Elammu 
Transfer of debt of silver 
1583 Nbn/9/9 /22 50 X 34 Bit-s'aba' i-il 
Contract f or canal maintenance 
1584 Nbn/10/3/4 58 X 45 Uruk 








Debt owed to the temple 
18 
Nbn/10/6-II/9 
Receipt for payment of a debt 
Nbn/(10)/6-II/18 
45 X 35 BTt-piriM'ti 
42 X 30 Sippar 
30 X 25 
Tablet too damaged to determine nature of transaction 
Nbn/10/6-II /26 
Record of wages paid to workmen 
Nbn/10/6/ 16 
Sale of a slave 
Nbn/10/7/21 
Sale of Cimmerian bows 
43 X 33 
58 X 45 Sippar 
38 X 29 




Record of wages paid to work.men for labor on E-babbara 
Nbn/11/3/10 L;2 X 29 
Record of income used to purchase sackcloth 
Nbn/117/3/24 
Record of wages paid workmen 
Nbn/13/9/14 
Debt of a fire-pot 
30 X 22 
51 X 40 Sippar 
1595 Nbn/13/12/3 55 x 35 (Sippar) 
Income of the king received at the temple of Sama~ 
1597 Nbn/16/ 4i9 52 X 40 Babylon 
Litigation regarding title to a slave 
1598 Nbn/15/8/28 64 X 40 
Disposition of cattle 
1600 Nbn/15/--/-- 50 X 29 
Loan of barley 
1601 Nbn/16/5/2 60 X 47 
Record of the testli.mony of witnesses 
1602 Nbn/16/8/24 39 X 27 Sippar 
Contract for payment of a loan 
19 
1603 Nbn/ 16/ 11/7 48 X 38 Uruk 
Contract for payment of rent 
1604 Nbn/16/12/13 58 X 40 Sippar 
Record of a loan of silver and barley 
1605 Nbn/16/--/27 65 X 55 Kar-Nanj 
Rental contract 
1606 Nbn/17/2/27 47 X 34 Nippur 
Debt of silver 
1607 Nbn/7 /12/23 55 X 42 Elammu 
Division of business capital 
1609 ;..-/3/11/3 50 X 28 (Uruk) 
Receipt for gold jewelry for goddess of Uruk 
1610 --/7/6/22 30 X 10 
Receipt for iron 
1611 --/8/5/2 51 X 25 
Receipt for flour 
1612 Nbn/8/5/21 50 X 32 
Payment for canal maintenance 
1613 --/9/12/20 38 X 25 UBARA.KI 
Garments for the gods 
1619 --!--!--!-- 57 X 40 
Record of wages paid to workmen 
1624 --!--!--/-- 43 X 28 
Account tablet 
CHAPTER III 





















y/ A V 20 bil-ti sa qane(GI.MES) 
/ y V d 
makkur(NIG.GA) ~amas( lITU) ina pa-an 
~abrt(dAG)-ahhe(SES.ME~)-iddin(MU) mar(DUMU)-~~ s£ 
........ 
msamas(dUTU)-na9ir(PAP) mar(DUMU) mSii-na-si-~f 
a-na bi-ra-a ina mughi(UGU-gi)-J: 
[i}rab-bu-~ ina arah(ITI) Saba~u(z{z) 
i-nam-din 
1, 
umu-kin-nu ~annu(DAN)-aplu(A) mar(DUMU) mlli'(DA)-Marduk(dAMAR.UTU) 
mSa~(dUTU)-mudammiq(SIG5-iq) mar(DUMU) mE-gi-bi 
mSullumu(Sul-SILIM-mu) mar(DUMU) mlli' (DA)-Marduk(dAMAR. UTU) 
~el(dEN)-na~ir(PAP) mar(DUMU) m.Ab,u(SES)-'u-u-tu 
u tupiarru(1~DUB.SAR) Nabj(dAG)-mu-tir.!gi-mi.1-lu 
mar(DUMU) ~ani~tu(dSE~.KI-t-tu) Sip-par[Kr] 
arao(ITI) Ajjaru(GU4) UD 20 K.Ai.~ MU 2 KAM 




20 bundles of reeds, the property of ~amat, have been placed at 
A V ,, 
the disposal of Nabu-aboe-iddin, son of Samas-na~ir and descendant 
of ~a-nalilu. They shall increase (the amount owed) by a 
corresponding amount (if he does not deliver on time). He shall 
V deliver in the month Sabafu. 
Witnesses: 
Dannu-aplu, descendant of Ili'-Marduk; 
~amas-mudammiq, descendant of Egibi; 
Sullumu, descendant of Ili'-Marduk; 
Bel-nasir, descendant of Ah~tu. 
. ~ 
Scribe: Nabd-mutir-gimillu, descendant of Na.."lititu. 
In Sippar, on the 20th day of the month Ajjaru in the 2nd year 
of the reign of Sin-~ar-i~kun, king of Babylon. 
Notes 
Ln. 10: The PN Sullumu is attested in the same writing in Tallavist 
NBN: 205. The use of the phonetic prefix is unconnnon. 
Ln. 13: The PN Nani~tu is attested in the same writing in Tallqvist 
\ 
NBN: 159. Such a use of U is unusual. 




1 13 qan~(GI.ME~) eqli(A.SA) ki-lub-bu-tl er9etim(KI-tim) 
2 Kullaba(KUL.ABA4 .KI) if qe"-reb Babili(TIN.TIR.KI) 
3 2 NINDA ~idd~(US) eld(AN.TA) amurru(imIV) tah(DA) bit(E) 
. ., 
ll\<udurri(NIG.GUB) apil(A)-;~ t£ ~el(dEN)-e~ir(SUR) 
., / 
apil(A) paeari(luBAHAR) 
y , A V v A V A im 4 2 NINDA siddu(US) saplu(KI.TA) sadu( III) tah(DA) mu-~e-e 
~£ U,.a-ba-li apil(A) ba'iri(1~SU.fl.A) 
5 1 NINDA nik-k~s putu(SAG) elitu(AN .TA) iltanu(imII) ~ab(DA) 
.,, "' , "' eqli(A.SA) libbu(SA-bu)-u eqli(A.SA) 
6 1 NINDA nik-k~s putu(SAG) taplitu(KI. TA) tutu(imI) tah(DA) . ... 
rebiti(SIL.DAGAL.LA) mu-taq 
7 I~tar(dINNIN) Babili(TIN . TIR.KI) 
8 napbar(PAP) 10 qan~(GI.MES) mi-Si\:,-tum ekalli({.G.AL-i) 
A v A • ,, 1 NINDA ~iddu(US) elu(AN.TA) amurru(1 mIV) tah(DA) bit(E) .... 9 
~udurri(NIG.GUB) apil(A) pa_gari(1~AH~) 
10 1 NINDA ~idd~(US) ¥apla(KI.TA) sad~(imIII) tal!,(DA) bit(t) 
l I.,, 
Ini.a-ba-~i apil(A) ba'iri( USU.HA) 
V 
11 ½ NINDA nik-ka's putu(SAG) elitu(AN.TA) iltanu(i~I) tah(DA) . .., 
- / m.~ 1 / y bit(E) LJ-bi-e-a apil (A) iipari( ull::i . BAR) 
12 ½ NINDA nil<-ka~ putu(SAG) faplftu(KI.TA) ~utu(imI) ~au(DA) 
.,, y \ I v\ 
eqli(A.SA) libb1.1(SA-bu)-u eqli(A.SA) 
13 napcar(PAP) 3 qan~(GI.MES) mu-Sib-ti a¥-lat- ti 
24 
14 
A v .,,, 
naphar(PAP) nape,ar(PAP) 13 qanu(GI.MES) mi-si!>-ti 
,.. / A 'II b1.t(E) hare(HAR.MES) 
.... .., 
15 ki ~el(dEN)-le'i(DA) apil(A) m m Ga-hal Apla(A)-a mar(DUMU) 
V 
~~-tuk 
16 ki-i 1/3 mand(MA.NA) 5½ tiqlu(Giif) kaspi(Ktl.BABBAR) t£ ½ NINDA 
V \ V / \ 
eqli(A.SA) 3½ siqlu(GIN) kaspi(KU.BABBAR) 




ah- (GA~NBA) . b- (SA ) . V V. • VI ... (TIL MESV) m v1.ru = 1.m e 4 -ma 1.-sam a-na s1.-nu-su gamrut1. . 
A v . / / . \ 
napuar(PAP) 2/3 manu(~..A.NA) 6 s1.qlu(GIN) 4-tu kasp1.(KU.BABBAR) 
pe~~(BABBAR-~) ina qate(~U.II) mApla(A)-a 
20 
21 
mar(DUMU) 1\fa~-tuk ~el(dEN)-le'i(DA) apil(A) m Ga-eal 
..,.,. " I _ / ,, I ' 
s1.m(SAM) biti(E)-su ki-i kaspi(KU.BABBAR) gamruti(TIL-ti) 




- y V 
u1 i-~i u1 iturru(GUR.MES)-ma a-na a-.!)a-mes 
. 1~ . 
u1 1.-rag-gu-mu pa-qir-a-nu 
kaspi(KU.BABBAR) im-eu-ru <<a>> adi(EN) 12-ta-~ 
i-ta-nap-pal 
26 ina ka-nak fuppi(imDUB) tu'ati(MU.MES) 
I 
27 pan(IGI) ~el(dEN) -mupahb-ir(NIGIN) apil(A) i!pari(1uuS.BAR) 
V . , 
28 mSu-ma-a apil ba'iri(lu~u.gA) 
29 ~ab~(dAG)-zer(NUMUN)-iqi~a(BA-;~) apil mir-a-ni 
30 ~ab~(dAG)-ze=(NUMUN)-li~ir(SI . SA) apil mir-a-ni 
31 mSakin(GAR)-tumi(MU) apil(A) Inr,ibbi(SA-bi)-Sin(dXXX)-li-nu-ua 












~el(dEN)-n~ir(PAP) apil(A) ma~;,aru(1~N.NUN) abulli(KA.GAL) 
d / V 
~el( EN)-~um(MU)-ilkun(GAR-un) apil(A) a~kapi(lUAS GAB) 
~a-din apil(A) askapi(ltf~GAB) 
u Fupiarru(1~SID) ~el(dEN)-na~ir(PAP) apil(A) rab(1JGAL) bani(DU) 
Babili(TIN.TIR.KI) arag.(ITI) Du'uzu(SU) UD 12 KAM MU 6 KM-1 
A' d ' 
~abu( AG)-apla(A)-U$ur(URU) ~ar(LUGAL) Babili(TIN. TIR.KI) 
~u-pur Rel(dEN)-le 'i(DA) apil(A) mGa-,bal kima(GIM) k_an-gi-sti 
Translation 
(This tablet concerns) 13 reeds of fallow land in the district 
of Kul.l.ab which is within Babylon. (Details of size and location 
are as follows:} 2 NINDA of the upper long side on the west is 
adjacent to the house of Kudurru, son of Bel-efir and descendant 
of the family of potters; 2 NINDA of the lower long side on the 
east borders on the corridor cf Laba~i, descendant of the family 
of fishermen; l NINDA and 3 cubits on the upper short side on the 
north borders on the field with t he f i eld; 1 NINDA and 3 cubits 
of the lower short side on the .-so.uth borders on t he plaza of the 
procession road of Istar of Baby lon, for a total of 10 reeds 
according to _the measurement of the palace . (9) 1 NINDA on the 
upper long side on the west borders on t he house of Kudurru, 
descendant of the family of potters; 1 NINDA on the lower l ong side 
on the east borders on the house of Labasi, descendant of t he f amily 
of fishermen; ½ NINDA and 3 cubi ts on the upper short side on the 
north border s on the house of Ube-a, descendant of the family of 
weavers; ½ NINDA and 3 cubits on the l ower short side on the south 
26 
borders on the field with the field, for a total of 3 reeds according 
to the measure of the surveyor's rope. The grand total is 13 reeds 
in accordance with the measure of the har~-house. (15) Bel-le'i, 
son of Gabal, was paid as follows by Aplaya, son of Ma~tuk: the 
" sum of 1/3 manu, S½ sheqels of silver which is 3½ sheqels of silver 
for each½ NINDA of field, together with 3/4 (sheqel) of silver-
as additional payment. He has declared the rate of excha~ge and 
has sold for its full price. (19) Bel-le'i, the son of Gaj)al, 
has received from Aplaya, the son of Ma~tuk, the full price in 
silver for his house, a sum of 2/3 manC, 6 3/ 8 sheqels of white 
silver. He is cleared. He has no case. They shall not initiate 
litigation against one another. The claimant shall pay 12 times 
the silver he has received. 
(26) The following were present at the sealing of this tablet: 
Bel-mupaghir, descendant of the. family of weavers; 
V Sumaya, descendant of the family of fishermen; 
.A - "'°v Nabu-zer-iqisa, descendant of Irani; 
N bA - I..,.v . d d f . a u-zer- isir, escen ant o Irani; 
Sakin-iumi, descendant of Libbi-Sin-rtnub; 
Marduk-iarrani, descendant Libbi-Sin-11nu..,; 
... 
Bel-n~ir, descendant of t he family of the keeper of t he main gate; 
Bel-~um-i~kun, descendant of t he family of l eatherwor kers; 
Nadin, des cendant of the f amily of leatherworkers. 
Scribe: Bel-n~ir, descendant of t he f ami l y of the r ab bani. 
In Babylon on t he 12th day of the month Du'uzu in the 6th year 
of the r e i gn of Nabrt-apla-ll-?ur, ki ng of Babylon. The nail-mark 
27 
of Bel-le'i, son of Gahal, is affixed as his seal . 
.. 
Notes 
Ln. 1: KUL.UNUG.KI is read as KUL.ABA4.KI by Borger, AOATS 6: 
sign #72 . With reference to ki~ubb~, cf. CAD 8:463-4. 
Ln. 2: The sign GAR when used as a linear measure is to be read 
NINDA in Sumerian; the Akkadian correspondence may be nindanu but 
is not certain. Cf. CAD 1:1:245 for a discussion. 
Lns. 5-6: nikkas is a unit of length 3 cubits long; cf. AHw 789. 
Lns. 8, 13, 14: The use of three different standards of measure 
is curious . It must be the case that the standards agreed since 
they were able to be added without conversion or adjustment in 
ln. 14 . A wide variety of measures were used in the NB period, 
. 1 
standards of the king or the various temples being used. 
The exact nature of the bit nar~ is not known; references 
frequently associate it with a god, so it is to be assumed that 
it was a part of a temple complex. 2 
Ln. 17: The phrase ~a aki atri is to be translated "which is for 
an additional payment." Cf . CAD 8:325 and 1:2:502 . 
Ln. 22 : With reference to the phrase apil zaki and the other 
legal formulae in the tablet, cf. Yochanan Muffs, Studies in the 
Aramaic Legal Papyri from Elephanti ne (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1969). 
1Dubb er s t e i n , AJSL 56 (1939) : 36. Thes e measures have yet 
to be defi ni t ely established. 
2cAD 6:118. 
28 
Muffs' study, while concentrating on Aramaic legal papyri, 
includes a discussion of numerous Akkadian terms. A zaku 
becomes the classic term of quittance during the middle Babylonian 
1 period. It is of very high frequency of occurrence. 2 
Lns. 34, 35: The AlrJcadian equivalent of what has traditionally 
1/ 
been read of \\I.MUG may now be regarded as one of a series of 
orthographic variants of ltlASGAB, Akkadian a~kapu (leathe~Grker). 
This information was provided the writer by Prof. Erle Leichty 
and was also adopted in some unpublished materials by A. L. 
Oppenheim; no notices regarding the reading have been published 
to date, however. 
Ln. 39: NB uses both kanku and kangu; cf. CAD 8:153; MSL 7:113:129; 
AHw 437; NRVGl 72. kangu is the more common in the NB period. 
A discussion of the use of the fingernail imprint is found 















alpu(GU4) iuklulu(SU.DU7.ME) alpu(GU4) 3-i ME mao-ra manct(SID) 
"' d arah(ITI) Ululu(KIN) UD 17 KAM MU 9 KAM Nabu( AG)-apla(A)-
.., 
~ur(PAP) sar(LUGAL) Babili(E.KI) 
3 alpu(GU4) 3-i ME mRi-mut apil mA.A.RA.PA. 'A 
1 mdNa-na-a-eres(KAM) sf URU Za-me-e 
md ' m "',,, , 1 Na-na-a-na~ir(URU) apil(A) < > Sar-ra-na~ir(URU) 
napoar(PAP) 5 alpu(GU4) ~uklulu(SU.DU7.ME) Ini3ala~(TIN)-su ma-bir 
,, ' / 4 ina libbi(SA-bi) ina bit(E) ti-ri-e 
"" .,, vd 1 ina libbi(SA-bi) a-na Samas( UTU) 
uttetu(SE.BAR) ~~ a-na qemi(ZI.DA) J~ nikkas biti(E) nadna(SUM-na) 
,,. ~ -~ ,,,, 1 (PI) 3 sutu(BAN) u~Feti(~E.BAR) i na sutu(g1 BAN) 18 qa 
ina p~n(IGI) m~l-du-nu ina 1 (PI) 4 sutu(BAN) i-nam-din 
11 1 (PI) 3 sutu(BAN) ~ab~(dAG)-sum(MU)-i~kun(GAR-un) apil(A) 
V ~ / 
IDN'adna(SUM-na)-aga(SES) 1 (PI) 4 sutu(BAN) i-nam-din 
"' m.... m .,, "' " 12 1 (PI) 3 sutu(BA..~) Ki-mut apil(A) Aea(SES)-eres(KA.~) 
, ' 
arad(lurR) ekalli(KUR) 
13 2 (PI) 3 sutu(BAN) ~rduk(dAMAR.UTU)-eri-ba apil(A) 
~ab~(dAG)-~allim(GI) 
14 3 (PI) 3 sutu(BAN) °xi-na-a apil(A) mNergal(dUGUR)-uballit(TIN-it) . . 
15 f x]1'I mZeru(NUMUN)-tli apil (A) m Niq-qu~ 
30 
Translation 
(This tablet concerns) ungelded three-year old bulls which were 
previously counted. On the 17th day of the month Uliilu in the 
9th year of the reign. of Nabl'.t-apla-~ur, king of Babylon. 
3 three-year old bulls from Rimut, son of A.A.RA.PA. 'A; 1 
.c ,._ ~ · -A A 
~rom Nana-eres from the city Zame; 1 from Nana-na~ir, descendant. o f 
v Sarra-na~ir: a total of 5 ungelded bulls received by Bal~tsu • 
• I 
4 are now in the cattle pen and 1 has been taken to ~amal. 
(9) (The following concerns) barley for flour which was paid 
to the temple accounts. 1 PI, 3 sutu was placed at t he di spos a l 
of ~a-dunu (according to a measure in which the~e are 18 qa in a 
sutu); he shall repay 1 PI, 4 sutu. 1 PI, 3 sutu was placed at 
the disposal of Nab~-sum-iikun, descendant of Nadna-aga; he shall 
repay 1 PI, 4 sutu. 1 PI)3 sutu was placed at the disposal of 
-- - ,, 1 Rimut, descenda..~t of Ata-eres, the servant of the pa ace. 2 PI, 
3 sutu was placed at the disposal of Marduk-eriba, descendant of 
Nabrt-ulallim; 3 PI,3 sutu, Kinaya, descendant of Nergal-uballi ;; 
[xJPI, Zerutu, descendant of Niqqud. 
Notes 
Ln. 3: The reading of the PN at the end of the line eludes the 
writer; the signs are clear on the tablet. Only one ot her 
suggestion appears plaus i b l e : the RA sign could be conf used with 
DUMU m, in which case t he s equence would b e as follows : Aplaya(A-a ), 
mar(DUMU) IllpA. 'A. 
31 
Ln. 4: The city is known from other sources. 1 
· -Ln. 10: The phrase specifying the number of qa in a sutu is 
common, but not at the rate of 18 to 1. Ratios of 10, 6, 9, or 
8 to 1 are known. 2 
Ln. 14: One .might wish to read 4 (PI) instead of 3 since the scribe 
elsewhere on the tablet(lines 1 and 3) used three verticals for 
the number 3; however, the fourth impression needed for the number 
4 is not visible in the clay. 
1Parpola AOAT 6: 381. 




1 39 manj(MA.NA) ~ubati(TUG) pe~ati(BABBAR) u 6 [ • . • ] 













Ln. 3 erased 
1 nabasu(TUG.SIG.GAN .ME.DA) 1 TUG.SIG ta-bar [ • . . ] 
/ L' ~I .I'. A J\ 4 naolapatu(TUG.Gu.E.ME) sa SIG ta-bar rabu(GAii) pe~u(UD.ME) 
3 TUG. GU .LUM ~£ s{G ta-bar sihru(TUR.ME) 
. "" 
/ V 
6 TUG par-si-gu }1E 
,. / 
naphar(PAP) 31 manu(~..A.NA) SIG ta-bar 
., 
/ ,. ., 
napgar(PAP) napgar(PAP) 1 biltu(GUN) 10 man~(MA.NA) SIG mi-ih-~u 
/ 
a-na TUG lu-bu-u~-ti 
~f arah(ITI) Kislimu(GAN) rodNa-na-a-iddin(MU) 
v 
apil(A)-~J s~ ~abti(dAG)-u$allim(GI) iMparu(1cius.BAR) maeir(IGI-ir) 
ina pan(IGI) ~ab~(dAG)-zer(NUMUN)-ukin(GIN) u mDu-um-muq 
I' 
_,t lu "" v / " aslaki( AZALAG.ME) 1/3 (manu) 5 siqlu(GIN) SIG ta-bar a-na 
n~eeu(NIG.IB.LAL.ME) t£ ~ama~c¾ru) ina pan(IGI) m<l l . J 
15 aral}(ITI) Ar~samna(APIN) UD 28 KAM MU 17 KAM 
16 Nab~(dAG)-apla(A)-t11?ur(PAP) sar(LUGAL) Babili(E.KI) 
33 
Translation 
39 man~ of white garments . 6 small §ibtu-garments •.• 
1 red wool garment, 1 garment of tabar, 4 nablaptu garments 
/ 
of large white tabar; 3 TUG. GU.LU:t1 of small tabar, for a total 
of 31 man~ of tabar, and a grand total of 1 talent, 10 man~. 
of Illih.§u cloth for clothing in the month Kislimu was received 
by Nana-iddin, son of Nab~-u~allim, the weaver. (13) It ~as 
placed at the disposal of Nab~-zer-uk!n and Dunnnuq, the fullers; 
1/3 A manu, 5 sheqels of tabar was placed at the disposal of 
for the belt for Samas. 
On the 28th day of the month Araesamna in the 17th year of 
A Nabu-apla-1J.l?ur, king of Babylon. 
Notes 
The text deals with vestments for the gods; it is written late 
in the 7th month with r e ference to garments to be used in the 8th 
month. 1 Two sums of clothing are mentioned : 39 man~(ln. 1) and 
31 man~(ln. 8), together adding to 1 talent, 10 mant(ln. 9). 
Ln. 2: ~ibtu is frequently used in reference to a sacred vestment. 2 
1A. L. Oppenheim, "The Golden· Garments of the Gods," JNES, 
8 (1949), 172-93. 
2 CAD 16:162. 
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Ln. 4: nabasu is a type of red wool. 1 
Ln. 5: nahlaEtu is also used of a garment for a sacred image . 2 
Ln. 6: I have not been able to. identify .-'., 6 TUG.G .LUM. 
Ln. 7: Eartigu is a type of · headwear. 3 
Ln. 9: mib~u is a type of cloth. 4 
Ln. 10: lub~tu in this context would likely mean "for the clothing 
ceremony. 115 
Ln. 14: nebebu is a -girdle or belt often worn by an image. 6 
Lns. 4, .5, 6, 8, 14: tabar is another type of red wool. 
Ln. 14: Reference to clothing for ~amai suggests that the text may 
,,, 
be from the E-babbara of Sippar. 
1AHw __ , 697;Spar, p. 64. 2AHw __ , 715. 
3AHw 836 4 642; Held, JAOS 79 (1959) : 1 75-6 . __ , AHw, 




.i\ , vim. •. A d -1 ½ manu(MA.NA) kaspi(KU.BABBAR) sa Nabu( AG)-zer(NUMUN)-
I "' / 1 sir(SI .SA) 
vi ,/I Inn mv cl. 2 apil(A)-su sa ~a-din mar(DUMU) Su-rl'a-na-a 
3 ina mub~i(UGU-ti) ~abG(dAG)-e~ir(KAR)-napsati(ZI.MES) 
VI .,./ 
apil(A)-su sa 
4 ~abt1(dAG)-sum(MU)-iikun(GAR-un) ul-tu um(UD) 1 KAM 
.,/ 






ina m11hhi(UGU-hi) 1 ma-ni-e ]_siqlu(GIN) kaspi ina muhhi(UGU-hi)-~~ 
-c:~ w """' ~ 
VI ., i-rab-bi mim-mu-su ma-la ba-su-u 
mas-ka-nu ;f ~abC(dAG)-.zer(NUMUN)-ll~ir(Sl) 
ltimu-kin-nu ~ergal(dUGUR)-uballi~(TIN-i~) 
,, 
apil(A)-s; s~ ~ab~(dAG)--lum(MU)-eres(KAi.~) sangj(luSID) 
,, 
parakki(BARA) 
10 ~ab~(dAG)-mu-se-ti-iq-J-du apil(A)-~; t: 
. I 
m... A d v ( ) _ v ( ) v A lu"' , . ,, ) 11 Nabu( AG)-sum MU -eres KAM sangu( SIDJ parakki(BARA 
12 u ;up~arru(1tisrn) ~ab~(dAG)-e~ir(KAR)-nap~ati(ZI.MES) 
( 
V / ,,_/ 
apil A)-su sa 
13 ~ab~(dAG)-lum(MU)-itkun(GAR-un) Uruk(UNUG.Kl) arah(ITI) Abu(NE) 
.... 
14 UD 23 KAM MU 7 KAM 




½ man~ of silver belonging to Nab~-zer-litir, son of Nadin and 
descendant of Su-Nan1, has been charged against Nabrt-efir-naptati, 
the son of Nab~-~um-i~kun. From first day of the month Abu 
he shall pay 7 sheqels on each mant charged against him. All 
. h . . f N b"' - 1-v · tnat e owns is security · or .a u-zer- isir. 
Witnesses: 
1 1 f N b A " - .,,. • f h Nerga -uba lit, son o a u-sum-eres, priest o_ t e sanctuary; 
A " fN·"" - ., . f h Nabu-musetiq-uddu, son o 1aou-sum-eres, priest o t e sanctuary. 
Scribe: Nab~-etir-nap~ati, son of Nabt-~um-iskun. 
In Uruk on the 23rd day of the month Abu in the 7th year of 
Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon . 
Notes 
Ln. 12: It is interesting to note that the scribe himself was 
one of the contracting parties, the debtor. Apparently 
"conflict of interest" was not a problem with witnesses present. 
It is also interesting to note the interest at near 12%, but 
charged from the beginning of the month even though the contract 
is dated on the 23rd day. 
Ln. 14: I am emeriding the t ext to read 23rd day instead of the 33rd; 
the reasons are obvious. Perhaps the scribe 's stylus was splitting 
and leaving a double impression; this would al so account for the 
extra wedge in TIR on ln. 16. 
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FLP 1523 and 1524 
These two tablets are duplicates exact to the sign and 
differing only in the alignment. The transliteration below is 
in accordance with the spacing of tablet 1524. 
Transliteration 
md . lf "' ). m... m.. ;\ d ... .,. "' 1 A-num-aga(~ES)-u~ur(URu) i.-ba-a u Nabu( AG)-ague.(SES .MES)-
~allim(GI) 
2 maru(DUMU.MES) s1 reBel(dEN)-na~ir(PAP) a-na mQa-bu-~ 
apil(A)-su ~1 ~ab~(dAG)-na~ir(URU) 
3 
.. , .A . 
ki-a-am iq-bu-~ um-ma eqel(A.SA) kiri(GI?.SAR) gi~immari 
(GIS.GISIMMAR) 
4 zaq-pu ~£ qab-al-ta ali(URU) u l.i ?eri(EDIN) it-ti 
5 l, y I h 'V ·1 I • a-~a-mes nu-za- a-za a-~a-mes i -te-mu-u i-ma 
"' .,,/ .... /. ., " 6 eqli(A.SA)-su-nu bit(E) gi~immari(GIS.GI::;IMMAR) zaq-pu a-na 
a-ea-ti id-du-11 
7 zitti(HA.LA) e-le-ni-ti a-na emedu(US.SA-du) mari(DUMU.MES) 
.. 
8 tf mA-a-hu it-ti zitti(HA.LA) e-le-ni-ti tf arat..(ITI) Abu(NE) 
.., " V 
9 zitti(,.BA,LA) ~u-pa-la-ni-ti s£ kir1(GIS.SAR) qab-al-ta ali(URU) 
10 it-ti zitti(ijA,LA) su-pa-la li-i-ti ~~ kir1(GIS.SAR) aral}(ITI) 
Abu(NE) 
11 zitti(HA.LA) e-le-ni-ti 
..., 
12 tI qab-al-ta ali(URU) u ~; ~eri(EDIN)' s; iltani(IM.SI.SA) 
13 sA mQa-bu- tf it-ti rndA-num-aha(SES)-usur(T.JRU) 
...... . 
14 ml-ba-a u ~abtl(dAG) - ab,~e(SES .MES)-uKallim(GI) u-za-' a-za 











u da-ba-ba ia-a-nu ~£ da-ba-ba an-na-a 
innu(BAL-~) Marduk(dAMAR.UTU) u dzar-pa-ni-ti 
halaqi(HA.A)-t~ liq-bu-t 
V 
l~u-kin-nu ~ab~(dAG)-iddin(MU) apil(A) mArad(IR)-Nergal(dGIR4-KU) 
mrd-di-ia apil(A)-s~ s£ ~a-~ir-mudammiq(SIG5-iq) 
~ul-lu-mu apil(A)-tu td'l!a-~ir-mudammiq(SIG5-iq) 
lllNabd(dAG)-tuk-kul-t~ apil(A)-~~ M'£mga-mi- nu lILrab-ni-e-a 
apil(A)-lh~ ti mNab~(dAG)-aooe(SES .ME~)-iddin(MU) u ~uptarruc16~'rD) 
llltfab~(dAG)-~um(MU)-ukin(GIN) 
1 , -.. V u - ( apil(A) rab( GAL) bani(DU) Burati URU.A¥..AR.MES ) arab(ITI) 
Ululu(KIN) UD 10 KAM 
25 MU 7 KAM ~ab~(dAG)-kudurri(NIG.GUB)-U1;>ur(PAP) ~ar(LUGAL) 
26 Babili(TIN.TIR.KI) 
Translation 
Anum-aga-~ur, Ibaya, and Nab~-aebe-us'allim, the s ons of Bel-na~ir, 
spoke as follows to Qabj, the son of Nab~-na~ir: The field of 
the planted date-palm orchard which is in the city and the country 
we will divide among ourselves. They were in agreement. Wherever 
they had a field of date-palms they divided it equally. (7) The 
upper portion which was the responsibility of the s ons of Ay'38u , 
together with the uppe r portion set asice for the month Abu, 
together with the lower port i on of the orchard in the cit y , 
along with the lower portion in the area adj acent to the orchard 
set as ide f or the month Abu, and the upper porti on in the city 
and country on t he north: (these ar e t he portions) which Qab~ 
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divided with Anum-aua-~ur, Ibaya, and Nab~-ab11e-~allim. 
· Qab~ has no further claim. (15) There is to be no further 
suit or litigation. Whoever revokes this arrangement, 
may the gods Marduk and Zarpanitu speak his destruction. 
(19) Witnesses: 
Nab~-iddin, descendant of Arad-Nergal; 
Iddfya, son of ga9ir-mudammiq; 
Sullumu, son of fia9ir-mudammiq; 
A Nabu-tukultu, son of ganunu; 
Tabn~-a, son of Nab~-ahhe-iddin • 
..... 
Scribe: ,4 " -Nabu-sum-ukin, descendant of the rab bani. 
In Burati, on the 10th day of the month Ululu in the 7th year of 
the reign of Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon. 
Notes 
The better arrangement of the text and i mproved spacing suggest 
that tablet 1524 was written after 1523. The manner in whic.~ 1524 :11 
was SLretched to fill a line also suggests the scribe was catching 
up before going to the lower edge. One can only wonder how many 
copies of this tablet were made originally, whether all the sons of 
Bel-na9ir got a copy along with Qab~, or if these were the only two. 
A Apparently Qabu once owned all the land in question and agr eed to 
subdivide with the sons of Bel-na9ir, but later raises a claim 
which was settled against him in the record of this tablet. 
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Ln. 5: nu-za-'a-za: Use of the glottal stop for a long~ vowel may be 
due to· Aramaic influence, as described by Friedrich, "Zur- Bezeichnung 
des langen a in den Schreibweisen des Aramaischen," Or 26 (1957), 37-42. 1 
Ln. 6: I\ The verb nadu ("to throw down") is common in NB texts with 
reference to fields in the sense "to leave a field fallow. 11 TI"'lat 
translation would be foreign to this context. With ahati ("equal 
shares 11) 2 I have rendered nadG' as "to turn into equal shares." 
Ln. 10: The word letu refers to the "nearby region" and is 
used in similar contexts. 3 
Ln. 15: en the legal formula ana libbi iteli, cf. Muffs, p. 183. 
Lns. 16-18: For similar curses, cf. CAD 6:39. 
Ln. 24: The city name is being read as a new writing for the 
- Akkd ,- 4 city Burati. The AMAR sign has the a ian equivalent~• 
pl. burati, a writing not elsewhere attested. The city is known 
in the area around Elem, an area from which several of the NB 
tablets in the Lewis Collection have come.5 This suggestion was 
given to me by Prof. Erle Leichty. 
1For bibliography with r efer ence to this verb, cf. the note 
on FLP 1594:8. With r eference to Aramaic influence in NB Akkadian, 
cf. GAG pp. 245-6 and paragraphs 98 c-g. 
2 CAD 1 : 1 : 1 70 . 3cAD 9:151. 4cAD 2:340-2. 















·1 um(UD) 8 KAM 
[· . ·] um(UD) 9 KAM 
[. . ·1 um(UD) 15 KAM 
I 
naphar(PAP) 11 biru(GU4 .NINDA .ME) 
[. . j ara3(ITI) Tasritu(DU6) 
[m ]Nab~(dAG) -zer (NUMUN)-usabti(GAL-ti) 
~pil(A) ~el(dEN)-ulallim(GI) magir(IGI-ir)~ 
2-ta littu(AB) rabiti(GAL) s.i SAL? .AL? ~ahir(IGI-ir5' 
... 
ara!)(ITI) Tairitu(DU6) UD 18 KAM MU 11 KAM 
~ d / Nabu( AG)-kudurri(NIG.GUB)-~ur(PAP) ~ar(LUGAL) Babili(E.KI) 
Notes 
The text is in too poor condition to permit a coherent translation. 
It records the delivery of 11 young steers in the month Ta~ritu 
to Nab~-zer-usabsi, son of Bel-usallim. Apparently he received 
also two full-grown cows. 
Ln. 7: On the use of mabaru in receipt clauses, see Muffs, 
Studies in the Aramaic Legal Papyri from Elephantine (Leiden: 




1 miu-la-a apil(A)-s~ t£ ~abj(dAG)- [ . . . ] 
2 ~el(dEN)-~allim(GI) apil(A)-:~ t£ mAdad(dIM)-[. • . ] 
3 ~ddin(MU)-Nabj(dAG) apil(A)-!~ s~ IDi3el(dEN)-TIN-[x J 
4 mAmel(LU)-dNa-na-a apil(A)-l~ (£. ~ergal(dUGUR)- [ . . . ] 
5 IDgama~(dUTU)-erba(SU) apil(A)-~~ t£ ~ergal(dUGUR)-[~ . ] 
mu "' d - " .. ., V l(, y/ m.. ,. d [ ] 6 -~abu( AG)-ae9e(SES.MES)-usallim(GI) apil(A)-su sa Nabu( AG)-MU- x 
7 ~abj(dAG)-bani(DU)-ata(SE~) apil(A)-sti si ~ddin(MU)-d[x] 









m ' d v .,, .,, IIL -" 11 1 [. Ibni(DU)- Is-tar apil(A)-su sa 1qisa(BA-sa)- . ] 
~bni(DU)-dl~-tar apil(A)-~~ ;{ ~el(dEN)-[ • . ] 
111m vi i,,I m _ d [ j-iab-ni-e-a apil(A)-su sa Bel( EN)- ... 
I 
1 u . . ., 1 . ( d) [ ] an-nu-tu mu-kin-ni-e sa ina or . . 
md v ' .,, 1 "' 1 m., v [ In-nin-sum(MU)-~ur(URU) apil(A)-su sa tlusallim(GI)-. 
a-na bab(rJ) s'um(MU) ilani(DINGIR. MES) ~£ ~e1(¾N)[ . . . J 
vlvlm_ d • .,/ 
apil(A)-su sa Bel("tN)~iddin(MU) ina mueQ.i(UGU-hi)-su •.. 
il-lu-&-ma °13el(~N)-GI-[ •. ] 
• , ... ,,1 . [ ] 17 iq-ba-as-su um-ma MU- .•• 
18 ul u-sI-aq-ba E{ . . ] 
19 it-ta-s~ ina Uruk(UNUG.Kl) arae(ITI)[x x x xJ 




· Sulaya, son of Nab~- ... 
- ~ Bel-usallio, son of Adad-. 
Iddin-Nab~, son of Bel-TIN- x 
Amel-Nan~, son of Nergal- .•. 
V V Samas-erba, son of Nergal- ... 
Nab~-ahhe-usallim, son of Nabd-MU- X 
~~ 
Nab~-bani-ana, son of Iddin- x 
Amel-Nan1, son of Tabn~-a 
V I .v Ibni-Istar, son of qisa-. 
Ibni-I~tar, son of Bel- . 
Tabn~-a, son of Bel- ... 
These are the witnesses who appeared in behalf of Innin-~um-~ur, 
V 
son of Musallim-. 
. . ' at the gate Sum-ilani against Bel-•.. , 
son cf Bel-iddin. Bel-GI- .•. spoke as follows: ~ .. he would 
not speak the oath of the gods ... he has received. In Uruk,(on the 
x day of) the month(~)in the 12th year of the reign of Nebuchadnezzar, 
(king of Babylon). 
Notes 
It is unfortunate that the few signs missing along the right edge 
make lines 13-19 difficult to translate. 
, V 
In ln. 14 the KA.MU.DINGIR.MES 
may not be the gate name, but a reference to the oath required in the 
gate; likely MU.DINGIR.MES should be restored at .end of ln. 17. 
Similar texts are listed in AHw, 890. 
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The list of witnesses is usually at the end of a 
·m document. The reasons for the divergence in thi s case 
would appear to be that the witnesses were called upon to 
verify some issue and were, therefore, the central concern of 
this text. They are listed before their deposition. 1 
1A discussion of similar texts is found in the review 


























.- _ V V 
10 laeru rabitu(U8.GAL.MES) 10 UDU ka-lum MES 
10 enzu(UZ.MES) napgar(PAP) 30 ~enu(Ua.UDU.§I.A.MES) 
mi-ti-ti i{ ~anat(MU) 13 KAM 
. 
~~ -ina mu_!}gi(UGU) ~ab~(dAG)-dam-qa-il~ni(DINGIR.MES) 
apil(A)-~~ ?i mA-bi-ra-am m~il-la-a 
.. , ,,1m... r., 
apil(A)-su sa Man-nu-ka-a-hu-us-su 
... 
., - " .. 
na-si ina arah(ITI) Du'uzu(SU) ~enu(U8.UDU.ijI.A.MES) 
r L~ r ~ 
ib-bak-kam-ma a-na E-an-na 
i-nam-din ki-i la (i)-tab-kam-ma 
la id-dan-nu l½ man~(MA.NA) kaspi(KU.BABBAR) 
m~il-la-a a-na E-an-na [irabbi] 
~il-la-a ina Bel(dEN) u ~arri(LUGAL) it-te-me 
_ V I 
ki-i arah(ITI) Du'uzu(SU) iq-ta-tu-u 
., . 
a-di seni(U8 .UDU.HI.A) ab-bak-kam-ma . "' 
a-nam-di-nu 
I 1
~u-kin-nu ~a-la~-su apil(A) ~i-rib-ti 
msi-Nab~(dAG) -su-~ apil(A) mAm-me-ni-ilani(DINGIR.MES) 
d . 
~abC( AG)-zer(NUMUN)-iddin(MU) apil(A) mib-na-a 
Il\u.-mut apil(A) m'A-[x] 
' d 
V cluV ) m - ( ) T "'<d ) m... " [ u ;upsarru SID Amel LU -r~abu AG apil i:-.abu( AG)- . 
Uruk(UNUG.KI) ara!;(ITI) Du'uzu(SU) UD [ X KAM MU X KAM] 




10 full-grown ewes, 10 male lambs, and 10 goats, a total of 30 
small cattle, the deficit of the 13th year which is charged 
against Nab~-damqa-ilani, the son of Abiram, were taken by ?illaya, 
the son of Mannu-ka-ahussu. In the month Du'uzu he shall bring 
... 
small cattle to Eanna and deliver them. (9) If he does not 
bring and deliver them, then ?illaya shall pay l½ man~ of silver 
to Eanna. ~illaya has sworn by Bel and the king as follows: 
"The month Du'uzu shall not end before I bring and deliver the 
entire amount of cattle." 
Witnesses: 
Bala~su, descendant of Kiribti; 
" A v-Sa-Nabu-su, descendant of Ammeni-ilani; 
Nabt-zer-iddin, descendant of Ibnaya ; 
Rimut, descendant of 'A-. 
Scribe: Amel-Nab~, descendant of Nab~- • 
In Uruk on the x day of the month Du'iizu in the x year of the 
reigR of Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon. 
Notes 
Ln. 11: The signs at the end of the line are completely obscured; 
the context calls fo r a verb of paying or delivering, f or which 
several choices would be possible. 
Lns. 12-15: The negative asseverative oath is quite common 
in NB texts. It is introduced by k1 with a perfect tense in the 
47 
protasis and a present/future in the apodosis. Cf. Weisberg, YNER 1: 
16-17 for additional information. 
Ln. 14: adi ~eni is translated "the full amount of cattle." 
Cf. CAD 1:1:124. 
Ln. 21: Since the text speaks of a deficit from the 13th year 
{ln. 3) and is written in the 4th month, likely this would be 
the 14th year of Nebuchadnezzar. 
For the terminology regarding sheep, cf. Landsberger, 
AfO 10 (1935): 152-9. 










1 pag-ri l~ litti(AB) rabiti(GAL-ti) 
~ab~(dAG)-zer(NUMUN)-usab~i(TIL) apil(A) IDs~-Nab~(dAG)-~u-ti 
ikkaru(10ENGAR) mah,:i-r(IGI-ir) 
arah(ITI) Ululu(KIN) UD 26 KAM MU 14 KAM 
.... 
A d / \ " . Nabu( AG)-kudurri(NIG.GUB)-~ur(URU) sar(LUGAL) Babili(TIN. TIR.KI) 
Translation 
A --~ ., v ~ ,,_ Nabu-zer-usabsi, descendant of Sa-Nabu-su, the farmer, has received 
the carcass of one large cow. 
On the 26th day of the month Ululu in the 14th year of the reign 
of Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon. 
Notes 
A discussion of the use of carcasses and other texts recording 
such transactions is found in the doctoral dissertation of 







rm ~ • v 1 .,,, m d '>I 
~il-la-a apil(A)-su sa Marduk( AMAR.UTU)-sarra(LUGAL)-a-ni 
V ✓ 
i-na Neberu(MUL.SAG.ME.GAR) Siltaou(MUL.GAG.SI.SA) 
, vi " d ,, , "' u a-di-e sa Nabu( AG)-kudurri(NIG.GUB)-~ur(URU) sar(LUGAL) 
Babili(TIN.T!R.Kl) 
4 it-te-mu ki-i senu(USDUHA) a-na pa-~i-ri 
. ... 
5 1 k d . . . 1 . b ~ ~,. 
1 
a -ta- an a- i ~e-ni-ia ma- a i- a-as-su-u 
6 ab-ba-kam-ma a-na Belet(dGASAi.~) ~~ Uruk(UNUG.KI) a-nam-di-nu 
7 [ a]-mat ~.( larru(LUGAL) iq-bu-tf u-lal-la-mu 
8 [ x]-i ba-al-ti-it senu(USDUHA) 
. . "" 
9 (a J-na Belet(dGASAN) sf Uruk(UNUG. [Kr . . .] 
10 [~i-~-nu a-na pa-[Ji-ri .. . J 
11 [- . ] ;~ larru(LUGAL) D [ . .] 




lti m .A d " "' "' v 1 .,,., 
mu-kin7 Nabu( AG)-ah!ie(SES.MES)-bul-li; apil(A)-su sa 
~rduk(dAMAR.UTU)-zer(NUMUN)-ibni(DU) 
m .,, ,,,, ' m 
apil{A) Ag.u(SES)-bani(DU-i) Ri-mut 
d . .,.. ... ., 
IDsin( XXX)-aghe(SES .MES)-iddin(MU) 
..t / ,,ti 
apil(A)-su sa 
16 apil(A) mS a-ap-pa-a-a ~abj(dAG)-bala;(TIN)-su-iq-bi 




[iamar(du"TU)-ze r(NUMUN) - i qlta(BA-s"~) apil(A)-t~ {{ ~el(dEN)-
~allim(GI) api l(A) ~u-ri-i 
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,. .., v lu v m v v ~ 
u ~upsarru( SID) Innin( INNIN)-na-zer(NUMUN)-usabsi(GAL-si) 
[ A-~u s~] ~alaf (TIN)-su Uruk(UNUG.KI) arae,(ITI) Simanu(SIG4) 
r:.? 1 A.d ,,, ' UD 5 · KAM MU 15 KAM Nabu( AG)-kudurri(NIG.GUB)-u~ur(URU) 
iar(LUGAL) Babili(TIN.gIR.Kii/ 
Translation 
~illaya, the son of Marduk-sarrani, has sworn an oath by the 
planet Jupiter , the star Sirius, and the majesty of Nebuchadnezzar, 
king of Babylon, as follows: I have not concealed any cattle; 
I have brought all of my cattle, as many as there were, to the 
goddess of Uruk. The order of the king has been carried out •.. 
The cattle are alive. (9) (If I have concealed any of the 
cattle about which the king ordered, then I will) repay 30-fold 
to the goddess of Uruk. 
Witnesses: 
~ - - -Nabu-atge-bulli~, son of Marduk-zer-ibni and descendant of A!}u-bani; 
R!mut, son of Sin-ahhe-iddin and descendant of Sippaya; 
._, .... 
Nab~-balatsu-i qbi, son of Nab~-etir and descendant of Sin-leq-
unninnu; 
· ~am~-zer-iqila, son of Bel-us'allim and descendant of Kuri; 
51 
Sumaya, son of Nergal-e~ir and descendant of Hunzj; 
Aplaya, son of Nab~-dannu and descendant of the family of shepherds. 
Scribe: Innina-zer-usabsi, descendant of Balatsu. . 
In Uruk on the 5th day of the month Simanu in the 15th year of 
the reign of Nebuchadnezzar,king of Babylon. 
Notes 
After I had completed the copying, transliteration and translation 
of the text, I checked a transliteration of the text by A. Sachs 
which was available at the University Museum in Philadelphia. 
The restorations are my own, however. 
Ln. 7: This could conceivably have been restored e-lat instead of 
a-mat and the translation adjusted accordingly. 
Ln. 12: The restoration of 1 adi is due to the frequent 30-fold 
penalty in NB documents. Cf. the note at FLP 1584 :14 . 
The translation of lines 7-11 is largely conjectural due to the 
damage in that portion of the tablet. 
~ Ln. 3: A full discussion of the various meanings of adu is 
found in Weisberg, YNER 1:32-42. 
Lns, 4 and 8: For the reading u8 .UDU.HI.A=USDUHA, cf. v V 




1 10 ~iqlu(GIN) kaspi(KU.BABBAR) makkur(NIG.GA) I~tar(dINNIN) 












a-na za-bi-lu s.( a-gur-ru ina mubg.i (UGU) 
~abC(dAG)-ga-mil apil(A)-~~ ~£ ~el(dEN)-ib-ni 
1000 a-gur-ru ul-tu apparu(AMBAR.GI-ru-6) 
/ 
ua-qar-ra-ba-am-ma ina bab(KA) pa-al-gu 
., ,,Im"' Ad ,, ,, ina muhhi(UGU) mi-is-hu sa Sa-Nabu( AG) -su-u 
~v ~ 
mY I ,t d V / 
a-na -::ia-Nabu( AG)-su-u 
i-nam-din 
1J . m ' d mu-kin-nu Arad(IR)- In-nin-nu 
apil(A)-;~ s£ mBel(dEN)-~-le-zib ~ab-ni-e-a 
/ 




13 rBabili(TIN.TIR.KI} arah(ITI) Ululu(KIN) UD 13 KA11 
V 
m.. Ad / ' 14 MU 16 KAM Nabu( AG)-kudurri(NIG. GUB)-t19ur(URU) 





10 sheqels of silver, the property of I~tar of Uruk and Nana, has 
been paid to NabJ-gamil, son of Bel-ibni, for the delivery o~ 
bricks. He shall take 1000 bricks from the marshland to the mouth 
of the canal and shall give them to Sa-Nabj-tu at the construction 
" " 1.-site of Sa-Nabu-su. 
Witnesses: 
Arad-Inninu, son of Bel-u~ezib; 
Tabn~-a, son of Kurigalzu. 
Scribe: A. Nabu-etir-nap~ati, descendant of Bel-apla-~ur. 
In Babylon on the 13th day of the month Ululu in the 16th year 
of Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon. 
Notes 
Ln. 4: The reading AMBAR.GI as apparu is the only such writing 
of this word attested . GI.AMBAR is common for this Akkadian word, 
but the writer has not located any attestations of the reverse. 
TI1e phonetic complements would confirm that the selection of the 
Akkadian equivalent is correct. Either this is a new writing of 
a logogram for apparu, or i t is a scribal error. The error 
by scribes of reversing signs is not common, but does occur; 
cf., for example , the clear error at FLP 1555:19 in the writing 
of kudurri. 
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Ln. 6: A mi~bu is a measured tract of land for construction; 
1 for this reason I have translated "construction site." 
Ln. 12: The traces of the sign could be either dAG or dEN; 
the correct value, however, is Nabti(dAG) due to the relationship 
confirmed in Tallqvist NBN 27, 130. 




( V ) ,, / (d ) VI' • " ( ) 1 100 GUR Uf~eti SE.BAR sa Marduk AMAR.UTU -sa-kin-sum MU 
y/ 
apil(A)-su 
2 ~~ Nab~(dAG)-zer(NUMUN)-lisir (SI.SA) apil(A) mSi-gu-a 
3 ina muhhi(UGU-hi) ~arduk(dAMAR.UTU) -;um(MU)-usur(URU) apil(A)-sii 






.,,, / m,.,-1 ( ) ll. / '1( ) Ill. • • sa -ne_ EN -su-nu api A Ku-r1-1 
~ergal(dUGUR)-na~ir(PAP) apil(A)-s~ t£ mA-qar-apli(A) 
apil(A) ~el(dEN)-apla(A)-~ur(URU) 
tnci-mil-lu apil(A)-s~ s~ mzeri(NUMUN)-ia apil(A) msi-gu-J-a 
m • ' ~ d . y/ ~, m.. A d Ibn1.(DU)-Nabu( AG) apil(A)-su sa Nabu( AG)-zer(Nu~fL'N)-ukin(GIN) 
/ 
apil(A) a¥laki(1uAZALAG) 
hu-bu-ut-tu-tu ina arah(ITI) Du'uzu(SU) ina ma-si-hu 
v ~ ~ 
/ / m"' " 
~a E-an-na Sakin(GAR)-sum(MU) ina bab(KA) ka-lak-ki 











.,, • • V I 
sa-n1. 1.-na-su-u 
1 / / 
~u-kin-nu llli<udurru(NIG. GUB) apil (A)-s ~ s.i ~-fukin ( GIN)-zer (NUMlJ1{) 
mar(DOMU) Ini-fu-un-zu-~ 
... 
mBala;(TIN)-su apil(A)-s~ s~ ~ab~(dAG)-zer(NUMUN)-iddin(MU) 
v ltL m ' d . . u ~upsarru( uUB.SAR) Arad(IR)- In-n1n-n1. 
v'v'm... Ad v-,, 
apil(A)-su sa Nabu( AG)-aha(SES)-iddin(MU) Babili(TIN.TIR.KI) 
V 
arah(ITI) Addaru(SE) UD 27 KAM MU 16 KAM 
"' 
A d / ' Nabu( AG)-kudurri(NIG.GUB)-~ur(URU) ~ar(LUGAL) Babili(TIN.TIR.KI) 
V v/ V; .; 




100 GUR of barley belonging to Marduk-takin-~um, the son of 
Nabti-zer-l1~ir and descendant of ~igct-a, is charged against 
Marduk-~um-u9ur, the son of Bellunu and descendant of Kur1, 
Nergal-na~ir, the son of Aqar-apli and descendant of Bel-apla-u~ur, 
Gimillu, the son of Zeriya and descendant of Sig~-a, and Ibni-Nabt, 
the son of Nab~-zer-ukin and descendant of the family of ru11ers. 
They shall repay this hubuttutu-loan in the month Du'uzu at the 
9oor of the storehouse according to the measure of Eanna. 
They bear equal responsibility. 
Witnesses: 
A Kudurru, son of Mukin-zer and descendant of Hunzu; 
,4 
Bala;su, son of Nabu-zer-iddin • 
Scribe: ..A Arad-Innini, son of Nabu-ana-iddin. 
In Babylon on the 27th day of the month Addaru in the 16th year 
of the reign of Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon. 
The barley for work at Eanna was brought. 
Notes 
Ln. 6: The reading of the second sign in the first PN could 
possibly be dEN, dINNIN, or dAG. dAG was selected since it 
appeared more likely that the scribe would omit the horizontals 
for a straight line rathe r than the other wedges in the other signs. 
Ln. 9-10: The formula regarding sharing responsibility is literally 
translated, "Each bears respons i bility for both." However, here 
it is applied to 4 men sharing equal responsibility . For bibliography 




.. \ 'J( 1 tup-pi eqli(A.SA) pi-i iul-pu ti gi~immari(GI~.GISIMMAR) 
2 kitad(GU) nar(I~) Gu-za-ru sf pi9at(NAM) Uruk(UNUG.KI) 
I 
/ ~ 1 m ( ' ) d . ( ) " / " I m., 3 50-u sa Arad IR - Gu-la apil A -su sa cla-din apil(A) 
lllsin(dXXX)-leq(TI)-unninni(ER) 
.,,m_! ' v/ 4 sa ~-an-na-l1p-u~ur(URU) apil(A) -su ~a mRi-mut apil(A) 
mSin(dXXX)-leq(TI)-unninni(ER) 
/ 
5 a-ki-i bit(E) ab(AD)-bu-tu ina tap-qir-tum ti-tir-ra 
,,, 
6 250 ina 1 ammatu(KUS) putt,i(SAG.KI) elitu(AN.TA) ite(US.SA.DU) 
~ab~(dAG)-efir(SUR) 
7 apil(A)-sti /£ mU-ku-mu mar(DUMU) mi- kur-za- kir 
8 250 ina 1 ammatu(KUS) putu{SAG.KI) taplitu(KI.TA) ite(US.SA.DU) 












" ' na-di-na-nu eqli(A.SA) 
~idd~(US) el~(AN.TA) ~ab~(dAG)-efir(SUR) apil(A)-~~ ~~ mu-ku-mu 
~ ,\ V ;\ .,, v, r V'\ 
siddu(US) ~aplu(KI.TA) eqli(A.SA) libbu(SA-bu-u) eqli(A.SAJ 
ul-tu ~e-pit ali(URU) a-di ~u-pa-lu ali(URU) 
· ., 
a-ki-i 50 MES i-~ad-da-ad 
A /' '-ki-i 2/3 manu(MA.NA) 6 ~iqlu(GIN) kaspi{KU.BABBAR) 
d ,, .. ,. 
~ibirti(KU.PAD.DU) 1\iarduk( SU)-sakin(GAR)-~Ulll(MU) 
apil(A)-s6 s~ IILra-qi~-dGu-la apil(A) ~ur(ZALAG)-Sin(d:XXX) 
• . E✓ 1 · . . 'l(A) "'/ 1t I mR · it-ti - an-na- i-i-pi api -su sa u.-mut 
apil(A) IDsin(dXXX)-leq(TI)-unninni(ER) ki-lam im-be- e-ma i-lam 
~im(s.Af.r)-~~ garr.-ru-tu 
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/ .... ... 
20 naphar(PAP) 51 ~iqlu(GIN) kaspi(KU.BABBAR) sibirti(KU.PAD.DU) 
.... 
/ ' 
a~di 5 liqlu(GIN) kaspi(KU.BABBAR) 
21 "/ m-' ' sa a-ki-i pi-i a-tar nadnu(SUM-nu) E-an-na-lip-11:,ur(URU) 
22 apil(A)-~~ ta'~-mut apil(A) ~in( dXXX)-leq(TI)-unninni(ER) 
~im(~.AM) biti(E)-s~ 
23 ki-i ka-sap ga-mir-ti ina qat(SU. II) Il\iarduk(d~t.i)-~akin(GAR)-s\w(MU) 
24 apil(A)-s~ s~ ~a-qi~-dGu-la mar(DUMU) filNur(ZALAG)-sin(dxxx) 
25 ma-bir a-pil za-ki ru-gu-um-ma-a' 
26 u1 i-~i <<ul i-si>> u1 i-mar-ru-ma a-na 
27 a-ha-me~ u1 i-rag-gu-mu ma-ti-ma 
I, _. :,( V 
28 ina arkat(EGIR) u4-me ina a!}be(SES .ME::,) ~ari(DUMU .!1ES) 
kimti(IM. RI .A) ni-su-tu 
29 u sa-la-tum ~£ mf-an-na-lTp-~ur(URU) api l(A)-~~ t~ mRi-mut 
30 apil(A) msin(dXXX)-leq(TI)-unninni(ER) sa rfg?-gim? a-na 
.... \ 
mueti(UGU) eqli(A.SA) 
31 ~u'ati(MU.MES) i-dab-bu-ub J-lad-ba-bu inn~(BAL-&) ~-paq-qa-ru 
32 pa-qir-a-nu eqli(A;SA) ~u'ati(MU.MES) a-di 12-ta AM i -ta-nap- pal 
V 
33 ina ka-nak tuppi(IM. DUB) tu 'ati(MU .MES) 
. 
34 pan(IGI) ~udurri(NIG.GUB ) apil(A)-sh t£ ~ukin(GIN)-zeri(NUMUN) 
mar(DUMU) tngu-un-zu-J 
35 m...- (d ) -("., "') . _.., ( "'" ) l( ) .,, "' ' m... Hel · EN -awe SES. MES - 1q1sa BA-sa api A - s u sa tia-am-ma-a 
apil(A) mAf-rab-tum 
36 mGi-mil-lu apil(A)-s ~ t£ mBel(dEN)-tu~(MU)-i ~kun( GAR-un) 
apil(A) mEa(dIDIM)-~1'.r (MAfi)-il ani(DINGI R.ME) 
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37 ~a-din apil(A)-i~ s' ~qi~a(BA-s~)-a apil(A) itinni(1tlnfM) 
38 Illgakin(GAR)-;um(MU) apil(A)-~~ s~ ~ab~(dAG)-na~ir(PAP) 
/ d 
apil(A) ~ur(ZALAG)-Sin( XXX) 
39 mitti(KI)-Sama~(dUTU)-bala~u(TIN) apil(A)-t~ s~ ~ad-na- a 
apil(A) mBel(¾N)-apla(A)-usur(URU) 
40 IDBa-laf~SU apil(A)-~~ s~ mrx aj -A apil(A) mNa-ba-a-a 
m · 41 Bel-na-din-apla(A) apil(A)-sG s~ middin(MU)-Marduk(dAMAR. UTU) 
apil(A) mEfir(SUR)-Sin(dx:xx) 
42 Ini3a-laf-su apil(A)-~li ~~ ~i-rib-tu apil(A) mEt:ir(SUR)-Marduk ·· 
(dAMAR.UTU) 
43 mdrnnin-na-zer(NUMUN)-ibni(DU) apil(A)-t~ t£ mArdi(IR)-a 
1-'v 
apil(A) ba'iri( llsU.gA) 
I 
44 u tup~arru(1uSID) mf-an-na-li-i-pi-u~ur(URU) apil(A)-~~ 
.,/ mRi sa -mut 






A d . / " UD 13 KAM MU 17 KAM Nabu( AG)-kudurri(NIG. GUB)-u~ur( URU) 
Jar(LUGAL) Babili(TIN.TIR.KI) 
m' . . . 
~u-pur E-an-na-l1-1-p1-u-~ur 
ki-ma kangi(IM.KISIB)-~~ tu-ud-da-a-ta 
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Translation 
This is a tablet concerning a field planted in grain and dates 
alongside the Guzaru canal in the district of Uruk. 
(3) It is a fifty-field belonging to Arad-Gula, son of Nadin 
and descendant of Sin-leq-unninni, on which Eanna-lip-u~ur, 
son of Rimut and desc endant of Sin-leq-unninni, bears responsibility 
for claims against the patrimonial estate. (6) It is 250 cubits 
on the uppper short side bordering (land of) Nab~-e~ir, son of 
Ukumu and descendant of Ekur-zakir; 250 cubits on the ·lower short 
side is adjacent to Arad-Gula, son of Nadin and descendant of Sin-
leq-unninni, seller of t h e field. (11) The upper long side is 
adjacent to Nab~-e~ir, son of Ukumu; the lower long side b orders 
on the field within a field. The fifty-field had t hese measurements 
from the lower part of t he c ity to the upper part of the city. 
(15) Marduk-sakin-sum, son of Taqi~-Gula and descendant of Nur-Sin, 
together with Eanna-lip~u~ur, son of Rimut and descendant of 
Sin-leq-unninni, has s e t the price at 2/3 man~, 6 sheqels of 
silver. He has paid its full price. ( 20) A total of 
51 sheqels of silver in pieces , including a 5 sheqel a dditional 
payment, has been paid. Eanna-l'i:p-u¥ur, s on of Rimut and descendant 
of Sin-leq-unninni, the price of his h ouse, the full sum of 
silver, has received from Marduk-~akin-sum, son of Taqis-Gula and 
descendant of Nur-Sin. He is clear. Ther e is to be no contes t. 
They are not to cha rge one ano ther or ente r litigation. (28) I n the 
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future if any of the brothers, sons, family, kin, or relatives 
of Eanna-lip-~ur, son of Rimut and descendant of Sin-leq-unninni, 
bring a claim against this field or incite (someone else) to make 
a claim, the contract is broken. The claimant on that field 
shall pay 12-fold. (33) The following were present at the 
. sealing of this tablet: 
Kudurri, son of Mukin-zer and descendant of Hunzt; 
Bel-ahhe-iqi~a, son of Bamm~ and descendant of Arabtum; 
.. .., 
Gimillu, son of Bel-~um-iskun and descendant of Ea-~Ir-ilani; 
Nadin, son of Iqisaya and descendant of the family of house builders; 
~akin-sum, son of Nabu-n~ir and descendant of Nur-Sin; 
Itti-Samas-bala;u, son of Nadnaya and descendant of Bel-apla-U$ur; 
Bala~su, son of [x;}A and descendant of Nab~ya; 
Bel-nadin-apla, son of Iddin-Marduk and descendant of Etir-~in; 
Bala!su, son of Kiribtu and descendant of Efir-Marduk; 
Innina-zer-ibni, son of Ardiya and descendant of the family 
of fishermen. 
Scribe: Eanna-lipi-u9ur, son of llimut:cand descendant of Sin-leq-
unninni. 
In Babyon en the 13th day of the month Addarc in the 17th year 
of the reign of Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon. 
The nail-mark of Eanna-lipi-u~ur is affixed as his seal. 
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Notes 
It is not very connnon that scribes are themselves parties in a 
contract which they write, as is here the case with Eanna-lip-
usur. Eanna-lip-~ur appears to exercise some authority similar 
to "power of attorney" over the patrimonial estate; this would 
account for land of descendants of Sin-leq-unninni being sold 
by him, although he is not the owner of the field. The owner 
and seller are identified as Arad-Gula. 
The amount for which the land is being sold also appears to be 
small; perhaps it was just a portion of the larger hans~-field. 
Ln. 17: The scribe has either omitted a portion of his own name 
or this is a hypocoristicon; the determinative is also missing. 
Ln. 26: This appears to be dittography. 
.. 
Ln. 30: The two signs which I have read as RIG.GIM are not certain; 
the second sign could possibly be DU. I was not ahle to give a 
satisfactory identification; the reading adopted is due to the 
similarity of the signs and a contextual .conjecture . 
Ln. 1: ~ V For pi sulpu, see the following: Moore, NBBAD, 8 :1 and n. 281; 
Jastrow, Dictionary, 1587 ; Ungnad, NRVGl, 117, 149 . 
Ln. 3: A discussion of the han¥ti-field is found in CAD 6 :81 and 
Moore, NBBAD, n. 280. 
Ln. 5: The noun tapoirtum would be a pattern formed from the 
verb paq~ru (GAG parag. 56 m), "cla i m." With the verb t~ru, 
the sense would be to "answer any claim" or "bear r esponsibility 
for any claim . " 
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Ln. 14: The reading i-~ad-da-ad instead of i-mad-da-ad is 
· established in Dougherty, YOS 6, 151:17 where the spelling 
is i-~a-ad-da-ad. See Dougherty, Shirkjtu, YOSR 5 (New 
Haven: Yale University Press), part 2, p. 21, n. 13, and 















200 paspasu(fUZ.TUR.MU~EN) ~j ul-tu 
Mar-da KI ab-ku-nu 
ina pan(IGI) mBa-lat-su 
f V V / 40 . paspasu( UZ.TUR.MUSEN) sa ul-tu 
/ 1/ 
blt(E) umu-kil-li ap-pa-a-tum 
k ( " ) - ( )'ni - ( ) ., a-na aspi KU.BABBAR ab-ku-nu ina pan IGI Bala~ TIN -su 
A I / 
~anu(II-u) babu(KA) naphar(PAP) 240 
f V I':_ I 
paspasu( UZ.TUR.MUSEN) ina pan(IGI) mBala;(TIN)-su 
arah(ITI) Ululu(KIN) UD 7 KAM 
MU 20 KA.~ ~ab~(dAG)-kudurri(NIG.GUB)-ti-~ur 
lar(LUGAL) Babili(TIN.TIR.KI) 
Translation 
200 ducks from Marda were brought and placed at the disposal of 
Bala!su. 40 ducks from the house of the charioteer were brought 
for silver and were placed at the disposal of Bala~su in a second 
shipment. A total of 240 ducks were placed at the disposal of 
Balatsu. 
On the 7th day of the month Uliilu in t he 20th year. of the reign 
of Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon. 
Notes 
Ln. 7: The phrase San~ bab..u is trans l ated"second shipment" i n 
Ungnad NRVGl, 41,152. Compa~e the translation "item" i n 
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CAD 2 : 26 and "shipment" in AHw 95. 
Ln. 5: The mukil appati, "charioteer," was likely in the NB period 
a court title rather than a professional name. Lists of passages 
mentioning this officer in the period are found in CAD 1:2:183 and 
RLA 1:453 (para. 16). 
Lns. 3, 6, and 8: A discussion of the ina pani clause is found 



















1500 a-gur-ru tu-up-pa-ti 
~akkur(NIG. a_) dinnin Uruk(UNUG.KI) u dNa-na-a 
rmDallli(KA.TAR)1 -Amurru('1zUR.GAL)-tam-lu-ti 
apil(A)-lJ l~ mAmurru(~UR.GAL)-dannu(DAN) ina arau(ITI) Abu(NE) 
ina mu.hbi(UGU) nar(I7) Tak-ti4~ru ina muhhi(UGU) 
10 lanati(MU.MES) i-nam-din 
I ' If/ u-il-tim sa 1000 a-gur-ru 
1-, • • .,,, • El 
ma~-r1-t1 sa ina -an-na 
te-el-la-a' bi-pa-a-ta 
1~ . m ( .,, .,,1 1lL 
mu-kin-nu Zeri(NUMUN)-ia apil A)-su sa tiul-lut 
apil(A) ~a-la-fu mGi-mil-lu 
apil(A)- <~ti l;> mzeri(NUMUN)-ia apil(A) mSi-gu-J'-a 
~el(dEN)-atoe(SES.MES)-lilir(GIS) apil(A)-s~ s~ mE~ir(KAR)-
Marduk(dAMAR.UTU) apil(A) ~-gi~bi 
.I 
~a-din apil(A)-~ti {~ ~ad-na-a apil(A) i~pari(luuS.BAR) 
ml' rd . .., "'' m.... -"' ,.., 








VI II I 
<su sa> IILrab-ni-e-a 
, 'v 
apil(A) ba I iri( .1.usu .gA) Uruk(lJNUG.KI) arab,(ITI) Simanu(SIG4) 




Dalrli-Amurru-tamlu, son of Amurru-dannu, shall deliver 
1500 tablet-shaped bricks, the property of Iltar of Uruk and Na~, 
to the canal Taktiru for ten years. The former contract for 1000 
bricks which was made in Eanna is cancelled. 
Witnesses: 
ZerTya, son of Bullut and descendant of Balatu; 
. . 
- y -Gimillu, son of Zeriya and descendant! of Sigu-a; 
Bel-auge-l~lir, son of E~ir-Marduk and descendant of Egibi; 
Nadin, son of Nadnaya and descendant of the family of weavers; 
~ama~-dannu, son of Iqitaya and descendant of the family of 
shepherds. 
Scribe: Ea-bani-zera, son of Tabne-a and descendant of the family of 
fishermen. 
In Uruk on the 17th day of the month Simanu in the 21st year of 
the reign of Nebuchadnezzar , king of Babylon. 
Notes 
Ln, 1: The writer was unable to locate any other qualification 
of agurru by _t:uppati; the translation"tablet-shaped baked bricks" 
is conjecture. 
Ln. 5: Delivery of bricks to a canal was to get them to a point for 
further transportation. 
Ln. 13: This line appears to h ave been squeezed in between the 
other lines, perhaps after the tablet had been written. The name 
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Bel-aboe-li~ir should possibly be read Bel-abbe-iqisa, the difference 
V between the GIS and BA signs for that last element being only one 
wedge. A Bel-ahbe-iq!~a, s. of E~ir-Marduk, desc. of Zgibi, is 
also found in FLP 1541:12. That fact that the patronymic is 
identical and that ln. 13 is squeezed in betwean lines makes this 
suggestion likely, but the third horizontal wedge for the BA sign 
is not visible. 
Ln. 2: The word makkuru is used in the NB period to indicate 
temple property in contrast to the terms busu or nikkassu which 
denote private property. A discussion is found in San Nicol~, 
Or 18 (1949) : 297, n. 6 and Driver and Miles, The Babylonian ~aws, 
I, 325. 
Ln. 9: For the use of el~ in the sense of "to enter a contract," 







/ ,, ,, / 
5 sutu(BAN) 2 qa u~fetu(SE.BAR) sa 15 
1, V / 
~abe( uERIN.MES) ~a ku-du-ru 
iz-bil m~a-na-a-erel(KAM) naiu(GIS) 













3 sutu(BAN) ~ab~(dAG)-aha(SES)-eres(KAM) apil(A) mZ~ru(NUMUN)-t6 
... 
Nab~(dAG).-dannu(DAN) apil(A) mSama;(dUTU)-zer(NUMUN)-ibni(DU) u 
Ad ..,., v/ 
mArad(IR)-Nabu( AG) apil(A)-su sa 
m 
E-zu-pa-!}ir 
rab(luG.AL) 10-ti ..,_ y nasu(GIS-u) 
/ 
1 sutu(BAN) 2 qa 7 lusr?.NAGAR? 
[x J~uf'[x jria~u(GIS-u)"T 
arab(ITI) !ebetu(AB) UD 10 KAM 
.Ad ., . ' MU 22 KAM Nabu( AG)-kudurri(NIG.GUB)-~ur(URU) 
iar(LUGAL) Babili(TIN.TIR.KI) 
Translation 
Nan~-eres has received 5 sutu, 2 qa of barley for 15 men who carried 
baskets. 3 reed weavers r eceived 1 sutu, 3 qa. A . - V Nabu-aga- eres, 
descendant of Zerutu, Nab~-dannu, descendant of Sama~-zer-ibni, and 
.A Arad-Nabu, son of Ezupa9ir, overseers of 10, received 3 s utu. 
The seven xx x who xx xx x received 1 sutu, 2 qa. On t he 10th 
day of the month !ebetu in the 22nd year of Nebuchadnezzar. 
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Lns. 2-3: ~a kudurri izbil, "who carried baskets" is idiomatic 
for "corve'e laborers" as has been shown by M. Held, JA0S 88 




~ ' ..,,;[ 1 1 6 aklu(NINDA.gI . A) dispi(LAL) sa . .. 
2 ~Ii na-a-~ti um(UD) 2 KAM[. . J 






-,,/ .,,,, '"' ,., 3 aklu(NINDA.gI.A) sa 3 um esse~i(UD.ES.ES .ME) 
" I sa mu-tlt-ta-qu 
/ .., V 
!abim(DUG.GA-im)-E-an-na nasu(GIS) 
arah(ITI) Abu(NE) UD 1 KAM MU 23 KAM 
V 
" d / ' Nabu( AG)-kudurri(NIG.GUB)-~ur(URU) ~ar(LUGAL) Babili(TIN.TIR.KI) 
Translation 
Gimillu, descendant of Zeriya, has received 6 honey loaves for 
[-. . ] for nasu on the second day [ •. J "rabim-Eanna has 
received 3 loaves for baked sweet offerings for 3 days of the 
e~seiu festival. On the 1st day of the month Abu in t he 23rd year 
of the reign of Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon. 
Notes 
Texts recording the r eceipt of baked goods for the e$~e~u are common 
from Uruk. Both nasu1 (a kind of beer) and mutaqu2are found in 
the texts. The references to the festival originate in the NB 
1AHw, 761; Oppenheim and Hartman, Beer and Br ewing . 
2AHw 687-8. __ , 
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period almost exclusively from Uruk; while the festival was 
celebrated in earlier periods usually on three days of the 
Vv-~ 
month, the NB references mention up to eight essesu days in the 
1 
month. There is no evidence that the e~selu rites were observed 
2 
in Assyria. 
On the role of the confectioner/baker in preparing 
food for the gpds, consult Weisberg, YNER 1: 66-76. For the 
meals of the gods in general, consult Oppenheim, Ancient Mesopotamia, 
188-9, Van Driel, Cult of Assur, 159-62, and the doctoral 
dissertation of Ira Spar, pp. 99, 118. 
1 CAD 4:373. Cf. also Landsberger, Der kultische Kalendar 
der Babylonier und Assyrer, LSS 6/1-2, pp. 94 ff.and 108 ff. 
2 G. Van Driel, The Cult of Assur (Assen, Netherlands: 




)( v ,1/ " / m " . d 1 1 GI~ ma-si-gu sa u~~eti(SE.BAR) ~a a-na Ana-Istar( INNIN)-
tak-lak 
m (d ..,, [ , ? 2 u Bel EN)-at-ta-ta-li-e sa x Xj-BABBAR" 
[ J ~- ( d ) v "' "') ...-v v I m ( d ( 3 u -oel EN -au~e(SES.MES -iqisa(BA-sa) u Bel EN)-uballit TIN~it) 
4 a-na ~er(EDIN) ~ap-ru-~ nadin(SUM-in) 














2 PI a-na ~i-di-ti-~u-nu 
- ( d ) - (.,, ,t :,/) • - V ( V /) ( ) a-na Bel EN -ao~e SE~.ME~ -iqisa BA-sa apil A 
msin(dXXX)-tab-ni 
u ~e1(¾:N)-ahhe(SES. MES)-iqisa(BA-i£) 
....... 
apil(A) mE-gi-bi nadnat(SUM-na-at) 
2 GIS ma-t1i!} ~, a-na ~abe(ERIN.MES) 
.., I I 
sa ina mub,1.li(UGU) ki-ri-ik-ti sa nari(I7) 
1lln .., / it-ti -~a-ni-i a sap-ru-u 
nadna(SUM-na) 
arab(ITI) 1eaetu(AB) UD 11 KAM MU 23 KAM 
-"d / 'V Nabu( AG)-kudurri(NIG.GUB)-~ur(URU) s a r(LUGAL) Babili(TIN.TIR.KI) 
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Translation 
1 measure of barley was paid to Ana-Ittar-taklak, Bel-atta-tali'e 
Bel-ahhe-iqTla, and Bel-uballit. who were sent on a journey . 
., ... 
2 sutu was paid to Nab~-ahhe-uballit, descendant of Rimut • 
.,,.. . 
(6) 2 PI was paid as rations for Bel-aboe-iq1ra, descendant of 
Sin-tabni, and Bel-ah,l.},e-iqi~a, descendant of Egibi. 
(10) 2 measures were paid to workmen who were sent with Baniya 
to block the canal. 
(14) On the 11th day of the month Tebetu in the 23rd year of the 
reign of Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon. 
Notes 
Ln. · 4: ~ usually has the meaning 11back country," but here a 
. . . , 
less frequent meaning, "overland journey",'' seems required by context. 1 
Ln. 10: The uf determinative is omitted before ERIN.HES 
Ln. 11: kiriktu refers to the blocking of a water supply in a 
canal. If the CAD listing is exhaustive, this is the third 
attestation of the term. 2 
1cAD 16 :147. ana ser (=a9eyer) in the meaning II in addition" 
(CAD 16:140; GAG para. 179:b-c) is known only in the OA, OB, and EA 
periods. 























107 6-sJ GIS ma-~i-[bu] 
~/ \/ yf y i, r- 1 
sa Uffeti(SE.BAR) sa ina mas-sar-ti 
vi v sa arat_(ITI) Tasritu(DU6) araJ:!.(ITI) Ara9sam..~a(APIN) u 
arah(ITI) Kislimu(GAN) 
~ergal(dUGUR)-na~ir(PAP) ina makkuri(NIG.GA) u-mar-;u 
10 ti ~el(dEN)-e~ir(SUR) apil(A) mArad(IR)-din-nin 
5½ $~ ~a-la4 ru apil (A) ~el(dEN)-ep~(DU-u~) 
"/ V V 
napear(PAP) 122 6-su GIS ma-si-9u 
.. ,,, r: , 
ina 315 GIS ma-si-9u 
~£ ~ergal(dUGUR)-na~ir(PAP) V ina qat(SU.II) 
• / y ~ ina bit(E) GI.LA.NU nasu(GIS-u) 
- / A. ✓ 
a-na makkuri(NIG.GA) ma;u(LAL-u) 
ara~(ITI) Ta~ritu(DU6) UD 11 KA.~ MU 25 Kk"'1 
"" d / ' Nabu( AG)-kudurri(NIG.GUB)-~ur(URU) ;ar(LUGAL) Babili(TIN .TIR.KI) 
2 GIS ma-~i~hu 
V " ✓ ., I [ ] qistu(NIG.BA) u tak-ka-su-u s a ina arau.(ITI ) x 
a-na dGu-la ½ i na iara.!!(ITI) [x ] 
a-na Mlur(AN.SAR.) u-qar-rib ~ergal(dUGUR)-[x ] 
"V "' nasu(GIS) 
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Translation 
· 107 1/6 measures of barley, the compensation of the months Ta~ritu, 
Araasamna, and Kislimu belonging to Nergal-na~ir was deducted 
from the property; 10 (measures) belonging to Bel-e~ir,son of 
Arad-Innin (were deducted); 5½ (measures) belonging to Bala~u, 
son of Bel-epus,(were deducted). (The above amount,) a total of 
122 1/6 measures, was deducted from the 315 measures belonging 
to Nergal-na~ir which had been received at the bit GI.LA.NU 
from Nab~-etir, descendant of Nabt-ahhe-iddin. vv 
(13) On the 11th day of the month Ta~rltu in the 25th year of 
Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon. 
(15) 2 measures were used as a gift and food offering to Gula in 
the month[ x];the ½ which was placed before Aslur has been 
received by Nergal-na~ir. 
Notes 
Ln, 11: Reluctant as one is to suggest the instance of a new term, 
I have been unable to locate or otherwise identify the bit GI .LA.N~; 
the signs are quite clear on the text. 
Ln. 2: On maslartu cf. AHw 629 and Ungnad NRVGl 100. 
A • Ln. 16: On takkasu_cf . Weisberg YNER 1:74-5 for philological 
discussion and citation of other lit erature. 





1 [rndNa]-na-a-aha(SES)-iddin(MU) apil(A)-~~ l.i mArdi(IR)-a 
r.i ]r, V\ .,/ID... lti y/ 2 ~na 9u -ud libbi(SA-bi)-su 1~-9ur qal-la-su 
. _L \ .,- V / 
3 a-na 1/3 ~iqlu(GlN) kaspi(KU.BABBAR) a-na sim(S.Af1) oa-ri-i~ 





V .C 1 ,., / a, I / 
sangu( usrD) bit(E) sa E-an-na id-di-in 
1~ 1 I pu-ut se-9u-u pa-qi-ra-nu 
1 1 ' 1/' mar( uDUMU) ban(DU)-~-tu u arad( uIR) ~arr(LUGAL)-ti-tu 
8 [m]~a-na-a-aea(~ES)-iddin(MU) na-~i 
- ( ) .,, ' (d ) - ( ) ... I 9 ina manzazu GUB-zu sa Marduk AMAR.UTU -bel EN -su-nu 
lo . ( ) 111 11I m d k(d ) v- . "k( ) - ( ) apil A -su sa 'Mar u AMAR. UTU -sapi DUB -zera NUMUN 
1 /.' ./ latammu( uSA-mu) E-an-na 








mar(DUMU) rab(luGAL) bani(DU) 
~el(~N)-ahhe(SES.MES)-iq"ila(BA-s.i) 
......... . 
• ~ I ,,_/ 
apil(A)-su sa 
- d E;ir(KAR) - Marduk( AMAR. UTU) 
apil(A) ~-gi-bi IDi3a-ni-ia apil(A)-;f 
I ~ v/ .,1 m._ · _ luv ( 
sa ~ab-ni-e-a mar(DUMU) ba'iri( SU._gA) a-din apil A)-su 
.,I m.. 
sa l.'lad-na-a 
m.. d ' .,/11/ Marduk( AMAR.UTU)-zera(NUMUN)-ibni{DU) apil{A)-su sa 
~el(dEN)-erToa(SU) apil(A) ~lu(DINGIR)-tu-li-e 
" 1 ti v md . _ ., " . ,, i,. 
u ~upsarru{ SID) In-nin-zera(NUMUN) -usabsi(GAL-si) 
111,,.lm._ V 
apil(A)-su sa tiala~(TIN)-su Uruk(UNUG.KI) aran(ITI) Tasritu(DU6) 
UD 16 KA.'1 
78 
18 
A d / '\ 
MU 27 KAM Nabu( AG)-kudurri(NIG.GUB)-usur(URU) ~ar(LUGAL) 
' 
Babili (E .KI) 
Translation 
Nan~-a!}a-iddin, son of Ardiya, of his own free will has sold 
I~~ur his slave for 1/3 sheqel of silver as the full price to 
A - v A v--Nabu-a9ee-uballi;, son of Sa-Nabu-su and priest of the temple 
Eanna. The responsibility for any plaintiff or claimant, for 
whether he is a free man or a royal slave, shall be aorne by 
.A 
Nana-aoa-iddin. 
In the presence of Marduk-belsunu, son of Marduk-;apik-zera and 
administrator of Eanna. 
(Wi-tnesses : ) 
Balatsu, son of Marduk-sum-iddin and-descendant of the rab bani; 
Bel-a!}he-iqisa, son of Etir-Marduk and descendant of Egibi; 
Baniya, son of Tabn1-a and descendant of the family of 
fishermen; 
Nadin, son of Nadnaya 
Marduk-zera-ibni, son of Bel-eriba and descendant of Ilulu-li' e . 
Scribe: Innin-zera-usab~ i, son of Bala~su. 
In Uruk on t he 16th day of the month Tasritu in the 27th year of 
Nebuchadne zzar, king of Babylon. 
Notes 
Ln. 9: - V Marduk-belsunu, the administr ator, who succeeded his father 
to the office, would in turn be followed by Baniya (Ln. 13). 
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Ln. 2: The declaration that a contracting party is acting 
freely (ina hud libbi~u = literally, "in the joy of his heart") 
is one of the innovations which distinguishes NB contract style 
from that of earlier periods. The phrase is discussed by 
Muffs, p. 128-9, and Weisberg, YNER 1:29, 31, both of whom 
provide references to earlier literature. Cf. FLP 1552:2, 1574:3. 
Ln. . " 6: On seou cf. AHw 1034-5. 
Ln. 3: The phrase ~Im tari? is not exactly understood; ~ranslations 










u dNa-na-a re-hi-it 3½ man~(MA.NA) 1/3 tiqlu(GI~) kaspi(KU.BABBAR) 
.., 
' I m" ka-a-su kaspi(KU.BABBAR) t uu- bul-lum Sa Si-riq-ti 












m.. d ..,., ,.. 
Nabu( AG)-ahhe(SES.MES)-uballit(TIN) 
v- • 
"d ""., id-di-nu ina muhhi(UGU) ~abu( AG)-ahhe(SES.MES)-uballit(TIN) 
v..,,. ""'- • 
apil(A)-s~ $' ~arduk(dAMAR.UTU)-zer(NUMUN)-ibni(DU) apil(A) 
mAhu(SES)-bani(DU-i) 
..., 
a-di qi-it;~ arau(ITI) Ara\!_samna(APIN) i-gam-mar-ma 
a-na Belet(dGASAN) ~£ Uruk(UNUG.KI) it-tir 
. . 
re!lat u~Feti(SE.BAR) t di-i-ni s, eqli(A.SA) 
TY '] .. (d . )/ .., / ( ) V / • ( ) 
~sa Belet GM>AN) sa Uruk UNUG.KI sa mua~i UGU 
IilNabrt(dAG)-ahhe(SES.MES)-uballit(TIN) 
wV • 
U-6mu-kin-nu ~Ba-la-fu apiltA)-s~ i~ IIlsu-rna~a 
[apil(A) m ~-dPa;-Sukkal ~a-ni-ia 
[apil(A)-~~ $~ ~ Tab-ni-e-a apil(A) ba'iri(lifsU.gA) 
r~ab~(dAG)-mu-se-tiq-urri(UD.DA) apil(A)-sti $~ Illsama;(dUTU)-
- \ 
zer(NUMUN)-ibni(DU) 
I ~ luv v d m.... ,, / 16 apil(A) langi ( SID) Istar( INNIN) Babili(TIN.TIR.KI) tiel(EN)-su-nu 
17 apil(A)-;f ¥£~abj(dAG)-abhe(SES.MES)-iddin(MU) apil(A) mE-gi-bi 
18 ~up~arruc16~ID) mlddin(MU)-Nabj(dAG) apil(A)-s~ ~~ mSakin(GAR)-
~um(MU) 
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19 §pil(A) ..,..u-dNa-na-a Uruk(UNUG.KI) arae,(ITI) Ayyaru(GU4) 
20 Em x]s KAM MU 34 KAM 
21 -1 d .,, ' Nabu( AG)-kudurri(NIG.GUB)-l.1{3ur(URU) sar(LUGAL) Babili(TIN.TIR.KI) 
Translation 
A (x amount) of silver, the property of Iltar of Uruk and Nana, the 
balance due on 3½ manG, 1/3 sheqel of silver, a silver cup, and 
interest due Siriqti, son of Bel-~um-i~kun-, has been given to 
Nab~-al}oe-uballi~. It is now charged against Na~-ahhe-uballit, ...,v • 
the son of Marduk-zer-ibni and descendant of Atu-bani. He shall 
make settlement at the end of the month Araosamna. He shall pay 
to the goddess of Uruk. The rest of the barley and the claim on 
the field of the goddess of Uruk is charged against Nab~-awe-uballit. 
Witnesses: 
.,, 
Bala;u, son of Sumaya and descendant of {x)-Pap-Sukkal; 
Baniya, son of Tabn~-a and descendant of the family of fishermen ; 
Nab~-musetiq-urri, son of Sama~-zer-ibni and descendant of the 
priest of Istar of Babylon; 
Bel~unu, son of Nab~-aboe-iddin and descendant of Egibi; 
Scribe: Iddin-Nab~, " son of Sakin-sum and descendant of Su-Nan~. 
In Uruk on the (x)Sth day of the 111onth Ayyaru in the 34th year of 
the reign of Nebuchadnezzar, king of Baby lon. 
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Notes 
Ln. 17: The Nab~-ahhe-iddin mentinned here is likely the 
..... 
head of the Babylonian branch of the Egibi family who is known 
to have been active late in the reign of Nebuchadnezzar and also 
to have ·been involved in some way with the household of 
Nergal-iar-u~ur. 1 He is mentioned -again in the patronymic 
of Bel~unu in FLP 1547:12 and 1551:12. Belsunu is frequently 
found in lists of witnesses from Uruk. 2 
Ln. 8: Muffs argues against distinguishing two verbal roots 
for~ as is done in most of the lexicons. 3 His argument 
is that a common semantic development will account for both 
uses. 4 
1E. von Voigtlander, "A Survey of Neo-Babylonian History" 
(Ph.D. dissertation, University of Michigan, 1963), pp. 145-6, 156, 
and Ungnad, "Das Haus Egibi," Af() 14 (1941-44), pp. 60-61. 
2spar, p. 128, n. 11 lists all occurrences published. 





~ r- / -, 
106 GUR suluppi(ZU.LUM.MA) makkur(NIG.GA) 
2 Belet(dG~AN) ~; Uruk(UNUG.KI) u 1ia-na-a] 
3 ina m~i(UGU) mEa(dlDIM)-usallim(GI) [ apil(A) su sa x x 1l 
4 um(UD) 15 KAM~; aral:,(ITI) Nisannu(BAR)[ .. . ] 
5 ina GIS ma-~i-eu s~ ~elet(dGASAN) sIITruk(UNUG.Kij 
. "'r ? ,, ] 6 ina UBARA.KI ina EL-an·-na· ... 
1 · ki-i um(un) 15 KAM( .. . ] 
8 u~fetu(SE.BAR) ina muu~i(UGU)[ ... 1 
9 ina £-an-na i-nam-din f . .J 
10 man-dat-ti i, larri(LUGAL) a-na [ . • . ] 
11 na-ad-nu 
, 
12 lumu-kin7 mEa(dIDIM)-bani(DO)-z~ra(NUMUN) apil(A)-;~ 
13 ~£ Uurab-ni-e-a apil(A) ba'iri(1~SU.ijA) 
14 Insamal(dUTU)-dannu(DAN) apil(A)-s~ i, mlqisa(BA-~~)-a apil(A) 
J\ 1' 
re' i( US IPA) 
15 ~a-din apil(A)-;~ s' ~ergal(dUGUR)-napir(PAP) apil(A) 
1 I If i~pari( uUS .BAR) 
16 ~a-din apil(A)-~t §' m~il-la-a 
/ 
17 u fuptarru(1USID) Insama~(dUTU)-sum(MU)-iddin(MU) apil(A)-$~ 
s' ~ab~(dAG)-balat(TIN)-su-iqbi(E) 







UD 25 KAM MU 34 KAM 
.., d / ' V Nabu( AG)-kudurri(NIG.GUB)-~ur(URU) sar(LUGAL) Babili(TIN.TIR.KI) 
Translation 
100 GUR of dates, the property of the goddess of Uruk and Nana, 
is charged against Ea-ulallim, son of[ x] On the 15th day of the 
month Nisannu in accordance with the measure of the geddess of 
Uruk, he shall pay into the [ x] temple in UBARA. If he does 
(not pay) on the 15th of the month, then (an equivalent amount of 
additional)barley he shall pay to Eanna. The gift for the king 
has been given to.[ x]. 
Witnesses: 
Ea-bani-zera, son of Iqitaya and descendant of the family 
of shepherds; 
Nadin, son of Nergal-na~ir and descendant of the family of 
weavers; 
Nadin, son of ~illaya. 
Scribe: Samas-sum-iddin, son of NabG-bala~su-iqbi and descendant 
of Sin-leq-unnini. 
In Uruk on the 25th day of the month Addaru in the 34th year of 




Ln. 6: Landsberger1 suggests a reading of Udinim.KI for 
UBARA.KI . The city i~ als o discussed by Ediard and Farber . 2 
Another text from the Lewi s Collection is from the same location. 3 
Ln . 8: The traces·suggest a r estoration of either ina muhbi 1 GUR 
or ina muhhi ina· GIS ma- s'i- p,u. 
The broken area prevents much certainty regarding the translation 
of lines 7-10. 
1He discusses the evidence in. MSL 2 :97 . Occurrenzes of 
this place name are also iis ted in Deimel, ~L, s ign_ 11152 . : 13·. 
2R{petoire Geograp.b ique 2 : 49, s ub EZEN x SIG7" 













FLP 154 7 
Transliteration 
V / '- v; A 




·_ ' - d v v/ d 
makkur(NIG.GA) Belet( GASAN) sa Uruk(UNUG.KI) u Na-na-a 
ina m1411Ji(UGU) ~abti(dAG)-sum(MU)-ibni(DU) apil(A)-~~ ;:. 
mBel(EN)-zer(NUMUN) 
V ' , "" / ina arag(ITI) Addaru(SE) kaspi(KU.BABBAR) sa ina 1 siqlu(GIN) 6-'u 
i-nam-din ki-i la id-dan-nu 
' V 
a-na 2 GUR 2 PI AM u~~etu(SE.BAR) 
ina arab(ITI) Simanu(SIG4) ina ma-ti-bu 
..,/ - d v ., " ,,, 
sa Belet( GASAN) sa Uruk(UNUG.KI) ina E-an-na 
i-nam-din 
I 
10 1~u-kin7 ~el(dEN)-aahe(SES.ME~)-iqisa(BA-s') 








~el(EN)-s6-nu apil(A)-~6 s~ ~ab~(dAG)-ahhe(SES.MES)-iddin(MU) 
.. -
apil(A) mE-gi-bi ~ab~(dAG)-bani(DU)-aga(SES) 
apil(A)-s~ s~ mArad(IR)-NabC(dAG) apil(A) ~a9iti(1~I.SUR) gi-na 
., 1 ',, m • A d . .,, .,/ n:t:: " 
~upsarru( USID) Iddin-Nabu( AG) apil(A)-su sa - ~akin(GAR)-sum(MU) 
apil(A) filsu-dNa-na-a Uruk(UNUG.KI) 
arao(ITI) Ajjaru(GU4) UD 22 KAM MU 37 KAM 
..\d / "V Nabu( AG)-kudurri(NIG.GUB)-u~ur(URU) sar(LUGAL) Babili(TIN.TIR.KI) 
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Translation 
A 5 sheqels of silver is the price of 20 manu of wool, the property 
of the goddess of Uruk and Nana, which is charged against Nabt-~um-ibni, 
the son of Bel-zer. In the month Addaru he shall make payment in 
silver that is 1/6 alloy. If he does not pay, then for each 
2 GUR of barley, he shall pay 2 PI in the month Simanu according 
to the measure of the goddess of Uruk in Eanna. 
Witnesses: 
Bel-atge-iqita, son of Mus~zib-Marduk and descendau~ of Egibi; 
Bel~unu, son of Nabrt-ahlffe-iddin and descendant of Egibi; 
NabG-bani-aha, son of Arad-Nab~ and descendant of the family 
of oil pressers. 
,\ '- V ,\ Scribe: Iddin-Nabu, son of Sakin-sum and descendant of Su-Nana. 
In Uruk on the 22nd day of the month Ajjaru in the 37th year of 
the reign of Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon. 
Notes 
Ln, 6: There are 5 PI in 1 GUR, so the fine for late payment would 
be 20%. 
Ln. 4: The more common f ormula for a gr ade of silver is ina 1 ~iqlu 
pitqa, i. e., a grade of silver which is 1 /8 alloy; this line deals 
with a poorer grade which i s 1/6 alloy. 











l½ man~(MA.NA) ~en-du 
ina pan(IGI) ~ab~(dAG)-zer(NUMUN)-iqTfa(BA-t~) 
. I 
nagaru(1uNAGAR) a-na dul-lu 
arah(ITI) Ta~rrtu(DU6) UD 6 KAM 
... 
MU 36 Jr.AM 
A d ., ' Nabu( AG)-kudurri(NIG.GUB)-u~ur(URU) 
tar(LUGAL) Babili(TIN.TIR.KI) . 
Translation 
l½ man~ of ~endu is placed at the disposal of Nab~-zer-iqila, 
the carpenter, for work. 
On the 6th day of the month Ta~ritu in the 36th year of 
Nebuchadnezzar,king of Babylon. 
Notes 
The exact nature of the material tendu is not known; it is 
attested in texts where it is also given to carpenters in 
Nbk., text 126, ln. 1; 130:1; 222:1. On the Neo-Babylonian carpenter, 
see Weisberg, YNER 1, pp. 56-8 and the response by Rehger, JAOS 














~A 1\:u-na-a at~at(DAJ.~) 11\rergal(dUGUR)-uballit(TIN-i~) apil(A)-sJ sf 
m_ \ . ,t d ... ):. ... V.., 
~-te-ru ina muhhi(UGU-hi) ~abu( AG)-ahhe(~ES.MES)-eriba(SU) 
. """""" '-" ..,,.,. 
apil(A)-~~ $~ ~ab~(dAG)-sum(MU)-ibni(DU) apil(A)[ .. . ] 
~ap-li-ti mas-ka-nu [ . . . ] 
ta-nam-ma a-na muhhi(UGU) rul i-~al-]lat 
"" L . 
a-di ta-m'1":-a kaspi(KU.BABBAR)-~li 
[ ] 
y \ v\ 
ta- ..• eqel(A.SA) SA.EN 
r ( ) V""' ( )? f / , a-di dan-nam ina arah ITI Tasritu DU6 · Ra-mu-u-a 
, 
10 ta-ak-kal 1llxnu-kin-nu 
11 mGi-mil-lu apil(A)-~6 t: 1\iardu~(ds~)-zer(NUMUN)-lliilur(URU) 
12 apil(A) Iniiu-un-zu-6 ~ab~(dAG)-balat(TIN)-su-iqbi(E) apil(A)-l~ s£ 
v • 
13 mlstar(dXV)-sum(MU)-eres"'(K.AM) mSu-zu-bu apil(A)-sti sa 
m.:. " d v m v d 14 ~~abu( AG)-mu-se-tiq-urri(UD.DA) apil(A) Su- Na-na-a 
15 mSama~ (dUTU)-na-din-sum(MU) apil(A)--s~ lii mBa-la-tu 
I / 
16 ;up~arru(luSID) mGi-mil-lu apil(A)-~~ ~£ 11\zudurru(NIG.GUB) 
apil(A) mAmel(LU)-r X x] 
V 
17 Uruk(UNUG.KI) arah(ITI) Addaru(SE) UD 11 KAM MU 38 KAM 
"" 
m._ "' d ,, ' 18 . ~abu( AG)-kudurri(NIG.GUB)-~ur(URU) ~ar(LUGAL) Babili(TIN.TIR.KI) 
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Translation 
100 manG of silver, belonging to Ram~'a, the daughter of Kunaya and 
wife of Nergaluballif, son of EFeru, is charged against Nabti-ah,tie-
eriba, son of Nab~-ium-ibni and descendant of [ aj . . Another 
creditor·will not have the right of disposal. (7) The silver 
belongs to Ram~'a, and Ram~'a will have the usufruct of the field 
••. until a set time in the month Ta;ritu. 
Witnesses: 
"" Gimillu, son of Marduk-zer-~ur and descendant of Hunzu; 
Nabti-balarsu-iqbi, son of Istar-tum-eret; 
~~zubu, son of Nab~-m~etiq-urri and descendant of Su-Nani; 
y " d. " f B 1-
~amas-na in-sum, son o a afu. 
Scribe: Gimillu, son of Kudurru and descendant of Amel-[x]. 
In Uruk on the 11th day of the month Addaru in the 38th year of 
the reign of Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon. 
Notes 
The condition of the obverse makes the translation of lines 
5 and 7-8 conjectural. 
Ln. 9: I have read adi dannam as a variant of adi adannu,"until 
a fixed time" although such a variant is not attested elsewhere . 1 
One could emend the text by inserting t he~. or read dannu as 
some other word, e. g.,"vat, container."2 The lack of context 
makes the choice difficult. 
lAHw 10· CAD 1:1:97-101 
- - ' 
















1 sutu(BAN) l½ qa i-pi-it-ti 
3 qa burasi(SIM.LI) i-pi-i~-tu 
., 
1 qa SIM ia-ru-ut-ti 
2/3 man~(MA.NA) dub-ne 
3 qa kak-ki-e 
napear(PAP) riqqi(SIH.gr .A) 
~~ bit(E) hi-il-si 
... . 
"'I sa AN.MI 
arah(ITI) Ajjaru(GU4) UD 13 KAM MU 39 KAM 
A d / ' Nabu( AG)-kudurri(NIG. GUB)-u:rnr(URU) sar(LUGAL) Babili(TIN. IIR.KI) 
Translation 
2 sutu of sesame in a sutu adjusted by l½ qa, 3 qa of juniper aromatic 
(adjusted), 1 qa of jaruttu-spice, 2/3 man~ of millet, 3 qa of 
lentils: a total of spices for the bil~y-house for AN.MI. 
On the 13th day of the month Ajjaru in the 39th year of the reign 
of Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon. 
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Notes 
Lns. 2, 3: On the use of ep~u, cf. CAD 4:247. On final vowels, cf. below . 
Ln. 9: The signs AN.MI are absolutely clear and distinct; how they 
are to be read, however, is difficult. Several possibilities arise, 
but are not conclusive: 
(1) One might look for a divine name and regard the AN as 
a determinative. However, none of the references to the hil~..Y-house 
are followed by a divine name. The exact nature of the building 
itself is obscure, although it appears to be associated with a 
temple. 1 I have not been able to read MI as a divine name. 
(2) The hU9_y-house may have been a workroom for the 
extraction of oils for ritual purposes. The word samnu does 
not occur in association with it, but in desperation one must 
at least ask whether this is a writing of that word: ~~-an-mi 
for iamni. This would be quite improbable. 
(3) AN.MI is often read attal~, "eclipse. " However, two 
considerations rule against that reading here: (a) Although 
rituals were performed to ward off the influence of eclipses, 
documents from the period do not state the purpose for which a 
comnnnodity was bought or received. (b) No solar or lunar eclipse 
is kno-wn for this period. The ParRer-Dubberstein chronology would 
make this May, 566; no solar or lunar eclipse would have been seen 
in Mesopotamia during that year. 2 
1cAD 6:187-8. 
2Kudlek and Mickl er, Solar and Lunar Eclipses of the Ancient Near 
East, AOATS vol. 1 (Neukirchen: Butzon and Bercker, 19 71), pp . 29, 148. 
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The use of ep~u in lines 2-3 is an illustration of the 
problem with final vowels in NB documents. This problem has 
received extensive discussion, the most recent and innovative 
in Weisberg, YNER 1, 106-111, where the discussion is centered 
on the problem of final consonants in NB. The fullest discussion 
of the question of final vowels is Hyatt, Final Vowels in Early 
Neo-Babylonian, YOR 23 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1941). 
Hyatt's major conclusions are as follows: (1) A final short 
vowel was dropped in pronunciation; (2) A final long vowel was 
dropped in pronunciation unless there was psy chological reason 
for retaining the vowel; (3) A final circumflected vowel was 
1 
always preserved in both the pronunciation and the script·. 
Reviews of Hyatt's work from Jacobsen, 2 Albright, 3 Gadd, 4 
and GelbS were favorable. 
1 Hyatt, pp. 56-7. 
2classical Weekly 36 (1942): 100-101 . 
3BASOR #84 (1941) : 22 . 
4JRAS (1942): 74. 
















,. ?-, - ~ / 
400" biltu(GUN) tabtu(MUN.HI.A) ~im(SAM) 2 biltu(GUN) 
. "" 
r_ ,,, :-, , d" lipati(SIG.HI.A) makkur(NIG.GA) Belet( GASAN) s£ Uruk(UNUG.KI) 
V 
u dNa-na-a ina muhhi(UGU) ~a-ba-Ji 
...... 
apil(A)-sti Ji IllKal-ba-a apil(A) 1llyci-din-Sin(dXXX) 
' .., , . " / ina ara9(ITI) Simanu(SIG4) kaspi(KU.BABBAR) sa ina 1 siqlu(GIN) 6-'u 
i-nam-din ki-i ina araG(ITI) Addaru(SE) 
la id-dan-nu 80 GUR u~~eti(SE.BAR) 
ina ma-si-hu s~ Belet(dG~AN) s~ Uruk(UNUG.KI) 
T' ,I' , 
ina E-an-na i-nam-din 




apil(A)-~~ r~ mNab~(dAG) -ahhe(SES .MES)-iddin(MU) apil(A) 
...... 
~-gi-bi 
13 ~el(dEN)-na-din-apla(A) apil(A)-iu ~£ !Ilzer(NUMUN)-Babili(TIN.TIR.KI) 
14 apil(A) mili'(DA)-Marduk(dAMAR.UTU) rndin-nin-zer(NUM{JN) -usab~i(GAL-~i) 
15 apil(A)-~& s~ IllJ3ala~(TIN)-su mrddin(MU) -Nab~(dAG) 
16 apil(A)-~J s£ Insakin(GAR)-~um(MU) ~up$arru(1~ID) ~a-la[-;u] 
..., / ., 1 m '- " d "- - 1 / ' " r,. _7 17 apil(A)-su sa Arad(IR)-Nabu( AG) apil(A) sagiti( uI.SUR) Lgi-ne-:J 
18 rUruk(UNu2.KI) arah(ITI) Abu(NE) UD 22 [.TZAfJ 
19 [MU]39 KAM Nab~(dAG)-kudurri(NIG.GUB{-~ur] 
20 iar(LUGAL) Babili(TIN. TIR.KI) 
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Translation 
? 400· talents of salt is the price of 2 talents of wool, the 
property of the goddess of Uruk and Nan~, charged against Laba~i, 
son of Kalbaya and descendant of Kidin-Sin. He is to pay 
in the month Simanu silver which is 1/6 alloy. If he has not 
paid (by the end of the month) Addaru, then he shall make (an 
additional payment) of 80 GUR according to the measure of the 
goddess of Uruk in Eanna apart from the original contract. 
Witnesses: 
Bel~unu, son of Nab~-ahhe-iddin and descendant of Egibi; 
_,.... 
Bel-nadin-apla, son of Zer-Babili and descendant of Ili'-Marduk; 
lnnin-zer-~ab~i, son of Balatsu; 
Iddin-Nab~, son of Sakin-sum • 
Scribe: 
.. Bala~u, son of Arad-Nabu and descendant of the family 
of oil pressers. 
In Uruk on the 22nd day of the month Abu in the 39th year of 
Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon. 
Notes 
Ln. 1: The traces of the ME sign and the two wedges suggest the 
figure would be 400 talents of salt. This would be an extremely 
large sum for its worth to be 2 talents of wool. Dutberstein regarded 
it impossible to fix the price of salt, 1 but a .definite ratio. can 
lw. H. Dubberstein, "Compar ative Prices in Later Babylonia," 
American Journa l of Semitic Languages and Lit eratures 56 (19 39), p. 38 . 
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be established from this text and FLP 1568. 
Ln. 12: With reference to Nab~-aghe-iddin, consult the note at 
FLP 1545 :17 . 
Ln. 2: Discussions of the price of wool in Nee-Babylonian times 
are found in the following places: 
(1) B. Meissner, "Warenpreise in Babylonien," APAW 
1936/1 (1936), 19, 23-25; 
(2) Dubberstein, "Comparative Prices," 29; 









apil(A) tanq1(1USID) Ninurta(dYiA~)? 
ina ou-ud libbi(~A-bi)-~~ fLi-il-li-ka~ilu(DINGIR) 
fqal-lat-su u mar(DUMU)-~~ ~f ina muhhi(UGU) ti-lu-6 a-na 
... .., 
A / '\ .., / ½ manu(MA.NA) 2 ¥iqlu(GIN) kaspi(KU.BABBAR) a-na ~Im(SAM) 
ha-ri-is a-na 
...,, . 
m.. d ,:' 11lm.... 5 !.'la' id(I)-Marduk( AMAR. UTU) apil (A)-su sa Ki-mut apil(A) 
Amel(LU)-Isin(PA.~E.KI) i -din pu-ut 
6 se-hi-i u pa-qir-ra-nu s~ ina muhhi(UGU) fLi-il-li-ka-ilu(DINGIR) 
.., ....... 
7 ~el(dEN)-iUI:l(MU)-i~kun(GAR-un) na-~i ina a-sa-bi lf 





unnnu(Af!A) i~ lllJ3el(dEN)-tum(MU)-iskun(GAR-un) 
1'¾nu-kin-nu IllMarduk(dAf!AR.UTU)-ier(NillUJN)-ibni(DU) apil(A)-~~ s~ 
1 /., 
~ab~(dAG)-zer(NUMUN)-ukin(GIN) apil(A) ba' iri( USU. HA) 
.. 
~ab~(dAG)-sum(MU) -iddin(MU) apil(A) -~~ 
, 
12 tJ ~ab~(dAG)-zer(NUMUN)-ukln(GIN) apil(A) ba'iri(lusu.3A) 
m.. "d .., ..... ,, 
~abu( AG)-sum(MU)-I1s1r(SI.SA) 
I 





api l(A)-s6 t£ mAp-la-a apil(A) Ili3el(dEN)-e-~~-ru 
1 1 v Ad / 
u ~upsarru( uSID) ~abu( AG)-mudammiq(SIG5-iq) apil(A)-;u 
;~ ll\{ur-ban-nu-Yiarduk(dAfi.<\R.UTU) 
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16 apil(A) rang~(liiSID) Samaf (dUTU) Babili(TIN. TIR.KI) arau(ITI) 
Ajjaru(GU4) UD 17 KAM 
17 MU 40 KAM ~abu(dAG)-kudurri(NIG.GUB)-~ur(URU) 
18 tar(LUGAL) Babili(TIN.TIR.KI) 
Translation 
Bel-~um-i~kun, son of Aplaya and descendant of the priest of Ninurta, 
of his own free will has sold his slave woman Lillika-ilu and her 
son of whom she has charge .A for½ manu, 2 sheqels of silver as 
the full price to Na'id-Marduk, son of RTmut and descendant of 
Amel-Isin. (5) The responsibility for any plaintiff or claimant 
against Lillika-ilu shall be borne by Bel-ium-iikun. 




Marduk.-zer-ibni, son of Nab~-zer-ukin and descendant of the 
family of fishermen; 
Nab~-tum-iddin, son of Nab~-zer-ukin and descendant of the 
family of fishermen; 
Nab~-sum-l!lir, son of Kinaya and descendant of the rab bani; 
Ea-iddin, son of Aplaya and descendant of Bel-eteru. 
Scribe: Nabt-mudammiq, son cf Kurbannu-Marduk and descendant of the 
priest of samas. 
In Babylon on the 17th day of the month Ajjaru in the 40th year of 
Nebuchadnezzar, king of Baby lon. 
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Notes 
Ln. 1: The divine name at the end of the line is written over an 
erasure or is badly mutilated. The two additional verticals and 
the wedges going horizontally might make one also suggest the 
possibility of Bel(dEN) poorly written as scribe went around t he 
edge of the tablet. 
Ln. 3 : The idiom ana mulJhi elC is "to take a charge, to enter 
upon an obligation. 111 The phrase ina muhQj ti-lu-6 is being s imilarly 
understood. Apparently the mother could not be parted from t he 
child due to some previous contract or stipulation which must 
be taken into account here. 


















15 manj(MA.NA) iipati(SIG.HI.A) ~~ ~abrt(dAG)-kasir(KAT) 
.... . 
apil(A)-s~ t~ ~-mut ina muhhi(UGU-hi) 
........ ., 
m, I "()y,/v/ A-mi-du- a apil A -su sa 
Ini3a-da-da-ad ina araa(ITI) Ajjaru(GU4) 
i-nam-din 
la . mv, 
mu-kin-nu Sa-ma-ta 
'l(A) " 1 vim... · · · 1 1· api -su sa oi-ir-ri-i - i 
tnr1u-qa-ra-nu apil(A)-stl s£ 
,,, 
m.. v lu., 
-~i-i~-lu-'u u ~upsarru( SID) 
!Dzer(NUMUN)-Babili (E .KI) apil(A) ~el ( dEN)-apla(A)-~ ur(URU) 
Sip-par KI arat(ITI) Ta~ritu(DU6) UD 5 KAM 
MU 41 KAM 
A d / ... y Nabu( AG)-kudurri(NIG . GUB)-W:>ur(URU) sar(LUGAL) Babili(E.KI) 
Translation 
15 man~ of wool belonging to Nab~-ka~ir, son of Rimut, are charged 
against Amidu'a, son of Badadad. He shall pay in t he month Ajjaru. 
Witnesses: 
§amata, son of Birrilli, and Muqaranu, son of Ni~lu'u. 
Scribe: Zer-Babili, descendant of Bel-apla-1.1:5ur. 
In Sippar on the 5th day of the month Ta~ritu in the 41st year 
of the reign of Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon. 
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Notes 
Some of the PN' s in this text are unusual and do. ·not app~ar to 
be Semitic. 
Ln . 4: One could read MA instead of BA-da-da-ad. 
Ln. 7: Prof. Erle Leichty informs me that texts mentioning 






1 1 man~(MA.NA) kaspi(KU.BABBAR) ~£ ~ukin(GIN)-Marduk(dA.111-.R.UTU) 
apil(A)-lJ S~ ~u-ra-nu 
I 
( ) lu.., _ . ) ., / ( ) mn- (d ) 2 apil A sa tabti(MUN.HI.A -su ina muhhi UGU-hi -oel EN -
• '"""" \,,\,,, V 
e~ir(SUR) apil(A)-s~ ~, 
3 IllEel(dEN)-ata(~ES)-iddin(MU) apil(A) rab(1UGAL) bani(DU) 
sa ~atti(MU.AN.NA) ina milbhi(UGU) 1 ma-ni-e 
4 12 ~iqlu(G{N) kaspi(KU.BABBAR) ina muhhi(UGU)-s~ i-rab-bi 
..... 
- / :t' / bit(E) ~a ina libbi(~A-bi) as-ba 
5 u bit(E) s~ ina muhhi(UGU) ti-tur-ru ~£ abulli(KA.GAL) Sama~(dUTU) 
..... 







iddin(MU) apil(A) 1~t£ fabti(MUN.HI.A)-si 
u mira-mu-;~ ~, ali(URU) u ~eri(EpIN) ma-la ba-su-~ 
, 
.. ,,, m.. - d \!.-1 lu..... ' 
mas-ka-nu sa -nukin(GIN)-Marduk( AMAR.UTU) ra~u( ruG-u) 
~a-nam-ma ina muhhi(UGU) ul i-t"al-lat 
-... . 
a-di muh~i(UGU) s~ ~ukin(GIN)-Marduk(dAMAR.UTU) kaspi{KU.BABBAR) AM 
1 manj(~..A.NA) i-~al-li-mu 
lfi m.. A(d ) - ( ) . ( ) .,, v/ m.. .-i(d ) mu-kin-nu ifabu AG -etir SUR apil A -su sa Nabu AG -
mu-te-tiq-urri(UD.DA) 
m..Ad Ad ' .,., 13 apil(A) Nabu( AG)-e~ir(SUR) ~abu( AG)-bani(DU)-aha(SES) 
14 
15 
apil(A)-~~ ~~ mGi-mil-lu 
apil(A) mArad(IR)-dPap-sukkal rrNab~(GAG)-tum(MU)-j-kin apil(A)-sl 
v / m - d " " 1J ' sa Bel( EN)-aha(SES)-i<ldin(Ml.J) apil(A) rah( GAL) bani(DU) 
" 
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.., 1/,y m ' • vi vi m.. .._ d 
u ;upsarru( ~ID) Ardi(IR)-ia ap1l(A)-su sa ----r. abu( AG)-
ahhe(SES.ME)-utallim(GI) 
...... 
Uruk(UNUG.KI) arah(ITI) Simanu(SIG4) UD 22 KAM 
...., 
"d /I ' MU 43 KAM ~abu( AG)-kudurri(GUB.NIG·)-u?ur(URU) 
Jar(LUGAL) Babili(TIN.TIR.KI) 
Translation 
1 man~ of silver belonging to Mukin-Marduk, son of Muranu and 
descendant of the salt merchant, is charged against Bel-e~ir, 
son of Bel-aha-iddin and descendant of the r ab bani. He shall 
... 
A pay 12 sheqels of silver on the 1 manu charged against him yearly. 
(4) The house in which he lives and the house near the bridge 
.., ,, 
of the gate of Samas adjacent to the house of Aplaya, son of 
Bel-aba-iddin and descendant of the salt merchant , all that he 
has in either the city or the country, are security for Mukin-Marduk. 
(9) No other creditor is to raise a claim until t he debt of 1 mant 
of silver owed to Mukin-Marduk has been satisfied. 
(12) Witnesses: 
Nab~-efir, son of. Nabtl-m~etiq-urri and descendant of Nab~-efir; 
NabG-bani-aba , son of Gimillu and descendant of Arad-Pap-sukkal; 
" ., ... -Nabu-sum-ukin, son of Bel-a!}a-iddin and descendant of rab bani; 
Arad-Innin, son of Bel- aga-iddin and descendant of rab bani. 
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Scribe: Ardfya, son of Nab~-agl}e-usallim. 
In Uruk on the 22nd day of the month Simanu in the 43rd year of 
the reign of Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon. 
Notes 
Ln. 3: Two brothers of Bel-e;ir are among the witnesses (lns. 14-16). 
Ln. 19: Particular attention should be paid to the curious 
writing of the name of Nebuchadnezzar. Kudurri should have 
✓ 
been written NIG.GUB, and not the reverse. 
Ln. 9: On the phrase ul ilallat; cf. Muffs, p. 134 n. 3 and 
pp. 177-8 , and Kutscher, "New Aramaic Texts," JAOS 74 (1954): 239. 
2 6 f iu,Y / V f d i Lns. and : The ormula ~ax-sure ers to a street ven or on y 
in the NB period, the~ designating the commodity sold. In the 
Assyrian period, this formula designated an official. Discussions 
of the formula are found in the following places: 
(1). Landsberger, 
Hebraische Wortforschung, 
Baumgartner, VT Suppl. 16 
"Akkadisch-Heb rais che Wortgleichungen," 
Festschrift zum 80 Geburtstag von Walter 
(196 7), 186, n. 1. 
(2) Oppenheim a~d Hartman, Beer and Brewing, p. 42, n. 29. 
(3) Oppenheim, ANET, 2rid ed., 278, n. 8. 
(4) Spar, "Studies in Neo.;.Babylonian Economic and Legal 









VI 'I' I 
apil(A)-su sa 
lDn .,/ / '-
----ea-an-da-SU a-na mub,1.!.i(UGU) u-il-tim 
~1 dan-nu-tu s£ ~a-an-da-i6 
.., 
( _,/-.,/ID.. I( • V?[ apil A)-su sa Mu-~al-lim SU· J 
~a-din apil(A)-t~ t£ m BA? ( • . .] 
6 apil(A) lntta~-tuk ul i-[ .. J 











e-tir ta-a-ri u da-ba-ba 
. 
. b" i ,,/ · ina 1-r -su-nu ia-a-nu 
16mu-kin-nu ~ab~(dAG)-fum(MU)-itkun(GAR-un) 
"l(A) ~, " 1 m,.,. cdxxx) d. . . " ap1 -su sa --.:>in - 1-1-ni~e-pu-us 
~el(dEN)-iddin(MU) apil(A)-~-6 :£. ~el(dEN)-aGbe(SES.HES)-iddin.(MU) 
apil(A) ~u-~-su tuptarru(1~~ID) ~ergal(dUGUR)-iddin(MU) 
apil(A)-sJ s£ mNa-din apil(A) ms£-ta-ri-in-di 
Sip-par KI ara9(ITI) Abu(NE) UD 22 KAM 
A d ,, MU 43 KA..~ Nabu( AG)-kudurri(NIG.GUB)-~ur(PAP) 
sar(LUGAL) Babili(TIN.TIR.KI) 
The text is a record of a debt for vats; however, the large section 


















~ / ,r ~ 
~-il-tim sa 14 GUR suluppi(ZU.LUM.MA) 
s' ~abj(dAG)-bani(DU)-aba(SES) apil(A)-t~ sf m[ . . ] 
- 1/'" ,.., 
apil(A) ~agiti( uI.SUR) gi-ni-e 
mdrn-nin-zer(NUMUN)-ibni(DU) fpil(A)-s~ sf m •. J 
1' ' apil(A) rab( uGAL) bani(DU) i-'i-i-lu . 






apil(A)-~~ ~£ ~ab~(dAG)-bani(DU)-aha(SES) apil(A) ~ahiti( 1~I.SUR) 
gi-n::1:-e 
mrstar(dXV)-na-din apil(A)-s6 s~ _Illsel(dEN)-iddin(MU) 
1 1 ' 1/ apil(A) rab( UGAL) bani(DU) ;upsarru( USID) mBa-la-tu 
/ / ' ... d . lfi' V 
apil(A)-tu ~a mArad(IR)-Nabu( AG) apil(A) sahiti( I.SUR) 
. ,. i ..., g1.-n -e 
' .... 
14 Uruk(ill~UG.KI) arab(ITI) 1ebetu(AB) UD 1 KAM 
m... d V " 15 MU 1 KAM Nergal( UGUR)-sar(LUGAL)-u~ur(URU) 
16 iar(LUGAL) Babili(TIN.TIR.KI) 
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Translation 
Regarding the debt of 14 GUR of dates belonging to Nab~-bani-aba, 
son of ••. and descendant of the oil pressers, for which 
Innin-zer-ibni, the son of • and descendant of the rab bani, 
contracted, (6) Bal~tu has been paid by Irinin-zer-ibni. 
Witnesses: 
A v -r- A Nabu-sum-uk.in, son of Nabu-bani-aba and descendant of the 
family of oil pressers; 
I~tar-nadin, s·on of Bel-iddin and descendant of the rab bani. 
Scribe: Bala;u, son of Arad-Nab~ and descendant of the family 
of oil pressers. 
In Uruk on the 1st day of the month Tebetu in the 1st year of 
Nergal-sar-~ur, king of Babylon. 
Notes 
The witnesses are all interested parties. 1 The exchange is between 
descendants of the oil pressers and the rab bani , and a witness 
from each is present. Just as a son of Nab~-bani-aha witnesses 
..... 
the transaction, perhaps Innin-zer-ibni is also a son of Bel-iddin . 
The scribe, not fully identified on ln. 6, receives t he payment 
for the oil pressers. 
Ln. 8: The traces suggest the RU sign, which was then not erased. 
It does not appear that the traces could have been the nif(U~) sign. 






1 6 GUR 3 (PI) 4 sutu(BAN) 3 qa urreti(SE.BAR) 















suluppi(ZU.LUM.MA) makkur(NIG.GA) Belet(dGASAN) ~~ Uruk(UNUG.KI) 
u dNa-na-a ina muhhi(UGU-hi) mBel(dEN)-etir(SUR) 
"""" _. . 
m " .. ,. ,,, 
apil(A) . Abge(SES.MES)-sa-a ina arau(ITI) Simanu(SIG4) 
., 
u~~etu(SE .BAR) 
v .., vi - d "' _ vi gamirtum(TIL-tum) ina GIS ma-si-hu sa Belet( GASAN) sa Uruk(UNUG.K!) 
" 
/ ina E-an-na i-nam-din 
e-lat ra-lu-tJ mah-ri-tum 
.... 
ina manzaau(GUR-zu) s~ ~u-se-zib-Marduk(dAMAR.UTU) 
1' , -,/ , 
uqi-i-pi sa E-an-na 
ltimu-kin7 msamas(dUTU)-fum(MU)-ukin(GIN) 
apil(A)-s~ §' ~u-la-a apil(A) 11.¾nan-di-di 
~rduk(dAMAR.UTU)-sum(MU)-~ur(URtJ) apil(A)-~tf' ;' Insi-lim-Bel(dEN) 
I 
apil(A) mBa-si-ia rup~arru(1USID) ~a-din 
"/ tt" m - d - "' v ., .,. " .. , apil(A)-su sa Bel( EN)-4loe(SES.MES)-iq1sa(BA-sa) ·1 IDE "':- b" ap1 -g1- 1 
[ ] ., " _ d " v/ 16 . · • -eu sa Belet( GAS.AN) sa Uruk(UNUG~KI) 
17 [. J ara~(ITI) Kislimu(GAi.'-0 
18 [MU x KAM 1m x ~'{J Nergal(dUGUR)-~ar(LUGAL)-u~ur(URU) 
19 sar(LUGAL) Babili(TIN.TIR.KI) 
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Translation 
6 GUR, 3 PI, 4 sutu, 3 qa of barley, in exchange for 9 GUR, 3 PI, 
4 sutu, 3 qa of dates, the property of the goddess of Uruk and 
Nan~, is charged against Bel-et.ir, son of Ahhesaya. In the 
...... 
month Simanu he shall pay the entire amotmt of barley in accordance 
with the measure of the goddess of Uruk in Eanna in addition 
to the earlier contract. 
(9) By the authority of M~ezib-Marduk, the administrator of Eanna. 
Witnesses: 
"' '1il V "" Samas-sum-ukin, son of Sulaya and descendant of the family 
of surveyors; 
Marduk-~um-u~ur, son of Silim-Bel and descendant of Basiya. 
Scribe: Nadin, son of Bel-ahhe-iqisa and descendant of Egibi. 
(In accordance with the measure) of the goddess of Uruk 
(he has/shall? pay). 
On the[x]day of the month Kislimu iri. the[x]year of Nergal-Sar-ll:>ur, 
king of Babylon. 
Notes 
Lns. 16-17: The restoration of the beginni ng of these lines suggested 
in the translation is ina GI~ ma-~i-bu . .• nasti(or inamdin). 
Lns. 1-2: The ratio of barley and dates would be 1215 qa/1755 qa; 
dates would be worth 69% of an equivalent amount of barley. This 
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ratio is in accord with Dubberstein's study on the comparative 
. l Al h h . 1· . prices. t oug in ear ier centur~es the price of barley and 
dates was about equal, the Chaldean and Persian age found barley 
more expensive than dates. Perhaps this reflects the progressive 
salinization in which dates could flourish but which also made 
barley less plentiful and dates more, affecting their relative 
values . 2 
On ~upiltu ("exchange") , cf . !1§1 5: 9: 4 and 5: 60: 111. 
1w. Dubbers tein, AJSL 56 (19 39) : 26. 




















, ., "' - yl' 3 GUR 1 (PI) 4 sutu(BAN) ~amaM'amu(SE . GIS. I) iim(::.AM) 
45 man~(MA.NA) lipati(SIG.gI.A) makkur(NIG.GA) 
Belet(dG~AN) t£ Uruk( UNUG.KI) u ~a-na-a 
ina muQbi(UGU) mRi-mut apil(A)-~J ~£ mdiri-nin-iddin(:t-m) 
apil(A) Ingu-un-zu-~ ina arah,(ITI) Ara,gsamna(APIN) 
/ V v&,, v V '- V V 3 GUR 1 (PI) 4 sutu(BAN) samassamu(SE.GIS.I) ina GIS ma- si-hu 
... 
VI d ... ,Li' / 
sa Belet( GASAN) sa Uruk(UNUG~KI) ina E-an-na 
i-nam-din 
,,.,, m.. /I d V , .... ina manzazu(GUB-zu) sa ~abu( AG) -sar(LUGAL)-u?urtURU) 
V ~ 16 V • sa ret( SAG) sarri(LUGAL) 
l~u-kin-nu ~ab~(dAG)-abbe(SES.MES)-iddin(MU) 
apil(A)-~J ~i~ergal(dUGUR) -na-~ir apil(A) ispari(1l\rs.BAR) 
llln 1( ) ..-I y/ m...- (d ) h -( "') • ..,., ( y/) 
~Tia-din api A -su sa ~el EN -ab~e PAP .MES -iqisa BA-sa 
apil(A) mE-gi-bi 
mibni(DU)-dAs'-rur apil(A)-~£ ~£ ~ab~(dAG) - b~la;(TIN)-su- iqbi(E) 
apil(A) llsin(dXXX)-leq(TI)-unnini(Ek) 
5up~arru(16sID) m x } MA-A apil(A)-~J' s~ mlbni(DU)-Istar(dINNIN) 
/ 
apil(A) aslaki(luAZALAG) 
r. . :-r Uruk(lNUG.KI) arau(ITI) Abu(NE) UD 18 K...J\...~ 
MU 3 KAM Nabti(dAG)-na'id(NI.TUKU) tar(LUGAL) Babili (TIN.TIR. KI) 
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Translation 
3 GUR, 1 PI, and 4 sutu of sesame, the price of 45 man~ of 
wool, the property of the goddess of Uruk and Nan~, is charged 
against Rimut, son of Innin-iddin and descendant of ]unz~. 
In the month Arahsamna he shall pay 3 GUR, 1 PI, 4 sutu of 
'-
sesame to Eanna according to the measure of the goddess of Uruk. 
(9) By the authority of Nabt-~ar-usur, the royal commissioner. 
Witnesses: 
Nab~-au~e-iddin, son of Nergal-na?ir and descendant of the 
family of weavers; 
Nadin, son of Bel-abse-iqisa and descendant of Egibi; 
Ibni-As~ur, son of Nab~-balatsu-iqbi and descendant of 
Sin-leq-unnini. 
Scribe: (xJ-maya, son of Ibni-I~tar and descendant of the family 
of fullers. 
In Uruk on the 18th day of the month -Abu in the 3rd year of the 
reign of Nabonidus, king of Babylon. 
Notes 
Ln. 13: In spite of the infrequency of theophoric names with ~~ur, 
the sign is clearly distinct from a name with !star (ln. 14). 
Ln. 14: The scribe's name may have been ~umaya. See FLP 1583:14. 
Ln. 12: Nadin, s . of Bel-ahhe-iqYsa, desc. of Egibi, himself a scribe, 
... ..., 
is also known from well-over 50 table ts from the period . Cf . FLP 






















90 GUR suluppi(ZU.LUM.MA) imit(ZAG.LU) eqli(A.SA) sa [ . . . ] 
v/ - ' / d "' .,/ 
sa bit(E) da-ku-ru makkur(NIG.GA) Belet( GASA...~) sa Uruk,UNUG.KI) 
u dNa-na-a sutu(GIS.BA.~) ia mtum(MU)-ukin(GIN) apil(A)-t~ 
s£ ~el(dEN)-zer(NUMUN) apil(A) mBa~as-si-ia' 
y,/ V ~ / d ., ' II/ 
sa ina muhhi(UGU-hi) sutu(GIS.BAN) sa Belet( GASAN) sa Uruk{UNDG.K!) 
....... \,\. 
ina muhhi(UGU-~i) mBa-zu-zu apil(A)-tli 
..,.., ... 
:, ~ab~(dAG)-zer(NUMUN)-iq"lsa(BA-s~) ms,-Nab~(dAG)-su-ti 
apil(A)-~G:·s~ mArdi(IR)-ia5 u mE-tn-[1u] 
apil(A)-;~ si ~abG(dAG)-zer(Nu~fUN)-iqisa(BA-s~) ina arag,(ITI)[ x] 
"" v vi d "" , ina GIS ma-si-hu sa Belet( GASAN) sa Uruk(UNUG.KI) 
.... 
i-nam-din-'u 
., "( ') [ ] 1-en pu-ut 2-i nasu GIS-u e-lat i- il -tum 
V / V 
sa sanat (MU) 2 KAM 
I 
lumu-kin7 mRi-mut apil(A)-s~ ;~ ~arduk(dA}1A.R.l1TU)-~um{MU)-ibni(DU) 
mv m.. / l J vi / m ' A d apil(A) Sad-i ~IG. x apil(A)-su sa Arad(IR)-Nabu( AG) 
apil(A) gallabi(1~SU.I) ~ab~(dAG)-ilu(DINGIR)-ti-a apil(A)-~~ 
.,,; Ad 
sa ~abu( AG)-na~ir(PAP) 
1 1 ~ d ;ups'arru( USID) mltti(KI)-Samas( UTU)-bala~u(TIN) apil(A)-s~ 
t~ ~ab~(dAG)-zer(NUMUN)-ukin(GIN) 
18 URU[x x] sI bit(E) mDa-ku-ru arau(ITI~ Ululu(KIN) 
19 UD 27 KAM MU 3 KAI1 ~ab~(dAG)-na'id(I) 
20 tar(LUGAL) Babili(TIN.TIR.KI) 
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Translation 
90 GUR of dates, the i-tax on the field [ x 1 in Bit-Dakuru , 
property of the toddess of Uruk and Nan~ and · the ~-tax belonging to 
~um-ukin, son of Bel-zer and descendant of Bassiya,according 
to the measure of the goddess of Uruk, is charged against Bazuzu, 
b" - . .... " " /I .,, - -son of Na u-zer-1q1sa, Sa-Nabu-su, son of Ardiya, and Etillu, 
f b A - • -" son o Na u-zer-1q1sa. They shall pay in t he month[x]in accordance 
to the measur·e of the goddess of Uruk. They all -share equal 




Rfmut, son of Marduk-~um-ibni and descendant of Sadi; 
NIG.[ xJ, son of Arad-Nab~ and descendant of t he family of barbers; 
Nabu-ilu'a, son of Nab~-na?ir. 
Scribe: Itti-Sama~-balafu, son of Nab~-zer-ukin. 
In [xJcity of Bit-Dakuru on the 27th day of t he month Ululu in 
the 3rd year of the reign of Nabonidus, king of Babylon. 
Notes 
~um-ukin (ln. 3) apparently sublets a field and transfers t he obligations 
to three others. 
Ln. 13: Apparently some debt remained from the second year which 
had yet to be paid; t he contract is dated in the middle of the third year. 
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Ln. 1, 18: From the traces of the signs remaining, I have not been 
able to restore readings on these lines. The readings would not 
be the same on the two lines; the traces do not match, and there 
is not sufficient space at the end of line 1. Other fields in 
Bit-Dakuru are mentioned in the NB period. 1 The traces on ln. 18 
did not seem to match with any of the cities known in that area. 2· 
Ln. 1: On imittu, cf. the following: 
(1). H. Petschow, "Zur neubabylonischen imittu (Pachtauflage)," 
BiOr 13 (1956): 102-6. 
(2). Kutscher, "Imittu Postponed and Replaced: a New Document," 
BiOr 30 (1973): 363-6. 
Ln. 12: With reference to the clause regarding mutual responsibili t y , 
or "the clause of solidarity ," the literature is extensive. Host 
references and discussion are found in the following: 
(1). P. Koschaker, Babylonisch-assyrisches Burgschaftsrecht 
(Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1911), pp. 84-9. 
(2). H. Petschow, Neubabylonisches Pfandrecht (Berlin: 
Akademie Verlag, 1956), 77ff. 
(3). San Nicolo\ Zur Nachburgschaft i n den Keilschrift-
urkunden und in den grakoagyptischen Papyri, SBAW Abt. 6 (1937), 
33-4. 




1 5 mand(MA.NA) kaspi(Ktl.BABBAR) 3 liqlu(GI~) gura~i(GUSKIN) 
2 ir-bi ~~ arab(ITI) Du'uzu(SU) um(UD) 17 KAM 
3 arah(ITI) Du'uzu(SU) UD 18 KAM MU 5 KAM 
..,; 
4 Nab~(dAG)-na'id(NI.TUKU) ~ar(LUGAL) Babili(TIN.TIR.KI) 
Translation 
5 man~ of silver and 3 sheqels of gold are the income from the 
17th day of the month Du'uzu. On the 18th day of the month 
Du'uzu in the 5th year of the reign of Nabonidus, king of Babylon. 
Notes 
The ratio of gold to silver is 10/1 in this text; the usual 
ratio·. in the NB period is 10/1 or 12/1. 1 This also calls 
into question the accuracy of an inscription which sets the 
ratio at 19/1 early in the reign of Nabonidus. 2 
1Dubberstein, 11Comparative Prices," p. 23. 
2NKI Nbn 8 ix 11-13. Von Voigtlander also ques tions the 




1 bit({) °tf ina muhhi(UGU-hi) ka-ri t£ Sip-par KI Sci mPir-'u ,.,,_ .... 
2 . ( ) .., I v I mli( ( ) m ( ) d apil A -su sa -~u-la-a apil A Iddin MU - Pap-sukkal a-na 
3 i-di hrti(E) a-na 2-ta tanat(MU.k'LNA.ME~') 
4 a-na tatti(MU.AN.NA) 11 liqlu(GIN) kaspi(Ktl.BABBAR) sf 
. / 
ina 1 liqlu(GIN) pit-qa 
5 m.. Ad - vv V a-na Nabu( AG)-agt_e(SES.MES)-uballi;(TIN) apil(A)-sli s~ 
~abG(dAG)-bel(EN)-~~-nu 
6 id-din &-ri i-t~-an-ni bat-qa i-~ab-bat 








[na] ~it(TIL) satti(MU.A..~.NA) i-nam-din 8 siqlu(Gf.~) kasp:i.(KU .BABBAR) 
r i~di biti(E)-s~ Illpir- I u ina qat(SU. II) 
[ ,\ d , ., V ., 
~abu{ AG)-ae~e(SES.MES)-uballi~(TIN) ma-t;i.r ultu(TA) um( UD) 1 KA!1 
[arah(ITI)]~lulu(KIN) l anat(MU) 5 KAM mNabti(dAG)-na'id(I) 
[~ar(LUGAL) Babili(TIN.TI~.KI) 
½.na pan(IGI) ~abii(dAG)-ag2;e(SES .MES)-uballi~ (TIN) C .] 
r ,,., 1,, ,, ., 
$a b1t(E) rab( uGAL) tabihI(GIR.LAL.MES) lllpir-'u na-si 
. "' 
14 ina satti(MU.AN.NA) 2-~a nu-bat-tum~Cx]-IQ 







vi.,/m.. Ad ,r .,1m....., 
apil(A)-su sa Nabu( AG)-u-~ur-s u ~-di-ia 
VI ., I 










u fuplarru(1uSID) mArad(IR)-din-nin-ni apil(A)-~~ 
;~ ~ab~(dAG)-abte(SES.MES)-iddin(MU) Sip-par KI 
arah(ITI) Du'uzu(~U) UD 23 KAM MU 5 KAM 
.... 
~abj(dAG)-na'id(I) ~ar(LUGAL) Babili(TIN.TIR.KI) 
1-en qer-bu t~ muhhi(UGU) b!ti(E) 
....... 
ina pan(IGI) ~abC(dAG)-ahhe(SES.MES)-uballit(TIN) 
Vw • 
- , / CJ,,,, 
a-na kaspi(KU.BABBAR) sa SAL- x -SA.A 
Translation 
Pir'u, _son of ~ulaya and descendant of Iddin-Papsukkal, owner of 
a house on the quay of Sippar, has given his house for rent to 
A - '1 - ., Nabu-ahhe-uballit, son of Nabu-belsunu, for two years at an c.., . 
annual rate of 11 sheqels of silver which is 1/8 alloy . 
(6) He is to repair the roof and keep (the house) in good repair. 
He is to pay half the rent at the beginning of the year and half 
at the end of the year. (9) As rent on his house Pir'u has 
received from Nab~-auge-uballit 8 sheqels of silver. From the 
first day of the month Ululu in the fifth year of t he reign of 
Nabonidus, king of Babylon,(the house) shall be at the disposal 
of Nab~-ah!_ie-uballit; (the responsibility for the) house of the 
chief butcher is assumed by Pir'u. (14) In the second year, 
the inn . . . 
(16) Witnesses: 
A V Innin-aua-iddin, son of Nabu-~ursu; 
Edfya, son of Balatsu. 
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Scribe: Arad-Innini, son of Nab~-ahhe-iddin. .,.., 
In Sippar on the 23rd day of the month Du'uzu in the 5th year of 
the reign of Nabonidus, king of Babylon. 
(23) Whatever is within the house is placed at the disposal of 
Nab~-ahhe-uballit for the money which (he has paid) . 
...,,J • 
Notes 
Lns. 8, 23-25: The annual rental fee is to be 11 sheqels of silver, 
half due · at the beginning and half at the end of the year. Yet 
.A - 11 · Nabu-abae-uba 1~ pays 8 sheqels. It is difficult to know why 
this should be the case. I am not familiar with the idiom on 
lines 23-25 and would suggest that the additional money he paid 
was to have at his disposal the goods in the house, which would 
comport well with the conjectural translation of lines 23-25. 
Ln. 11: If the restoration of the month name as Ululu(KIN) is 
correct, the contract takes effect slightly over a month later 
(lns. 21-22). 
There is also an Aramaic endorsement scratched into the 
right edge of the tablet. The literature on the Aramaic 
endorsements is large ; cf. the following: 
(1). Naveh, "The Development of the Aramaic Script," 
Proceedings of the I s r a el Academy of Sciences and Humanities V 
(1970), pp. 16-17. Numerous other bibliographic items a r e her e . 
(2). A. T. Clay, "Aramaic Endorsements on the Documents cf 
the Mura!~ Sons," n. d. 
(3). L. J akob-Ros t and H. Freydank, "Spatbabylonishce 
Rechtsurkunden aus Babylon mit aramaischen Beischriften," 





1 [ . • • ] a- na ½ man~(l1A.NA) kaspi(KU.BABBAR) 
C .I\ :, A V / 2 l manu(MA.NA) siparri(ZABAR) a-na 1/3 (manu) 5 siqlu(GIN) 
kaspi(KU .BABBAR) 
3 s~-~na-silli(GI~.MI)-dNa-na-a apil(A) mAmurru('\.UR.GAL)-ri-man-ni 
, 
4 ina makkuri(NIG.GA) ina libbi(SA~bi) ½ man~(MA.NA) kaspi(Kti.BAB3AR) 
it-ta-!i 
5 arah(ITI) Abu(NE) UD 6 KAM 
... 
6 arat(ITI) Abu(NE) UD 6 KAM MU 5 KAM Nab~(dAG)-na'id(NI.TUKU) 
7 [~ar(LUGAL] ~abili(Tr/ TIR.KI) 
Translation 
A (A record concerning a debt of ) !~ manu of silver: Ina-silli-Nan·~, 
. 
son of Amurru-rimanni, has received 2 man~ of bronze for 1/3 
A manu, 5 sheqels of silver out of the prope.rty t aken from the 
,. ½ manu of silver. On the 6th day of t he month Abu. 
On the 6th day of the month Abu in the 5th year of the reign of 
Nab~-na'id, king of Babylon. 
Notes 
The missing few signs at the beginning of line 1 make it diff icult 
to define the exact nature of the transaction . The translation 


















V ' 50 ka-lum MES u par-rat 
I .,,, - ., 
10 liatu(AB.GAL.MES) 10 alpu(GU4)-3-i MES 
... , " , 
u liatu(AB)-3 MES nape_ar(PAP) 20 AB.GU4- BI.A 
mX V I "'' ID . ' ina pan(IGI) ~akin(GAR)-sum(MU) apil(A) -su sa Ibni(DU)-
I;tar(dINNIN) apil(A) msin(dXXX)-tab-ni 
4 siqlu(GI~) kaspi(KU.BABBAR) a-na ka-si-i s; 40,000 
li-bit-t\llll ina qat(SU.II) mAna-£-an-na-it~r(GUR) 
apil(A) ~rduk(dAMAR.UTU)-eriba(SU) a-na mArdi(IR)-it 
apil(A) ~an-na-a-ki-i-ar-ba-'i-il 
su-bu-ul 
14½ man~(MA.NA) 5 liqlu(GIN) parzilli(AN.BAR) 
ana lib-ba-na-ti mrbni(Dtl)-I~tar(dINNIN) 
arah(ITI) Abu(NE) UD 8 KAM MU 5 KAM 
... 
Nab~(dAG)-na'id(Nl.TUKU) tar(LUGAL) Babili(TIN.TIR.KI) 
Translation 
5 man~ of silver was placed at t he disposal of Sakin-~um, son of 
Ibni-Istar and descendant of Sin-tabni, for 100 ewes, 50 male and 
female lambs, 10 full-grown cows, 10 each of three-year old oxen and 
cows ( for a total of 20 cattle). 
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(6) 4 sheqels of silver was brought from .Ana-Eanna-it~r, son of 
Marduk-eriba, to Ardiy?, son of Manna-ki-arba-il, for laying 40,000 
bricks. 
(11) 14½ man~, 5 sheqels of iron was received by Ibni-I~tar for 
buying bricks. 
On the 8th day of the month Abu in the 5th year of the reign cf 
Nabonidus, king of Babylon. 
Notes 
,,, 
Ln. 12: I have read lib-ba-na-ti as a plural of libittu ("brick"); 
this would fit one part of the context of these transactions 
(lns. 6-10). However, the plural of this word is usually libnatu. 
One other possibility suggests itse lf, that of reading rib-ba-na-ti 
and suggesting a plural of r1bu, a type of container for which iron 
could be used as a material. 1 However, the plural is not attested 
and would unlikely be in this form. 





1 1 1/3 man~(MA.NA) 6 ~iqlu(GIN) kaspi(KU.BABBAR) 
2 ~im(~~) 2 biltu(GUN) 52 man~(MA.NA) siparri(ZABAR) 
d . ~, ~/ 3 m A-nu--zer(NUMUN)-ib-ni ap1l(A)-su sa 
4 mina-te~i(Sug)-efir(SUR) u ~a-din apil(A)-~G s£ 
5 ~ergal(dUGUR)-u~allim(GI) na~~(GIS-J) 
6 arau(ITI) Ahu(NE) UD 12 KAM MU 5 KAM 
7 Nab~(dAG)-na'id(NI.TUKU) sar(LUGAL) Babili(TIN.TIR.KI) 
Translation 
1 1/3 man~, 6 sheqels of silver is the price for 2 talents, 
A . 52 manu of bronze; (this amount) was received by Anu-zer-ibni, 
son of Ina-te;i-efir, and Nadin, son of Nergal-~allim. 
On the 12th day of the month Abu in the 5th year of the reign of 




/ .... y ~ 
1 7 ~iqlu(GIN) kaspi(Ku.BABBAR) ~Im(SAM) 100(1 ME) 60-~u 
1 biltu(GUN) 
2 ;abti(MUN.flI.A) mBel(dEN) -u~absi(GAL-li) 
3 apil(A) mMarduk(dAMAR.UTU)-~um(MU)-ibni(DU) nas~(GIS) 
4 ara!)(ITI) Abu(NE) UD 19 (20 LAL 1) KAJ."1. MU 5 KAM 
5 Nab~(dAG)-na'id(NI.TUKU) ~ar(LUGAL) Babili(TIN.TIR.KI) 
Translation 
7 sheqels of silver, the price of 161 talents of salt, has been 
received by Bel-u~abli, descendant of Marduk-~mn-ibni. 
On the 19th day of the month Abu in the 5th year of t he reign 
of Nabonidus, king of Bab¥lon. 
Notes 
This text and another in the collection published here (BJ> 1551) 













4 °M'iqlu(G{N) kaspi(KD .BABBAR) ¥rm(SAfI) ½ biltu(GUN) 
parzilli(AN .BAR) m~a-na-a-eres(KAM) 
apil(A) mSamat(dUTu)-uballit(TIN-it) 
. . 
V ,/ 2 siqlu(GIN) a-na dul a-bat-ti 
a-na dul a-na pe-he-e 
V 
ti elippati(GIS.MA.ME) ina qat(ru.11) msu 
apil(A) mArdi(IR)-a tu-bul 
arah(ITI) tabatu(ZIZ) UD 21 KAM MU 5 KAM 
V • 
Nab~(dAG)-na'id(NI.TUKU) ~ar(LUGAL) Babili(TIN.TIR.KI) 
Translation 
4 sheqels of silver, the price of½ talent of iron, was paid 
by Nani-erei, descendant of Sama~-uballi!,. 2 sheqels was 
received from ~u, descendant of Ardiya, for limestone for 
caulking ships. 
. " . On the 21st day of the month Sabatu in the 5th year of the reign 
of Nabonidus, king of Babylon. 
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Notes 
This comparatively short and easy text presents several problems. 
Lns. 4 and 5: DUL is nowhere used as a logogram for dullu; 
writings of this word phonetically always include the doubled 
consonant. It would appear that this may be a unique writing of 
the sign, or that some other value of DUL would have to be read. 
The DUL on line 4 is either written over an erasure or 
is very poorly erased. It could be omitted from the line without 
any change in the context; it may have been that the scribe 
anticipated the writing to come on line 5 and jumped to that 
point, only then carelessly erasing t he DUL on line 4. 
I have not been able to locate any other reference to the 
use of lime in caulking ships. The usual caulk was bitumen(! tt~, 
as attested in the passage from Gilgamet XI:65-70. Limestone 
is mentioned as a building material in houses. However, one should 
,, . ,, 
not read the MA sign on line 6 as E due to the distinctly shorter 
lower horizontal wedge which differentiates the two signs in this period. 
. V . 
Ln. 6: It is difficult to r egard the name Insu as a hypocoristicon; 
the scribe simply seems to have omitted the rest of the name, for 





/ ' ' y I 1 10 ~iqlu(GIN) kaspi(KU.BABBAR) ina kaspi(KU.BABBAR) sa ina 
muhhi(UGU-hi) 
...... .., 
2 mNar-gi-ia apil(A)-~J J£ ~abC(dAG)-tu-lum-~arri(LUGAL) 
3 rodrn-nin-sum(MU)-~ur(URU) apil(A) rndNa-na-a-erel(KAM) 
4 ma-bi-ir 
5 arag(ITI) Abu(NE) _UD 20 KAM MU 7 KAM 
6 Nab~(dAG)-na'id(NI.TUKU) sar(LUGAL) Babili(TIN.TIR.KI) 
Translation 
10 sheqels of silver of the silver charged against Nargiya, son 
of Nabri-sulum-tarri,has been received by Innin-lum-u9ur, 
descendant of Nan~-ere~. 
On the 20th day of the month Abu in the 7th year of the reign of 

























~i-ib-ba-an-ni apil(A)-~tl ~£ 
mRa-~i-pa ~'Mar-duk apil(A)-~J t£ 




A / . '\ 
URU I-b,a-na-a-a a-na 2/3 manu(MA.NA) 2 siqlu(GIN) kaspi(KU. 
BABBAR) 
~ / 
a-na lim(SAM)· ua-ri-i~ a-na 
~abj(dAG)-uballi~(TIN-if) apil(A)-~~ t~ ~ab~(dAG)-iqbi(E) 
apil(A) mA:-ka"t!-ta-ilani(DINGIR.MES) id-din-nu 
t lli h .. 16 . pu-u se-~1~1 pa-qir-ra-nu 
I 
arad(luIR) larru(LUGAL) -tf-tu ii 
- l" ' I v i mar( uDUMU) banu(DU)-u-tu sa ina mughi(UGU) 
~u-~e-zib-Nab~(dAG) il-la-'a 
~i-ib-ba-an-na u 
V I 1~ . 
~ar-duk na-su-u mu-kin-nu 
m... ~ v d . ( ) V / vi Lt-ti-Samas ( UTU)-balatu(TIN) apil A - su sa 
mA-qa-ba-a mNi-din-tum apil(A) -;J s~ 
d . " 
~ab~( AG)-ku-~ur-an-ni u tupsarru(lusID) 
~a-lat-su apil(A)-~~ ~~ mNab~(dAG)-na:3ir(PAP) 
URU E-lam-mu arab(ITI)Kislimu(GAN) 




Bibbanni, son of Ra~ipa, and Marduk, son of Nab~-zer-uk'.1n, 
of their own free will have sold their slave Musezib-Nab~, 
the Ibanayan, to Naba-uballi~, son of Nabd-iqbi and descendant 
,, 
of Arkat-ilani, for the full price of 2/3 manu, 2 sheqels of silver. 
The responsibility for any claimant or plaintiff, for whether he 
is a royal slave or a free man, or for any charge brought_ against 
him, is borne by Bibbanni and Marduk. 
Witnesses: 
Itti-Sama!-bala~u, son of Aqabaya; 
Nidintum, son of Nab~-k~uranni. 
Scribe: Bala;su, son of Nab~-na~ir. 
In Elammu on the first day of the month Kislimu in the 7th year 
of the reign of Nabonidus, king of Baby lon. 
Notes 
Ln. 5: URU I-ba-na-a-a is a gentilic . Cf. GAG para. 56p. 
/ 
I ' Y Ln. 8: The reading kat· instead of AS is confirmed by the reference 
to the same individuals in§!' 1607:2-3. 
Ln. 10-11: On the mar ban1 cf. AHw 615, entry #7, and San Nicolo, 
"Uber Adoption und die Gerichtsbarkeit der mar bani im neubabylonischen 














3 tiqlu(Gll~) kaspi(K~.BABBAR) a-na dul-lu 
sf bit(E) a-ki-t£ a-na mZerI(NUMUN)-ia 
apil(A)-s~ $~ rndNa-na·-a-aha(SE~)-iddin(}'ll) 
V 
V / 2 siqlu(GIN) a-na a-bat-ti a-na 
ki-i-ri a-na dul-lu 
vi b- (E/) k. . sa it a- i-ti a-na 
mArdi(IR)-ia apil(A)~<;~ i~> ~-na-a-ki-i-ar-ba-il 
na-din 
arah(ITI) rebetu(AB) UD 6 KAM MU 7 KA..M 
Nab~(dAG)-na'id(NI.TUKU) tar(LUGAL) Babili(TIN.TIR.KI) 
Translation 
2 sheqels of silver for work on the bit akitu has been paid 
Zeriya, son of Nan~-aJ)a..;.iddin. 2 sheqels has been paid to 
Ardiya, son of Manna~k'i -Arb a-il for limestone for the kiln 
work on the bit akitu. On the 6th day of the mont h tebetu, 






This tablet is likely from Uruk: many of the tablets in the J. L. 
Lewis Collection are from this city, and Manna-k!-Arba-il, father 
of Ardiya, is mentioned in GCCI 1:46. Additional references to the 
b'it ak'itu of Anu in Uruk are found in CAD 1:1:269. 
For literature on the bit akitu in general, cf. the following: 
(1). Falkenstein, "Akiti-Fest und Akiti-Festhaus," 
Festschrift Johannes Friedrich, 147-82. 
(2). G. Van Driel, The Cult of Msur, pp. 162-5. 
(3). CAD 1:1:267-72 
(4). Pallis, The Babylonian Ak~tu Festival (Copenhagen, 1926). 
(5). Particularly with reference to the bit akitu at Uruk, 
North, "Status of the Warka Excavation," Or 26 (1957): 185-256. 











" / ~ / 7 si~lu(GIN) kaspi(Ku.BABBAR) ar-ku-u 
u mah-ru-tl a-na 
""' 
/ '\v: 
~e-ru-tu ia 220 ammati(KUS) 
/ d 
nar(I7) ina abulli(KA.GAL) Adad( IM) 
mzeri(NUMUN)-ia apil(A) rndNa-na-a-aha(SES)-iddin(MU) . 
v' 
/ 
arah(ITI) ~abatu(ZIZ) UD 28 KAM MU 7 KAM 
..., . 
Nab~(dAG)-na'id(N{.TUKU) ~ar(LUGAL) Babili(TIN.TIR.KI) 
Translation 
7 sheqels of silver after and before are to be p~id to Zeriya, 
descendant of Nan1-aoa-iddin, for digging work on 220 cubits of 
the canal "In the gate of Adad." 
., 
On the 28th day of the month Saba~u in the 7th year of the reign 
of Nabonidus, king of Babylon . 
. Notes 
Payment for digging work involved in canal maintenance was t o 
be made before the work, perhaps as a retainer, and after. I have 
not been ab le to determine whether the total is 14 sheqels, i. e., 






r A "7 , v/ / 5/6 manu(MA.NA) kaspi(KU.BABBAR) sa ina 1 ~iqlu(GIN) pit-qa 
ti 11\u-i-Sin(dXXX) apil(A)-s6 §i m11ani(DINGIR.MES)-A.BA?fJ 
3 ina muhhi(UGU-hi) mNab~(dAG)-uballit(TIN~it) apil(A)-~J 














apil(A) mArkat(EGIR)-ilani(DINGIR.HES) ina riim(UD) 1 KAM~ 
vf 
sa ar~(ITI) Ajjaru(GU4) i-nam-din 
I 
lumu-kin-nu tnr<al-ba-a 
apil(A)-tif s~ ~ab~(dAG)-taq-bi-l1sir(GIS) 
apil(A)" IDzeru(NUMUN)-ut 
~lani(DINGIR.MES)-gab-ba-ri apil(A) -s~ s~ 
mAmel(L6)-[x aj -GA 
1" ,, d / I 
u fup~arru( USID) Illqilti(NIG.BA)-Marduk( SU) apil(A)-s~ Sa 
~ab~(dAG)-e-zib-aha(SES) apil(A) ~abiu_i(1JGIR.LAL) 
URU E-lam-mu arau(ITI) Ajjaru(GU4) 
UD 9 KAM MU 8 KAM 
~ab~(dAG)-na'id(I) ~ar(LUGAL) Babili(E.Kl) 
Translation 
5/6 man~ of silver which is 1/8 alloy, belonging to Kf-sin, son of 
Ilani- ..• , is charged against Nabt-uballi~, son of Naba-iqbi and 




Kalbaya, son of Nab~-taqbi-lisir and descendant of Zerut; 
Ilani-gabbari, son of Amel- .•. 
Scribe: Qi~ti-Marduk, son of Nabj-ezib-aha and descendant of the 
~ 
family of butchers. 
In Elammu on the 9th day of the month Ajjaru in the 8th year of 









a-na ~ala;(TIN)-su apil(A) mArad(IR)-~a-na-a 
1 / \ " 
~abiti( ul.SUR) na-din 
- ., 
ara!}(ITI) Du'uzu(SU) UD 18 KAM MU 8 KAM 
NabG(dAG)-na'id(NI.TUKU) ~ar(LUGAL) Babili(TIN.TIR. KI) 
Translation 
10 sheqels of silver were paid to Balatsu, descendant of Arad-
Nan:, the oil presser, for sesame . 
On the 18th day of the month Du'uzu in the 8th year of the reign 

















1 littu(AB) rabitu(GAL) 1 alpu(GU4) II-~ 
l littu(~) II-i-tum 1 littu(~) eritu(NIGIN) 
- / 
napoar(PAP) 4 liatu(AB.GU4,gI.A) 
v/ • • h' .,/ . . sa ina ri-e-....,.i sa ~i-e-ni 
/ 
ina qat(SU.II) naqidi(1°NA.GADA.ME) ab-ka-a-nu 
a-na qa-bu-ut-tum 
ina pan(IGI) ~ergal(dUGUR)-na-sir 
apil(A) rodNa-na-a-ibni(DU) 
arab,(ITI) Abu(NE) UD 17 KA.t'1 . 
MU 8 KAM Nab~(dAG)-na'id(NI.TUKU) 
~ar(LUGAL) Babili(TIN.TIR.KI) 
Translation 
4 head of cattle (1 large cow, 1 two-year old ox, 1 two-year old 
cow, and 1 pregnant cow) were taken from the rest of the cattle 
in the possession of the herdsmen (and delivered) to the 
pen at the disposal of Nergal-na~ir, son of Nan~-ibni. 
On the 17th day of the month Abu in the 8th year of the reign 
of Nabonidus, King of Babylon. 
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Notes 
Nergal-na9ir, son of Nan~-ibni, is the official given an extensive 
prosopography in the doctoral dissertation by Ira Spar. 1 Spar 
describes his career on the basis of 14 texts ranging from the 
24th year of Nebuchadnezzar to the 14th of Nabonidus. In 
one of the earlier texts in the group, Nergal-na~ir is again 
named as a recipient of cattle. Since he was a bureaucrat .of 
Eanna, this text should be regarded as coming from Uruk also. 
1Ira Spar, "Studies in Nee-Babylonian Economic and Legal 

















&-il-tim s11 man~(MA.NA) 7 Siqlu(GIN) kaspi(KU.BABBAR) 
s~ lllgamal(dUTU)-IR-na-gi-i apil(A)-sG s~ 
ms£-am-mi-ia ~, ina muhhi(UGU) 
...... 
~ab~(dAG)-uballi;(TIN-if) apil(A)-$~ g£ ~ab~(dAG)-iq-bi 
apil(A) mAf-ka't-MES-ilani(DINGIR.MES) u Il\zi-i-Sin(dXXX) 
apil(A)-~~ ~~ mlli(DINGIR)-ma-a-da Ini<i-i-Sin(d:XXX) 
, , - ., mx d 
u-il-tim ina qat(SU.II) ~amas( UTU)-IR-na-gi-i 
/ .,/ i-na-a~-sa-ara-ma a-na 
~ab~(dAG)-uballi~(TIN-i;) i-nam-din 
I 1 u k . m._ • • l (A) ., , ,, 1 mu- 1n7 K1-na-a api -su sa 
~ab~(dAG)-balaf(TIN) -su-iq-bi 
~u-~e-zib-Bel(dEN) apil(A)-~~ s'{~abG(dAG) -na-din-sum(MU) 
lTln • ( ) ., / Y / 111TT V II / 13 -oa-su-ru apil A -su sa -~u-us-sa-a-a 
I 
14 ~up~arru(1~UB) ~ab~(dAG)-$um(MU)-i$kun(GAR-un) apil(A)-tJ ~, 
15 ~il-la-a URU E-lam-mu 
16 ~ra9(ITIY Ta$ritu(DU6) UD 16 KAM MU 8 KAM 
17 Nab~(dAG)-na 'id(I) sar(LUGAL) Babili(TI N. TIR.KI) 
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Translation 
A debt of 1 mariu, 7 sheqels of silver belonging to ~ama~-IR-nag1\ 
son of ~ammiya, is charged against Nabt-uballi;, son of Nab~-iqbi 
). 
and descendant of Arkat-ilani, and Ki-Sin, son of Ili-m;da. 
,t " A Ki-Sin has assumed the obligation to Samas-IR-nagi and will 
pay (the debt) for Nab~-uballi;. 
(10) Witnesses: 
Kinaya, son of Nab~-balarsu-iqbi; 
Muiezib-Bel, son of Nab~-nadin-~tllll; 
Basuru, son of Ku~~aya. 
Scribe: Nab~-~um-iskun, son of §illaya. 
In Elammu on the 16th day of the month Ta~ritu in the 8th .year 
of the reign of Nabonidus, king of Babylon. 
Notes 
Lns. 2 and 7: 
V Ji. I have not been able to understand the FN Sama~-IR-nagi. 
Ln. 14: Using the sign DUB for tupsarru is uncommon in the period , but 
it is quite distinctly written. See San Nicol6, Prosopographi e, p . 28 . 
Lns. 6-10: Perhaps NabC-uballit had made some payment to Ki-Sin 
.;'\ in exchange for which Ki-Sin takes responsibility for the loan. 
These lines would appear to constitute the express opposite of the 
















5 tiqlu(G{N) kaspi(KU.BABBAR) 
Uruk.(UNUG.KI) u ~afa-a] 
makkur(NI~.GA) I~tar(0INNIN) 
i ina m~e_i(UGU) ~ab~(dAG)-mu-s'e-tiq-urri(UD. DA) u Inr<.i-din·· & x.1 
v ' d , r -, ,v , 
aplu(A.MES) Sa ~ergal( UGUR)-ibni(DU) 5 L: • ,j 5 ammatu(K1JS) RJJ...ll- 1 
,~ d v/ 3 ammatu(KUS) eb-rat ina nar(I7) I~tar( XV) sa a-na 
URU B'it(E) ms1-ba- 1 i-il il-la-ku a-di 
/ r / ""[ ] r / , qi-it sa arah(ITI) x i-ee-ir-ru-u-ma 
a-na [. • .]i.-nam-di:nu 
1-en pu-ut 2-i na-tu-6 
ina manzazu(GUB-zu) ¥~ Nabd(dAG)-tar(LUGAL)-~ur(URU) 
I 
¥a rei(luSAG) ~arri(LUGAL) 
1/ / bel( uEN) pi-qit-tu'E-an-na 
1'1 • IlJ.. • • ic ) ,... / v/ m_ cl... V V mu-kin-nu Na-din api A -su sa tiel( ~N)-ahge(SES .ME) -
_., ( .,1) iqisa BA-sa 










apil(A) re 11(1uSIPA) alpi(GU4) 
,.. V l~V mX, ..,, 
~upsarru( SID) -.,u-ma-a apil(A)-su 
/ 
apil(A) a~laki(luAZALAG) 
s~ mlbni (DU) -Istar(dX11) 
V/ ' v i , d ., / 
URU Bit(E) mSa-ba-'i-il ~i-i-t!,u sa Bel.et ( GASAN) ta Uruk(UNUG.KI) 





· 5 sheqels of silver, the property of the goddess of Uruk and Nana, 
is charged against Nab~-m~etiq-urri and Kidin-[xJ, sons of 
Nergal-ibni ... (4) They shall dig until the end of the 
monthlx][x]cubits on t he other side of the canal of I~tar which 
.., 
runs to Bit-Saba'i-il . They will give 
(8) They share equal responsibility . 
By the authority of Nabti-iar-u~ur, royal commissioner and 
executive officer of Eanna. 
Witnesses: 
Nadin, son of Bel-aboe-iqis'a and des cendant of Egibi; 
Istar-muki'n-apla, s on of Zer~ya; 
Anu-a.ea-iddin, son of Sin-i bni and descendant of t he fami l y 
of (cattle) herdsmen. 
Scribe: Sumaya, son of Ibni -Ittar and descendant of the f amily 
of fullers . 
.., 
In Bit-Saba'i-il, the district of the goddess of Ur uk, on t he 22nd 
day of the month Kislimu in the 9th yea r of the r eign of Nabonidus , 
king of Babylon. 
Notes 
Ln. 3: The PN might be r ead Ner gal-bani(DU) - i £. 
Ln. 15: Other references t o the ~1bu of the goddess of Uruk a r e 
fotmd in YOS VI:172 : 5 ; TCL XII : 23 :19; 68:23; XIII:166:15 . I t s use 
after geogr aphical names es t ablishes the mean ing as ' ' district, regicn. " 
Compar e also FLP 1585 :13 . Additional uses a r e found in t',.oor e, NBBAD , 




1 [10 ~ej e-ni s~ kak-kab-tum ~e-en-du 
2 [ina] qat(SU.II) Insamas'(dUTU)-a!3a(SES)-iddin(MU) apil(A)-'§~ sl 
3 r~abrt(dAG)-zer(NUMUN)-iqisa(BA-s~) ab-ka-a-nu 
4 ~A mSamas(dUTU)-aha(SES)-iddin(MU) iq-bu-ti um-ma 
.., 
















1& / 1 d " " 1 na-qi-du la Belet( GASAN) sa Uruk(UNUG.KI) ina pa-ni-ia 
ip-te-qid-si-ni-e-ti ina umu(UD-mu) 
l~u-kin-nu a-na msama~(dUTU)-aga(SES)-iddin(MU) uk-tin-'"nu~ 
~' . . '- 10 V I sa ~i-e-ni AM sa kak-kab-tum. 
V I ' ' ,./, 
se-en-du lu-u a-na kaspi(KU.BABBAR) u lu-u 
,... d r , 
~uppi(IM.DUB) ra-tu-tu ina qat(SU.II) ~ergal( UGUR) -na-~ir 
Y 1' / "' d .x- v/r -:-1 ina qat(~U.II) ¾a-qi-du sa Belet( G~AN) sa Uruk(UNUG.KI) 
' i-bu-ku si-e-ni AM 
, 
10 adi(EN) 30 msama~(dUTU)-a9a(SES)-iddin(MU) 
a-na Belet(dGASAN)t~ Uruk(UNUG.KI) i-nam-din 
ina manzazu(GUB-zu) ~~ ~ab~(dAG) -~ar(LUGAL) -u~ur(URU) 
I ~ -r(lus G) v ' ( ) sa res A sarri LUGAL 
be1(1~N) pi-qit-ti E-an-na 
m., d lti"/ . 
.l'larduk( AMAR.UTU)-bul-lit-an-ni sa mul;bi(UGU) qu-pu 
.,, v l Iv A /. I I 
~ akin(GAR)-sum(MU) usanu(II-u) sa Uruk (UNUG.KI) apil(A)-su 
t£ mibni(DU) -Ittar(dXV) apil(A) msin(d:XXX) - tab-ni 
143 
20 ~u-~e-zib-Bel(dEN) apil(A)-~~ s~ msamat(dUTU)-dannu(DAN) 
apil(A) mEpe~(DU-e~)-ili(DINGIR) 
21 ~a-din apil(A)-ifr t, mBel(dEN)-ahhe(SES.MES)-iq1:a(BA-s£) 
--
apil(A) ~-gi-bi 




23 u tup~arru(1USID) Ill(;i-mil-lu apil(A)-~~ sf 
24 ~ab~(dAG)-sum(MU)-iddin(MU) apil(A) IIlsu-dNa-na-a 
25 Uruk(UNUG.KI). ara&(ITI) Simanu(SIG4) UD 4 KAM 
26 MU 10 KAM Naba(dAG)-na'id(Ni.TUKU) 
27 iar(LUGAL) Babili(TIN.TIR.KI) 
Translation 
10 sheep marked with a star were taken from the possession of 
~ama~-aj}a-iddin, son of Nab~-zer-iqisa. Samat-aaa-iddin 
testified as follows: (5) Nergal-na~ir, the herdsman of the 
goddess of Uruk, entrusted them into my care. (8) Then witnesses 
testified against Samas-aha-iddin (as follows): The 10 sheep 
marked with a star were taken from the possession of Nergal-na?ir, 
the herdsman of the goddess of Uruk, without (a payment of) money 
and without a tablet (of sale). (13) For the 10 sheep 
Samas-aha-iddin is to pay 30-fold to the goddess of Uruk. 
V 
By the authority of Nabt-sar-u?ur, royal commissioner and executive 
officer of Eanna. 
144 
(Witnesses:) 
Marduk-bulli~anni, keeper of the offering box; 
v Sakin-~um, vicecommander of Uruk, son of Ibni-Iitar and 
descendant of Sin-tabni; 
M~ezib-Bel, son of Samat-dannu and descendant of Epes-ili; 
Nadin, son of Bel-ahhe-iqi¥a and descendant of Egibi; 
..,.., 




Gimillu, son of Nabu-~um-iddin and descendant of Su-Nana. 
In Uruk on the 4th day of the month Simanu in the 10th year of 
the reign of Nabonidus, king of Babylon. 
Notes 
This tablet is characterized by uneven spacing which I have 
tried to reproduce in the autographed copy. 
The tablet is a rec_ord regarding a sacrilegious theft at 
Uruk. A discussion of similar tablets is found in an article by 
Figulla1and in the doctoral dissertation of Ira Spar.2 
1H. H. Figulla, "Lawsuit Concerning a Sacrilegious Theft 
at Erech," Iraq 13 (1951) :95-101. 
2rra Spar, "Studi es in Neo-Babylonian Economic and Legal 
Texts" (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Minaesota, 1972), pp . 15- 23 . 
Spar's first chapter is devoted t o the subject of "Law and Theft in 
Neo-Babylonian Eanna." See also Ebeling, "Kriminalfalle aus Uruk," 




Penalties of both 3-fold and 30-fold payment are known. 
· The line could be translated also, "for the 10 sheep he shall pay 
30, 11 i. e. , a 3-fold penalty rather than 30-fold. I have chosen 
to render it as a 30-fold penalty, however, due to the fact that 
it was a sacrilegious theft for which the penalty was customarily 
30-fold. 2 This is also in line with practice in the Code cf 
Hammurabi, paragraph 8. 
Ln. 18: The office of the keeper of the offering box has 
received much attention in literature dealing with the period. 3 
Ln. 19: The translation of luII- u as "vicecommander" is 
in accord with Ungnad, NRVGl, p. 152. 
1CAD 1:121. 2 Spar, 15. 
3The following articles discuss this office: 
(1) R. P. Dougherty, "Cuneiform Parallels to Solomon's 
Provisioning System," Annual of the American Schools of Oriental 
Research 5 (1955): 23-65. 
(2) A. L. Oppenheim, "A Fiscal Practice of the Ancient Near 
East, 11 Journal of Near Eastern Studies 6 {1947): .116-20 . 
(3) D. B. Weisberg, Guild Structure and Political Allegiance 
in Early Achaemenid Mesopotamia, Yale Near Eastern Researches, no. 1 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1967), p. 61 
(4) Spar, 22-3. 
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Ln. 1: Slaves and animals which were the property of the goddess 
I~tar were marked with a star, whereas those belonging to t he 
temples of Marduk and Nab~ were marked with an axe and stylus 
design (marru u qan tuppi, BE 8:106 :9-10; TCL 13:132, 133).1 
For a discussion of how the mark was placed on the property--
whether by brand, tattoo, a metal tag--cf. R. P. Dougherty, 
Shirk~tu, p. 84. 
Lns. 2-3: I have translated ina qat • abaku in its usual 
meaning "take from · the possession of." Here the point is t hat 
.., 
Samas-aoa-iddin has been discovered with sheep in his possess ion 
which he should not have had, which sheep have been removed from 
his possession. One might better translate "sheep were found in 
the possession of. !I Throughout this study I have tried to 
follow consistently the practice of rendering ina ~U.II as ina gat(s.) 
rather than ina qate(dual). . V The word is often written SU in identical 
V 
contexts in the period; tha t SU. II m?y often be singular is not 
. d 2 quest1one. lhe probable absence of final vowels also contributed 
to this decision. 
1
spar, p. 18- 19. Spar also provides ex t ens i ve discussion 
of the term iendu and extensive bibliogr aphy . 
















., ' ., 
a-di-i u-il-tim makkur(NIG.GA) 
_ (d .; ) .,1 ( ,L Belet GASA..~ sa Uruk UNUG.KI) u ~a-na-a 
s~ mrB.A apil(A)-~~ s~ mlqisa(BA-s~) 
~.{ ina muulJi (UGU-bi) 111Nab~(dAG)-mu-~e-< ti)-iq-urri (UD. DA) 
115 GUR u~fetu(SE .BAR) mLib-bi 
apil(A)-~~ s~ ~u-ra-nu ina qat(SU.II) ~ab~-mu-~e-[tiq-urrJ 
apil(A)-~~ ~£ ~alat(TIN)-su mah-hir 
. .... .... 
lumu-kin-nu mzeri(NUMUN)-il 
() ..,,1.,1m.. Ad .,· .. apil A -su sa ~abu( AG)-sum(MU)-iddin(MU) 
mAf-ra-bi apil(A)-sli l.f. ~ab~(dAG)-bel(EN)-ilani(DINGIR.ME) 
mAmel(LU)-~a-na-a apil(A)-~f ~~ rndNa-na-a~res(KAMY 
u fuptarru(16~rD) ~udurra(NIG.GUB)-nu apil(A)-s~ ~~ ~el(dEN)-
iddin(MU) 
13 [URiilBit(6-pirilti(AD.gAL) 'si-i_:gi 
14 la'Belet(dGA~AN) ~£ UrukfUNUG.KI) ara9(ITI) Ululu(KIN) 
15 UD 14 KAM MU 1 KAM 
16 ~ab~(dAG)-na'id(I) tar(LUGAL) Babili(TIN.TIR.KI) 
Translation 
A 
Concerning the debt of the property of the goddess of Uruk and Nana 
which is i n the possession of IB.A, son of Iqiia, and is charged 
. N b"' v- . . against a u-musetiq-urri. Libbi, the son of Muranu, has received 
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it from NabG-m~etiq-urri, son of Balatsu. 
Witnesses: 
Zeriya, son of Nabti-~um-iddin; 
Arrabi, son of Nab~-bel-ilani; 
Amel-Nana, son of Nana-ere~. 
Scribe: Kudurranu, son of Bel-iddin. 
In Bit-piri~ti, the district of the goddess of Uruk, on the 
14th day of the month Ululu in the first year of the reign of 
Nabonidus, king of Babylon. 
Notes 
The scribe's hand is noticeably poor, as seen, e.g., in the 
defective writing of the NA sign throughout the text, and the 
omission of a wedge in the GA~AN sign where it occurs. 
Ln. 3: The PN is unclear: I have read it as a form of the name 
Ibaya, although this writing would be unusual. The signs could 
possibly be read as LU.A, but no value of ~abatu or eteou appears 
appropriate. 
Ln. 13: Other occurrences of the geographical name, literally 
"house of mystery," are found in AHw, 134 (entry no. 19). 
For other references to the ~ihu of the goddess of Uruk, 
















12 ~iqlu(GIN) kaspi(Kb.BABBAR) mdBu-ne-ne-Sar(LUGAL)-u~ur( URU) 
apil(A)-sii ~~ mAddu(dIM)-ere~(l<AM) ina qat(SU.II) ~a-la-~u 
apil(A)-~J s~ In_ical-ba-a ma-ui-ir 
, ' / ,.. / ;_ V I'm,,,. , 
e-lat kaspi(KU.BABBAR) ma!},-ru-u sa ina qat(SU.II) - ~al-ba- a 
.,/ ' I" ?, 
abi(AD)-su ~u-ne-ne-~ar(LUGAL)-usur(URU) mah-ra·-a' 
- • V 




~u-kin-nu ffiBel(dEN)-eres(KAM) apil(A)-tfr si m 
m • ( ) "-" ( ~ ") m:it' v(d ) _ ( ) . ~v ( - .,,,, Uballi! TIN -su-A~sur AN.SAR ~amas UTU - zer NUMUN - iq~sa tiA- sa1 
apil(A)-lJ la~a-a-ba-ti-Marduk(dAffAR.UTU) 
d l~x 
apil(A) ~alli!(TIN)-su-Marduk( AMAR.UTU) u ~upiarru( ~ID) 
1\e1(dEN)-uballif(TIN-i~) apil(A)-t~ s~ mlq!ta(BA-~~)-a 
l ' ' ·" apil(A) ~abiti( . ul.SUR) 
13 Sip-par KI arau(ITI) Ululu(KIN) II KAM UD 9 KAM 
d 
14 MU 10 KAM ~ab~( AG)-na'id(I) s ar(LUGAL) Babili(E.KI) 
Translation 
12 sheqels of silver was received by Bunene-~ar-usur , son of 
Addu-ere~, from Bala~u , son of Kalbaya. (4) This is i n addition 
t o the earlier payment of s ilver which Bunene-ifar-u9ur r eceived 
from his father Kalbaya as payment on the debt charged against 
Kalbaya and Balatu. 
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Witnesses: 
Bel-ere~, son of lfoallitsu-~~ur; 
Sama~-zer-iqita, son of Laba~i-Marduk and descendant of 
Uballitsu-Marduk. 
Scribe: Bel-uballit, son of Iqilaya and descendant of the family 
of oil pressers. 
In Sippar on the 9th day of the month Ululu-II in the 10th year 




1 t .J um(UD) 17 KAM 
2 [. J araa(ITI) Ululu(KIN) II KA.'1 [. . 1 MA.NI.IQ.KI 
3 [. . .] 
4 [. .] 
5 r. . • arag(ITI~ Ululu(KIN) II KAM UD 18 KAM 
6 [. . • MU 10] KAM Nabt(dAG)-na 'id(Nt. TUKU) 
7 [. J ~ar(LUGAL) Babili(TIN.TIR.KI) 
Notes 
There is too little context to translate the tablet. It is 
likely from the 10th year of Nabonidus, the year during which 
an intercalary month is attested for Ululu-II.1 
The tablet was likely broken along the left edge at the 
time of its excavation. Very little. of the context is missing; 
this can be judged by the normal spacing of the date formula 
on the reverse. I t appears that the excavator, perhaps 
an Arab bedouin, or an antiquities dealer has used a tool 
such as a knife t o square theleft edge so that the t ablet would 
appear to be whole and bring a l arger price. 
1R. A. Parker and W. H. Dubbers tein, Baby lonian Chronology, 










/ ~ · 1" / 5 ~iqlu(GIN) 4-ttf kaspi(Ku.BABBAR) a-na agruti( uHUN. GA .11E) 
"' 
/ t£ dul-lu ina muhhi(UGU) b!t(E) makkuri(NIG.GA) 
-'"' 
s£ ina bab(KA) salimu(SILIM-mu) ip-pu-lu 
I V . 
mu-qu-pi apil(A) 1%a-na-a-ana (SES)-iddin(MU) 
aral}(ITI) Ulillu(KIN) II KAM UD 26 KAM MU 10 KAM 
Nab~(dAG)-na'id(NI.TUKU) ~ar(LUGAL) Babili(TIN.TIR) 
Translation 
5¼ sheqels of silver for workmen who did labor on the storehouse 
A 
at the Sal!mu gate was received by Uqupi, descendant of Nana-asa-
iddin. 
On the 26th day of the month Ululu-II in the 10th year of the 
reign of Nabonidus, king of Babylon. 
Notes 
Line 6: The scribe did omit the geographical determinative KI. 




1 nxi-rib-tu apil(A)-~i.i t£ mBel(dEN)-eres(APIN-e~) 

























tni3el (EN)-ef ir (KAR).-Nab~( d AG) 
I lu · . la-mu-ta-n1m 
,\ V / \. 
a-na 1 manu(MA. NA) 1/3 5 siqlu(GIN) kaspi(KU.BABBAR) 
"' / 
a-na ~im(SAM) ha-ri- is 
.... . 
m .. , d . .,,, v/ 
a-na nel( EN)-iddin(MU) ap1l(A)-su sa 
~a-din apil(A) mMa;-tuk id-din pu-ut 




' "' 1'' u mar( 1½UMU) b~ni(DU.MES) u arad( UIR) 
~~ ina muhhi(UGU) fa-me- l ut-tum 
il-la-a' ~-mut 
larru(LUGAL) -ti-tu 
apil(A)-~tf li tni3el(dEN)-erel(KAM) apil(A) mAs-iur-a-a 
. "· 1'1 k. na-s1 mu- in-nu 
mSamas'(dUTU)-A-{ x] apil(A)-~if s' ~ab~(dAG) -uballi;(TIN- il;) 
apil(A) ~el(dEN)-[e-~~J-ru 
m. • .Ad / v' . v/11/m v . - d Nabu( AG)-u-~ur-su ap1l(A)-su sa Mu- se- z1b- Bel( EN) 
/ 
apil(A) mRab(1uGAL)-tar-ba-~u 
m_. I I / vi rmv /1 m_ Kur-ban·-nu· apil(A)-lu sa Sa-du- nu apil(A) tia-bu-t~ 
y Ill!'. rmv77 v, VI 
u fupsarru( ~ID) Sa-du-nu apil(A) - su sa 
~abrt(dAG)-e~ir(KAR)-nap~at i(ZI .MES) apil(A) ~a- bu-ta 
Sip-par KI arah(ITI) Ululu(KIN) UD 16 KAM 
... 




Kiribtu, son of Bel-ere~ and descendant of Asluraya, of his own 
free will has sold Liqbil-Bammu and Bel-e~ir-Nab~, the lamutanu-
" slaves, for the full price of 1 1/3 manu, 5 sheqels of silver 
to Bel-iddin, son of Nadin and descendant of Ma~tuk. The respon-
sibility for any claimant or plaintiff, for whether they are 
royal slaves or free persons, or for any other claim against 
the slaves, is assumed by Rimut, son of Bel-eres and descendant 
f ., .. o Assuraya. 
Witnesses: 
§amas-A-{x], son of Nab~-uballit and descendant of Bel-eteru; 
. 
Nab~-il?urlu, son of M~ezib-Bel and descendant of Rab-tarba~u; 
Kurbannu, son of ~adunu and descendant of Babutu. 
Scribe: ~adunu, son of Nab~-etir-nap~ati and descendant of Babutu. 
In Sippar on the 16th day of the month Ulu.lu in the 10th year of 
the reign of Nabonidus, king of Babylon . 
Notes 
Ln. 1: Kiribtu is the seller, but the responsibility for any claim 
rests on Rim~t(ln. 12). Either Rimut is a brother of Kiribtu or 
the names are referring to the same individual. 
Ln. 4: The scribe started to write the feminine determinative SAL, but 
wrote the masculine determinative over it. There is no conjunction. 
Ln. 11: Although a !llal e and female lamutanu-slave are being sold, 
curiously the feminine determinative is used before amelutu. This 
wo~d is used in the NB period to refer to groups of male and f emale 
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1 
slaves. The lamutanu-slaves differed from the qallu slaves in 
that the former do the menial tasks not assigned to the latter . 2 
Ln. 18: The name Rab-tarbasu is preceded by the masculine 
determinative which suggests that it was definitely a personal name, 
although its literal translation is "overseer of the cattle pen. 113 
1 
~CAD 1:2:61-2. 
2cAD 9: 77-8; AHw 534. 




1 3 liqlu(GIN) kaspi(KU.BABBAR) ri-hi-it kaspi(KU.BABBAR) 
v 
'If_-,- v / V'- jf V 2 sim(SAM) 3 qasati(GI~.PAN.MES) 
3 KUR Gi-mir-ru-ma-a-ta 
4 mAmel(LU)-dNa-na-a ~kapu(1UASGAB) 
5 it-ta-~i-
6 arab(ITI) Ta~ritu(DU6) UD 21 KAM MU 10 KAM 
7 Nabt(dAG)-na'id(NI.TUKU) tar(LUGAL) Babili(TIN.TIR.KI) 
Translation 
Am.el-Nan~, the leatherworker, has received 3 sheqels of silver, 
the balance due on the price of 3 Cimmerian bows . On the 21st 
day of the month Tairltu in the 10th year of Nabonidus, king 
of Babylon. 
Notes 
A leatherworker would likely be in possession of bows in order to 
make repairs on the fittings, prepare accessories (e. g., bowcases), 
or fit new strings. 
1' 1., " Regarding the reading of ~.MUG as uASGAB, consult the note on 
FLP 1518: 34- 35. 
Other references to Cirnmerian bows are foun_d in AHw, 906. The 
writing of the adj ective as Gi-mir-ru-ma-a-ta appears to be fem. 
pl., but is not attested elsewhere. Other references t o bows qualified 
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by adjectives of national origin are also listed in AHw, ibid. 
The bows were surely the composite bows which had become standard 
in the ordnance of the period, but iconography does not permit 
distinguishing between the types of bows on the basis of their 
national origin. With reference to the use of the composite 
bow, consult the following: 
(1). Yadin, The Art of Warfare in Bib lical Lands (London : 
Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1963), pp. 295-6. 
(2). Albright and Mendenhall, "The Creation of the Composite 
Bow in Canaanite Mythology," JNES 1 (1942): 227-9. 
(3). Yadin(Sukenik), "The Composite Bow of the Canaanite 
Goddess Anath," BASOR 1107 (1947): 11-15. Additional bibliography 









V / ' / 1/ V 10 siqlu(GIN) kaspi(KU.BABBAR) a-na i-di sa 10 ~abe( uERIN.MES) 
lti / I I 
a-gar-u-tu ¥a dul-lu ina E-babbar-ra 
ip-pu-us' mBani(DU)-ia apil(A) mAp-la-a 
arah(ITI) Tebetu(AB) UD 16 KAM MU 10 KAM 
Nab~(dAG)-na'id(NI.Ttf~U) ~ar(LUGAL) Babili(TIN.TIR.KI) 
Translation 
Baniya, the descendant of Aplaya, has received 10 sheqels of 
silver, the wages for 10 workmen and laborers who worked on 
E-babbara. 
On the 16th day of the month 1ebetu in the 10th year of the 
reign of Nabonidus, king of Babylon. 
Notes 
The tablet is a receipt for wages paid to workmen who worked 
on the great temple of Sama~ at Sippar. Ellipsis of a verbal 
predicate is quite conunon in this type of text; one must 
1 
supply "has received," "has been paid," or s ome similar phrase. 












,, ."l. /r ,,.., 
3½ ~iqlu(GIN) kaspi(Ku.BABBAR) ir-bi ~a babi(KA) 
~£ ul-tu um(UD) 27 KAM~~ arag(ITI) Ajjaru(GU4) 
a-di um(UD) 9 KA11 ~~ arah(ITI) 8imanu(SIG4) 
ina qat(~U.II) msama~(dUTU)-~um(MU)-ukin(GIN) 
apil(A) m~u-la-a a-na 
/ SIG saq-qa-a-ta ~u-bul 
arah(ITI) Simanu(SIG4) UD 10 K.AJ.~ MU 11 KA.i.~ 
Nab~(dAG)-na'id(NI.TUKU) ~ar(LUGAL) Babili(TIN.TIR.KI) 
Translation 
3½ sheqels of silver, income from the gate from the 27th day 
of Ajjaru to the 9th day of Simanu, was put at the disposal of 
Sama~-sum-ukin, descendant of Sulaya, for the purchase of 
sackcloth. 
On the 10th day of the month Simanu in the 11th year of the reign 
of Nabonidus, king of Babylon. 
Notes . 
✓ 
Ln. 1: The last sign which I have read as KA might also 
have been read as perhaps ~arri (LUGAL) or 9eri(EDIN), both of 
which ~odify irbu in other texts. 
.,. 
Reading KA understands the 
tex~ as referring to offering presented at the gate when entering 












[ • .. ] ~o?-tim7[ ... ] 
Y' I - - 1 / ., .,I' ?[ ] 
sa ~abe( uERIN.MES) sa UD· .. 
a-na mdrn-nin-ahhe(SES .MES)-[x] 
\,,V 
m~ r ', 
u ··rn-nin-~um(MU)-u~ur(URU) 
arag.(ITI) Simanu(SIG4) UD 24 KAM 
[Mll] 11? KAM Nab~(dAG)-na' id(Ni.!"T1JKU)1 
[iar(LUGAL2 Babili(TIN.TIR.KI) 
Notes 
The text appears to be a receipt for wages for workmen, but is too 


















a-di um(UD) 24 KAM i; arah(ITI) Kislimu(GAN) 
V 
~el(dEN)-iddin(MU) apil(A)-~~ t~ ~a-din 




. . / .,,, ki-1 la it- ta-as-sa-am-ma 
la id-dan-nu 
i-za-zi-ma adi(EN) mu-~av-hi-nu 
.,, V d 
~um(MU) Samas( UTU) 
u-se-el-li t 
'l... " / .. / ., " / ~ " sim(SAM) sa mu-sah-hi-su i-na-as-si 
., .., 
1°mu-kin7 ~anitum(dDU-tum)-eres(KAM) 
apil(A)-~6 ~i IDr<.ul-lum-ardi(IR)-i~ mMarduk(dSU)-nasir(PAP) 
apil(A)-tf s~ ~ergal(dUGUR)-iddin(MU) mDayyan(dDI .KUD)-
V ' sar(LUGAL)-~ ur(URU) 
/ / 
15 mar(1uDUMU) s'ip-ri s;{ sukkalli(luSUKKAL) 
/ 
16 u ~upiarru(1UsID) IllNergal(dUGUR)-~allim(GI) apil(A)-s~ t£ 
17 flNaJ-din Sip-par KI ara!;(ITI) Kislimu(GAN) 
18 UD 14 KAM MU 13 KAM 
19 Nab"ti(dAG)-na:-~id(I) lar(LUGAL) Babili{E.KI) 
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Translation 
On the 24th day of the month Kislimu Bel-iddin, son of Nadin, 
is to bring an iron fire-pot of one talammu's capacity and 
is to give it to Atarsimk!. (6) If he does not bring and 
give it, then he bears the responsibility; he is to swear 
by ~amas and pay the price of the fire-pot. 
(12) Witnesses: 
Banitum-ere~, son of Kullum-ardiya; 
Marduk-na~ir, son of Nergal-iddin; 
Dayyan-sar-u~ur, the court messenger. 
Scribe: Nergal-~allim, son of Nadin. In Sippar, on the 14th day 
of the month Kislimu in the 13th year of the reign of Nabonidus, 
king of Babylon. 
Notes 
Ln. 3: The mus'abginu is a fire-pot for cooking or burning incense. 
It is frequently qualified by the adjective talammu, which is 
apparently a measure of the capacity. 1 The attested writings of 
talammu differ. VAS 6:246:6 and Nbk.426:3 appear to read ta-lam-mu, 
whereas Nbn. 258:11 and this text read ta5-lam, The firs t sign 
1cf. CAD 16 :198 (sub ~imdu). 
\ 
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in these other references to this measure is damaged in all but 
this text. The clear sign at this point may establish TA5 .LAi.~ 
as a pseudo-logogram for talammu, spelled phonetically in the 
other- references. The mutanhinu is usually made of wood, clay, 
or (more rarely) copper; this is the only reference located 
by the writer in which this container is made of iron. 
Ln. 8: i-za-zi-ma is treated as derived from z~zu. For other 
examples of this middle-weak verb written with a final i-vowel, 
consult von Soden, ·11unregelmassige Verben in Akkadis-chen," ZA 50 
(1952), pp. 164-9. With reference to the word adi, the scribe 
appears to have begun to write %N but, realizing the error, did 
not complete the sign or bother to erase and rewrite. 
Discussions of trade in iron in the NB period are fo\llld 
in the doctoral dissertation by Ira Spar, pp. 37-54, and in 





1 2 man~(MA.NA) hurasi(GUSKIN) 4 litani(EME.ME) 
V • 
2 1 man~(MA.NA) hurasi(GU~KIN) 2 mu-kar-ri-~~-nu 
..... . 
3 5 biltu(GUN) GIS ki-sit-ti ereni(GI~.ERIN) 
4 5 GUR bura~i(GIS.SIM.LI) 
5 2 GADA ~al-9u 
6 ir-bi ~~ ~arri(LUGAL) 
7 i~ ll!gin(dXXX)-mudammiq(SIG5-iq) 
I 
8 ~a res(1uSAG) sarri(LUGAL) it-t~-a 
9 ina bit(E) ~ama~(dUTU) ma~ir(IGI-ir) 
10 ara9(ITI) Addaru(SE) UD 3 KAI.~ MU 13 KA-~ 
11 Nabt(dAG)-na'id(NI.TUKU) ~ar(LUGAL) Babili(TIN.TIR.KI) 
Translation 
2 man~ of gold in 4 tongue-shaped in~ots, 1 manri of geld in 2 cont ainers, 
5 talents of cedar shavings, 5 GUR of j uniper aromatic, 2 garments: 
( these are) the income of the king which Sin-mudanuniq, the royal 
commissioner, received a t the temple of ~amas. Ou the 3rd day of 




Ln. 3: The translation cedar shavings is in accord with the CAD. 1 
AHw renders kisittu as branches. 2 
Ln. 4: A discussion of the use and shipment of juniper resin 
(bura~u) is found in Oppen!:leim, "Overland Trade," JCS 21 (196 7), 
pp. 243-4. 






A d 1 / filNabu( AG)-lu-u-sa-lim uqal-la 
~~ ~abd(dAG)-uballi~(TIN-it) r~ ~tti(KI)-Nabd(dAG)~balatu(TIN) 
apil(A)-;~ ~l ~i-mut 
3 apil(A) ~a-bi-bi a-ki-i ra-tu-tu s~ mutibi(UGU) 
4 ~ab~(dAG)-uballi~(TIN-it) i-bi-lu ~ergal(dUGUR)-usallim(GI) 
5 ~-i\-tim ;~ ~ab~(dAG)-lu-~-sa-lim s£ ~a-din 
6 abi(AD)-sci ina qat(SU.II) mNabd(dAG) -uballi~(TIN-it) 
maS-ka-nu sab-tu 
7 a-na mitti(KI)-Nabj(dAG):-b~la~u(TIN) u- kal-li-mu 
8 a-na la ~-il-tim s~ mitti(KI)-Nab~(dAG)-uballi~(TIN) 














ra-~u-ut-su ina muhhi(UGU) ~ab~(dAG)-lu-J-sa-lim~ 
....... 
1\¾nu-kin-nu mNadnaya(Sill1-na-a) apil(A) -~i s{ ~abj(dAG)-
e~ir(SUR) apil 16[. . ] 
/ 
~-mut-Ea(dIDI~D apil(A)-i~ !£ ~a-ni-ia apil(A) nappagi(luSIMUG) 
m\f V - VI t,/ Sul-lu-ma-a ~upsa rru(DUB.SAR) mar(DUMU)-s u sa 
mBel(<lEN)-uballit(TIN-it) 
. , 
17 apil(A) Irlp,ala~(TIN)-su-[x] Babili(TIN.TIR.KI) ara~(ITI) 
Du'uzu(~U) 
18 UD 9 KAM 1-HJ 15 KAM Nab~(dAG)-na'id(I) 
19 ~ar(LUGAL) Babili(TIN.TIR.KI) 
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Translation 
Itti-Nab~-bala~u, son of Rimut and descendant of Dabibi, had taken 
A A . possession of Nabu-lu-salim the slave of Nabu-uballi;, in accordance 
with a contract against Nab~-uballi~. Nergal-~allim showed t o 
Itti-Nab~-bala~u a contract regarding Nab~-lu-salim which Nadin 
his father had received as a pledge from Nabct-uballit, [Lines 8-12 
do not have enough context to translate.] • . . the contract 
regarding Nabd-1u-salim. 
Witnesses: 
Nadnaya, son of Nabrt·-eFir and descendant of· the family of[x J, 
llimUt-Ea, son of Ban1ya and descendant of the family of smiths; 
Scribe: ~ullumaya, son of Bel-uballit and descendant of Balat;.su-[x x]. 
In Babylon on the 9th day of the month Du '·uzu in the 16th year 
of the reign of Nabonidus,king of Babylon. 
Notes 
This tablet exhibits the workings of . the clause in most slave sale 
contracts regarding the responsibility for a clear title to t he 
slave as remaining with the seller. 1 Nergal-~allim would be 
a paqiranu who i s also holding a claim to the slave now being used 
as security in a loan from another man. 
Ln. 1: A Nabj-lu-salim, also a qallu-slave,is known f rom other 
texts; a listing is in Tallqvist mill., p. 137. 
Ln . 4: The sign appears to be TU but has been r ead as lu. The 
word i s treated as derived from the verb belu, "to have power of 
disposition over." 




1 3 imeru(AN~E.MES) 
,., 
2 1 atanu(SAL.ANSE) 
3 2 AN~E mu-u-ri-e 
r .., ')( r "f 
4 3 SAL.AN~E mu-d-ru-ta 
5 naphar(PAP) 9 imeru(ANSE.ME~) 
6 ina pan(IGI) mSamas(dUTU)-eri-ba 
7 a-na ri-'i-i-ti 
8 arat(ITI) Arabsamna(APIN) UD 28 KAM 
9 MU 15 KAM Nab~(dAG)-na'id(NI.TU'~U) 
10 tar(LUGAL) Babili(TIN.TIR.KI) 
Translation 
A total of 9 donkeys (3 donkeys, 1 donkey mare, 2 donkey foals, 
3 donkey mare foals) were placed at the disposal of Samas-er1:ba 
for pasturing. 
On the 28th day of the month Arat,samna in the 15th year of the 
reign of Nabonidus, king of Babylon. 
Notes 
Ln. 2: The scribe apparently made an error in the numbe r of 




1 4 GUR u~~eti(SE.BAR) ~~ mBel(EN)-etir(KAR)~Samas(dUTU)' 
apil(A)-~G sa 
2 mApla(A)-a ~~ harrani(KASKAL11) ~£ ~abG(dAG)-a!}_a(SES)-t1pur(URU) 
ina muhhi (UGU-hi) · 
"'" ..., 
3 Ini3el(dEN)-e;ir(SUR) apil(A)-s~ ~a mzer(NUMUN)-o-tu 
4 ina arae(ITI) Ajjaru(GU4) u~~eti(SE.BAR) ga-mir-tum i-[nam-di~ 
5 1~u-kin7 IILra-~i-mu apil(A)-s~ s~ 
6 ~inurta(dMAS)-ahhe(~ES.MES)-iqisa(BA-~~) ~u-[x7 
. ,.., 
7 apil lllKI. dEN [. . J 
8 [ . 1 ~rduk(dA11AR. UTU) [. • .] 




mAb-da-a, [rTI x UD x KAM.1 




_ _ V V 
GUR of barley belonging to Bel-e~ir-Samas, son of Aplaya, from 
the business capital of NabG-ana-u~ur, is charged against Bel-efir, 
son of Zerutu. In the month Ajjaru he shall pay the full amount of 
barley. (Witness omitted from t ranslation due to fragmentary 
character of t ext.) 
On the[x]day of the month[x]in the 15th year of the reign of 






rl' "1 i-na u4-mu ~u-kin-nu a-na 
Insamat(dUTU)-sum(MU)-J-!_d~ apil(A)-~li :;_ mBel(dEN)-ibni(DU) 
apil(A) Inr<u-ri-i 
3 • uk: ~in-nu . . J d [x]-tak-lak 
4 ire 1 1c1USIPA1 [ x] ~£ Belet(dGASAN) SA Uruk(UNUG.KI) ina pa-ni-tti 
5 iz-zi-zu u dul-lu-~6 i-pu-~u 
6 
rl -, 
~u-kin-nu tf ul-tu [. . .] 
7 (. • .] 
8 [. . J AD[. . .] 
T' - d " -r v/ [ 1 9 ina Belet( GASAN) sa Uruk(UNUG.KI) i- •.. 
10 lt¾n_u-kin-nu mArad(IR)-din-nin apil(A)-s~ si m [ . . ] 
11 apil(A) msu-dNa-na-a Inr<I-dA-nim-[ .. J 
12 apil(A)-~~ s£ mRi-mut mDam-qa-ia apil(A)-~~ $£ m~il-[la-aj 
13 
14 
apil(A) filRi-ma-nu IDJ3a-la-fu apil(A)-s~ si ~a'id(I)-[. . ] 
1/11' 
apil(A) lllrzu-ri-i ~up~arru( uSID) mGi-mil-lu 
15 apil(A)-~G ~, mdln-nin-zer(NUMUN)-iddin(MU) Uruk(UNUG.KI) 
16 arag(ITI) Abu(NE) UD 2 KAM MU 16 KAM 
17 Nabt(dAG)-na'id(NI. TUKU) tar(LUGAL) 'Babili(TIN.TIR.KIY 
Notes 
The text i s clearly litigation and records the testimony of witnesses 
in a case ; the obverse is too fragmentary to permit translation. 
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The scribe (ln. 14), Gimillu, son of Innin-zer-iddin, is 
known from well over fifty tablets published in An.Or. VII, 
GCCI II, BIN I, NBDM, and YOS VII . 1 











a-di q{-it i£ arah(ITI) Kislimu(GAN) 
"' 
t£ ~anat(MU) 16 KAM ~abC(dAG)-na'id(I} ~arri(LUGAL) 
·c' ),,,./lti/ vi kasp1. KU.BABBAR sa u-ra-sa ME 
u ~ergal(dUGUR)-~allim(Gl) maru(DUMU.MES) ~£ ~a-din 
apil(A) ~s-tuk mRi-mut-Bel(dEN) 
apil(A)-s~ sl mBel(dEN)-ni-ip-s£-ru 
' d ' apil(A) mArad(IR)-Nergal( GIR4.KU) 










I 1timu-kin-nu mlqisa(BA-s~)-a apil(A)-$6 
. / 
$~ IllKi-din-Marduk(dAMAR.UTU) apil(A) ~a!)iti(1uSUR) . , g1.-ne-e 
Ill_sel(dEN)-iddin(MU) apil(A)-s~ s~ IllKi-rib-tum 
v 1~ d 
apil(A) msi-gu-ti-a fupJarru( usrD) mBel( EN)-uballit;(TIN-i~) 
apil(A)-s~ 's~ mlqisa(BA-s~)-a apil(A) ~a.biti(1USUR) gi-n~-e 
Sip-par KI arah(ITI) Arahsamna(APIN) UD 24 KAM 
"' -
MU 16 KAM 
Nab~(dAG)-na'id(I) 
sar(LUGAL) Babili (E.KI) 
173 
Translation 
At the end of the month Kislimu in the 16th year of Nabonidus 
the king, money belonging to the plowmen7 and Nergal-uiallim, 
the sons of Nadin, descendant of Ma~tuk, shall be paid to 
Bel-iddin by Rimut-Bel, son of Bel-nip~aru and descendant of Arad-
Nergal. 
(9) Witnesses: 
Iqisaya, son of Kidin-Marduk and descendant of the family 
of oil pressers; 
" " Bel-iddin, son of Kiribtum and descendant of Sigu-a. 
Scribe: Bel-uballi~, son of Iqilaya and descendant of the family 
of oil pressers. 
In Sippar on the 24th day of the month Arabsanma in the 16th year 
of the reign of Nabonidus, king of Babylon. 
Notes 
Ln. 3: The exact nature of the urasu-men is not known. Older 
lexicons on the basis of etymology (ere~u1) and context suggest 
the meaning plowmen. 2 A passage such as that in TCL 13:150:33 
certainly favors their being identified as agricultural workers 
of some sort. 
1cAD 4:285-9. 2ungnad NRVGl, 30; Delitzsch 1:140. 
3. Cited and quoted in CAD 3:127 (2'). See also the note 
on 150:1 in Moore, NBBAD, p . 30~ 
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Ln. 2: One would expect LUGAL.TIN.TIR.KI, but there are no traces 
of any other than the LUGAL sign, although the right edge is 
damaged. 
Lns. 10 and 13: 1' 1 /.., ~abitu is usually written ~-SUR but here usUR 
only. For this reason I am unable to follow the CAD (16:62, a5'b') 
. d . .~ . ~ in rea 1ng 1surg1nu. I would prefer to refer gi-ne-e to gin~. 1 
Ln. 17: With reference to the development of the writing E.KI 
for Babylon, cf. Brinkman, AnOr 43, pp. 167-8 and nn. 1020-21 . 




1 pu-ut Illpalil(dIGI.DU)-u-te-zib 
2 apil(A)-ttl ?£ IIINab~(dAG)-muk1n(GIN)-apla(A) Ii1Nab~(dAG)-mukrn(GIN)-
apla(A) 
3 abi(AD)-su' ina qat(1U.II) ~ab~(dAG)-dannu(DAi.~) apil(A)-t6 
t£ llj.:Jab~(dAG)-(E?or nu7] 
4 apil(A) Ins'u-dNa-na-a a~di um(UD) 20 KAM 
~/ V / .., / m.. Ad 5 sa araa(ITI) Sabafu(ZIZ) sa sanat(MU) 16 KAM ~abu( AG)-na'id(I) 
iar(LUGAL) B~bili(E.KI) 















v v I X / 
na-si ki-i um(UD) 21 KAM sa arag(ITI) ~abatu(ZIZ) 
. la 'ftLtab-bi. 1 mantl(l--fA.NA) kaspi(KU.BABBAR) 
ba{x] da-a-ku s~ gitimmari(GIS.GISIMMAR) 
a-na ~abQ(dAG)-dannu(D~~~) na-s i 
16mu-kin-ni m11{(DA)-Marduk(dAMAR,U'TU) apil(A)-s~ ~~ 
, , ~ 
~ab~(dAG)-~um(MU)-ukin(GIN) apil(A) ~abibi(luGIR.LAL) 0 Ba-[x Xj 
apil(A)-~li l~ ll\zudurri(NIG.GUB) apil(A) lif[ .. . ]-ka 
] 
I / 
md(_x] -bel(EN)-;~-nu apil(A)-sJ s' (. . apil(A) ~abigi(luGIR.LAL) 
Gup~arru(1J~rDil mNabi(dAG) -[m~etiJ-urri(UD.DA) apil(A) -~~ 
v I d~ I m '-
sa IIlr,a-ba-~i-Marduk( ~U) apil(A) E-gi-bi 
Uruk(UNUG.KI) arat(ITI) Sabafu(Z1Z) UD 2 KAi.'1 
MU 16 RAM ~ab~(dAG)-na'id(NI.TUKU) 
~ar (LUGAL) Babili(TI N.TIR. KI) 
176 
Translation 
With reference to the responsibility of Falil-utezib, son of 
NabQ-muk.Tn-apla: Nabt-mukin-apla, his· father, from Nab~-dannu, 
son of Nabt-(x]and descendant of Su-Nan1, on the 20th day of 
the month Sabatu in the 16th year of the reign of Nabonidus, 
king of Babylon, is to receive dates as rent on a field 
A ~ held by Nabu-dannu. If by the 21st day of the month Saba~u 
he has not declared (the yield), he shall pay 1 man~ of silver 
(additional payment). Responsibility for the death of the date 
palms is borne by Nab~-dannu. 
(11) Witnesses: 
Ili'-Marduk., son of Nab~-tum-ukin and descendant of the farr~ly of 
butchers; 
Ba-[x ;J , son of Kudurri and descendant of[. • J ; 
[x]-belsunu, son of(. • ] , descendant of the family of butchers. 
Scribe: Nab~-m~etiq~urri, son of Labasi-Marduk and descendant of 
Egibi. 
..,, 
In Uruk on the 7th day of the month Sabatu in the 16th year of the 
reign of Nabonidus, king of Babylon. 
177 
Notes 
The syntax of this small text is difficult; one could 
possibly translate the text in such a way as to make 
Nabu-mukin-apla the debtor and Nabt-dannu the creditor rather 
than the reverse. The conflicting evidence appears, e. g., 
in the ·fact that the tablet concerns the putu of Palil-u~ezib 
(usually a refernce to the debtor), but also~refers to a 
payment received ina qat Nab~-dannu (usually a reference t o the 
payment from a debt.or). 
Ln. 8: I have read it-tab-bi as "declaring the yield" since t he 
debt must have been for a percentage of the crop and the amount 
is not exactly specified. The IT sign appears rather to be QAR, 
but is damaged. 
Ln. 9: The context calls for a fine or additional payment for 
failure to meet the contracted obligations within the specified 
period; even though damage to the tablet a t this point is 
minor, I have not been able to suggest a restoration. 
Ln. 9: With reference to the use of d:ku about the death of 
date palms, cf. CAD 3:41; AHw 152; Landsberger , AfO Bei. 17, 
N b 2 (p. 43), L k 10 (p. 35); San Nicolo, "Parerga Babylonica 
VIII: Zu den Klauseln der neubabylonischen Pachtvertrage Uber 




















4 manj(MA.NA) kaspi(KU.BABBAR) ti ina 1 tiqlu(G{N) pit-qa 
V v ., / 
20 GUR u~;eti(SE.BAR) 2 GUR kibti(SE . GIG) sa 
~a-ba-'a-a-a apil(A)-~~ s£ ~u-ul-ma-a' 
ina muuti(UGU-hi) mTir-~a-ma-du apil(A)-~~ ~, 
/ 
mA~-~u-bi-i' ~£ arhi(ITI) ina mughi(UGU-Ei) 
1 ma-ni-e 1 iiqlu(GiN) kaspi(KU .BABBAR) ina mu!J.bi(UGU-Ei)-~~ 
. b b . 1 ' ~1 . v / 1-ra - 1 e- at u-1 -tim sa 
A ' ., v I 6 manu(MA.NA) kaspi(KU.BABBAR) 20 GUR u~~eti(SE.BAR) sa 
mld-di-ia ~£ ina muhhi(UGU) mTir-sa-ma-du 
""'-
f' /-, la ~a-ba-'a-a-a pu-ut 
' V I 
e-te-ru na-s u-u 
1/ r '"1 d" ., v Umu- kin7 m Za-ri-qu-sum(MU)-iddin(MU) 
apil(A)-~~ t£ ildza-ri-qu-zer(NUMUN)-ibni(DU) 
, ~/ 
~a-ti-ri-'i apil(A)-su sa 
mA-tar-si-im-ki-'i 
1 r.. "' d r 1 fup~arru( USID) ml t ti(KI)-Nabu( AG)-balatu(TIN) apil(A)-su ta 
V Vd V ,. ,., 
Insamas( UTU) -napistim(ZI-tim) -usur(URU) 
17 apil(A) mNur(ZALAG)-dPap-sukkal Sip-par KI arag(ITI) Addaru(~E) 
18 UD 13 KA.i~ MU 16 KAM Nabn(dPA)-na'id(I) 
/ 
19 lar(LUGAL) Babili(KA.DINGIR.RA.KI) 
179 
Translation 
4 man~ of silver which is 1/8 alloy, 20 GUR of barley and 
2 GUR of wheat belonging to Baba 11, son of Kulma~ are charged 
against Tir~a-madu, son of ~$ubi'. Monthly he is to pay 
1 sheqel on each man~ charged against him. (7)With reference 
to the additional debt of 6 man~. of silver, 20 GUR of barley 
belonging to Iddiya which is charged against Tir~a-madu, 
Baba'l has =assumed the responsibility to pay. 
(12) Witnesses: 
Zariqu-~um-iddin, son of Zari gu-zer-ibni ; 
Qatiri', son of Atarsimki'. 
Scribe: Itti- Nab~-balatu, son of tama~-napittim-usur and descendant 
, . 
of Nur-Papsukkal. 
In Sippar on the 13th day of the month Addaru in the 16th year 




1 ( .• J s~ Belet(dGASAN) ~~ Uruk(UNUG.KI) s~ [ . . 1 
2 [. . :J mrqiiaya(BA-s~-a) ~a-si-ia [. . .] 
3 apil(A)-t~ s~ mzeri(NUMCN)-ia s~ sarri(LUGAL) ~-il-tim [ . J 










m~~i(UGU) C . .] 
• • h lf • " " t it-ti a-~a-me~ ip-pu-us-su-u mim-ma 
ma-la ina libbi(SA-bi) ip-pu-u~-~u-u' a-Q_a-a-ti-su-nu 
.._ V vi ~ '( ) na-mur-ti u su-~-bu-tu sa sarri LUGAL 
it-ti a-e_a-mes i-nam-din-nu-u' 
V V V 
zeru(SE.NUMUN) ma-la zeru(SE.NUMUN) a-!;,a-mes u-kal-la-mu 
/ 
alpu(GU4 .MES) u ikkaru(1 UENGAR.MES) ~.i u'-za- 'a-zu 
dull v/, b' .v/ . V\/ I - u sa ina i-ri-su-nu ~p-pu-us-su-u 
ilten(l-en) 2-ta AM s' ta-ri il-qu 
1D.mu-kin-nu illBel(dEN)-iddin(MU) ·apil(A)-s~ ;~ IllNab°ll(dAG)-sum(MU)-
I' /.., 
iddin(MU) apil(A) mBa-si-ia 
14 mAr-ra-bi apil(A)-s~ s~ ~ab~(dAG)-aba(SES)-ere$(KAM) apil(A) 
11\!,u-un-zu-u 
15 mZeri(NUMUN)-ia apil(A)-~l ~~ m4Na-na-a-eres(KAM) apil(A) 
mKi-din-Marduk(dAMAR.UTU) 
m x y d__ - ( . ( ) .,, / vi m.., "'(d ) 16 Itti(KI)-~amas(7JTU)-bala~u TIN) apil A -su sa 1.~abu AG -
zer(NUMUN)-ukin(GIN) 
m... > d .. " . ,-/ ..,/ m .... ) d 17 Nabu( AG)-ah,a(SES)-iddin(MU) apil(A)-su sa Arad(IR - Na-na-a 
181 
18 nAr-ra-bi apil(A)-s~ ~~ Illsu-la-a 
19 tni3a-ni-ia apil(A)-s~ s£ ~a-tu-nu 
20 rtup~arru(16~IDY msamas(¾JTu)-zer·(NUMUN)-u~ab~i(GAL-si) apil(A)-~tf 
. 
~{ ~ergal(dUGUR)-ina-tesi(SDg)-etir(SUR) 




V / - ( d ., ) .,,,. ( sa Belet GASAN sa Uruk UNUG.KI) URU.KU.U.MU.ME~ 
[arao(ITI) J UD 27 KAM MU 16 KAM 
" d ., Nabu( AG)-na'id(NI.TUKU) ~ar(LUGAL) B11.bili(TIN.TIR.KI) 
Translation 
of the goddess of Uruk (3) have entered a contract 
with the king. Kalbaya and Mukin-apla shall do work together 
for barley which (6) As much as there is they shall do. 
They shall pay the gift and ~usbutu-tax of the king in equal 
shares. (9) They shall produce a re~eipt for as much acreage 
as they hold together. The oxen and plowmen that they divide 
shall do the work between them. Each of the two shall take a 
copy (of the tablet). 
Witnesses: 
Bel-iddin, son of Nab~-lum-iddin and descendant of Basiya; 
.A - " ,.. Arrabi, son of Nabu-ae,a-eres and descendant of gunzu; 
Zeriya, son of Nan~-eres and descendant of Kidin-Marduk; 
Itti-Sama~-balatu, son of Nab~-zer-ukin; 
Nab~-aha-iddin, son of Arad-Nan~; 
Arrabi, son of ~ulaya; 
Banfya,son of Natunu. 
182 
Scribe: ~amal-zer-usab~i, son of Nergal-ina-teli-e;ir and 
descendant of Tabn€-a. 
In K~r-Nan1, the district of the goddess of Uruk, the city KU.U.MU.MES, 
on the 27th day ofGJ month in the 16th year of the reign of 
Nabonidus, king of Babylon. 
Notes 
Ln. 22: I have not been able to identify the location of URU.KU.U.MU.ME~ . 
., 
Ln. 7: The S-stem of sabatu has the meanings "to establish in a 
feudal holding" and "to provide with income. 111 This particular 
tax, mentioned in the text involving a contract with the king, 
would certainly refer then to the payment made to secure a 
royal grant. 









,,, .,/ ... ? 
16 liqlu(GIN) kaspi(KU.BABBAR) ri-gi-ti trm(SAM) imeri(ANSE)" 
s~ ~ab~(dAG)-zer(NUMUN)-iddin(MU) apil(A)-s~ t£ mur-du 
ina muhhi(UGU-hi) ~el(EN)-etir(SUR)-~ama~(dUTU) 
\,v V • 
apil(A)-fi{i 's' mApla(A)-a um(UD) 2 KAM [sI arab x] 
' ... / [ J 5 kaspi(KU.BABBAR) AM 16 ~iqlu(GIN) .•. 
6 qaqqadu(SAG.DU)-s~ i-[nam-diJ 
1 ~ . r J 7 '-¾nu-kin 7 . . • 
8 . v I ,,,1 m ' ) d [. ap1.l(A)-su sa Arad(IR - . . .] 
9 apil(A)-~~ ~; rod [ • ] 
10 apil(A)-sit st ~el(dEN)-iq'i~(BA-s') [. • J 
I . 
11 u fup~arru(luSID) mEnlil(dSO)-uballi~(BA.TI.LA) 
12 apil(A)-~G s' lllpir-'u Nippur(EN.~fL.KI) arah(ITI) Ajjaru(GU4) 
13 UD 26 KAM MU 17 KAM 
14 ~ab~(dAG)-na'id(I) ~ar(LUGAL) Babili(E.KI) 
Translation 
16 sheqels of silver, the balance of the price of a donkey, belonging 
to NabG-zer-iddin, son of Urdu, is charged against Bel-e~ir-Sama~ , 
son of Aplaya. On the 2nd day of [ x] month, silver in the amount 
of 16 sheqels, the principal, he shall pay . 
Witnesses: (8) . (10) son of Bel-ab9e-iqi~a. 
Scribe: Enlil-uballi~, son of Pir-'u. In Nippur on the 27th day 
of the month Ajjaru in the 17th year of Nabonidus, king of Babylon. 
184 
Notes 
Ln. 12: Tablets in the NB period from Nippur are rare. In this 
case, the upper horizontal wedge which distinguishes LU from 
? 
NUN is faint; otherwise, the location would be EN.NUN.KI (=ma~~arti·), 
a location I have not been able to identify. The scarcity of 
documents from Nippur is testimony to the slow recovery of that 
city following its sack and destruction by Nabopolassar due to 
its support of Assyria. 1 
1E. von Voigtlander, "A Survey of Nee-Baby l onian History" 























/ II , lu..'- 1 harranu(KASKAL ) ~a kutimmu( KU. DIM)-u-tu 
.., 
,i ~ab~(dAG)-uballit(TIN-it) apil(A)-sti f~ ~ab~(dAG)-iqbi(E) 
. . 
apil(A) mArk~t(EGIR)-ilani(DINGIR.MES) ~ Kal-ba-a 
apil(A)-~ti ~~ ~ab~(dAG)-taq-bi-rlisir(GIS) apil(Ar I!lzeru(NUMUN)-t~ 
r ,7 [ 7 
~a it-ti a-oa-me~ il-li::I ku-ma 
l, - i(KASKALII) V / • • 1, y \:arran . -su-nu it-ti a-va-mes 
I I • zu-u-za- u ta-a-ri 
~ da-bi-bi ina bi-ri-sJ-nu 
ia-a-nu 
1~ . md - " " ., mu-kin-nu Innin-na-auoe(SES.MES)-iddi n(MU) 
apil(A)-iJ ~£ ~ab~(dAG)-bu-un-~u-tur 
· r -, 1 m "" 
apil{A) ~u- zu -u Atu(SES)-ba-qu 
apil(A)-sti ~£.. mrGu-gu-,-ia ~na-te~i(Silll)-etir(SUR) 
.... . 
apil(A)-~~ ¥£ ~a-din apil(A) m._l-kur-rza-kir' 
1 ,.., , d . .., 1 Y / 
u tuplarru( °sID) m Iqi;a(BA-sa)-Marduk( AMAR.UTU) ap:i.l(A)-su s a 
,.d ' 1' ' " 
~abu( AG)-pir'a(NUNUZ)-~ur(URU) apil(A) fabi 9i( uGIR.LA~ 
V 
URU E-lam-mu arab(ITI) Addaru(SE) 




With reference to the ca~ital of the goldsmith's trade which 
Nabti-uballi~, son of Nab~-iqbi and descendant of Arka.t-ilani, 
and Kalbaya, son of NabG-taqbi-li;ir and descendant of Zerutu, 
have amassed together, they shall divide their capital equally . 
There is to be no dispute be~ween them. 
Witnesses : 
N b"' b- .,_ "' Innina-ahhe-iddin, son of au- un-sutur, descendant of fiunzu; 
\,,w w 
Ab,u-bann, son of Guguya; 
Ina-teii-efir, son of Nadin, descendant of Ekur-zakir. 
Scribe: Iqi~a-Marduk, son of Nab~-pir'a-ll-?ur, descendant of the 
family of slaughterers. 
In Elammu on the 23rd day of the month Addaru in the 7th year 
of the reign of Nabonidus, king of Babylon. 
Notes 
For other texts and discussions of the goldsmith's trade, 
see Weisberg, YNER 1, 60-66 and a response to that vo lume by 
Renger, "Notes on the Goldsmiths, Jewelers, and Carpenters of 
Neo-Babylonian Eanna," JA0S 91 (1971) : 494-503. 
Ln. 5: Prof. Erle Leichty suggested the restorations fo r the 
verb alaku to me. The writer would also l ike to sugges t that the 
use of the phrase h arranu alaku, usually meaning "to take a journey, 11 
here has the meaning "to risk capital in the market" or (assuming 
187 
a profit) "to amass capital." This latter use would derive from 
1 
the common semantic element of making a venture. 




/ lu ,, ,,,, 
It is not known whether to read GIR.LA as tabihu or 
na~ patri in the NB period. A discussion is found in Brinkman, 















NIG s~ kul-lu-lu s£ ili(DINGIR) Uruk(UNUG)-i-ti 
~ab~(dAG)-~um(MU)-ukin(GIN) mah;i.r(IGI-ir) 
V / 
aral)(ITI) Saba~u(ZIZ) UD 13 KAM 
MU 3 KAM 
20 it-ti a-a-lu 
hi-i-di-J 
... 
9 nap~ar(PAP) napoar(PAP) 640 
Translation 
Nabt-~um-ukln has received 1/3 man~, 3 sheqels of red gold for 620 
sanhana for the headdress of the goddess of Uruk. On the 13th day 
of the month ~abatu, in the 3rd year. (The amount includes) 20 
. . 
beads with stag figures. The total number of items is 640. 
Notes 
Ln. 2: The exact nature of the sanoana is not known. The.head-
dress for the statues of the various gods in the NB period was 
made of linen embroidered with purple woo1;1 the sanoana would 
1cAD 8:528. 
189 
be pendants or other items of jewelry sewn into the headdress. 
The number 620 is the highest number of this article attested and 
suggests that links in a chain may also be meant. 1 
Ln. 7: Other references to representations of stages or deers in 
precious substances are found in CAD 1:1:226. 
Ln. 3: 
/ ~ / One could also read the NIG sa as dittography and emend 
be deleting. 
Ln. 8: The writing of hidu is the only such writing attested. 2 
It is another example of the problem with final vowels in NB.
3 
There are many examples of cases where the vowel is not historically 
justified but is the same as that of the preceding syllable. 4 
1The references in AHw 2:1023 are all for lower numbers, 
the largest there listed being 32. The total of 640 items from 
a little over 1/3 lb. of gold attests to the small s ize. 
2cAD 6: 182£.; AHw 344. 3c f. the note at FLP 1550: 2-3. 










1 ½ manu(MA.NA) 2 tiqlu(GIN) parzilli(.A..~.BAR) 
~u-ri-e u sik-ka-a-tfr 
~b~(dAG)-zer(NUMUN)-iddin(MU) mahir(IGI-ir) 
arah(ITI) Ululu(KIN) UD 22 KA.~ 
" 
MU 7 KAM 
Translation 
Nab~-zer-iddin has received 1½ man~, 2 sheqels of iron for 
~u-ri-e and nails. On the 22nd day of Ululu in the 7th year. 
Notes 
In unpublished notes on the material culture of this period~ -A; Leo 
Oppenheim identified s'u-ri-e as "a met_al object." Its occurrence 
with an amount of metal this small and with sikkatu suggests it 




' ~ / 1 qemu(ZI.DA) ma-~ir arae(ITI) Nisannu(BAR) UD 2 KAM MU 8 KAM 
2 1 (PI) 1 sutu(BAN) ~ar-duk-a apil(A) mNab~(dAG)-zer(NUMUN)-ibni(DU) 
,, 
3 1 (PI) 4 sutu(BAN) m., ,, ~ E.A.K.A.PAP.PAP.SE S"a/ 1 (PI) 4 - (BAN/) sutu 





I have not been able to identify the PN and construction on line 3. 




1 1 man~(MA.NA) 1 ~iqlu(GIN) kaspi(KU.BABBAR) ~flllsum(MU)-ukin(GIN) 









~ / ' 10 siqlu(GIN) kaspi(KU.BABBAR) a-na.9i-ru-tu nari(I 7) 
V / ' '-Sa 70 AM a-na mrna-te~i(SUH)-etir(SUR) 
. - . 
apil(A) rodNa-na-a-ere~(KAM) na-din 
arah(ITI) Abu(NE) DD 21 KAM MU 8 KAM 
... 
Ar- / J Nabu""1fla'id(NI.TUKUJ ~ar(LUGAL) Babili(TIN.TIR.Kl) 
Translation 
~ ' v 1 manu, 1 sheqel of silver belonging to Sum-ukin son of Bel-zeri 
was received from Baniya, descendant of Kudurri. (4) 10 sheqels of 
-'ti' A. - V 
silver was paid to Ina-tesi-e~ir, descendant of Nana-eres, for 
digging work on 70 (cubi ts) of canal. 
On the 21st day of the month Abu in the 8th year of the reign of 
Nabonidus,king of Babylon. 
Notes 
,, 





A. l½ manu(V.tA .NA) tu-ma-nu 











nadna (SU1'1-na) 1/3 (manu) 8 siqlu(GIN) 
,,.. 
a-na bit(E) dul-lu 
10 liql u(GIN) a-na pa-pa-tu 
A. ,, / ½ manu(HA.NA) t a- l}a- ap- s u 
8 1/ 3 s iqlu(GL"J) a·-na 
9 t a-q1-pi 
10 bu-- da la-ni- e 
11 sa' um(UD) 20 KAM ¥a arab,(ITI) Addaru(~E) 
12 12 s'iqlu(GI~) a-na J.u-bu-u~-tu' 
13 t£ Palil(dIGI.DU) ¥£ UBARA .KI 
14 arah(ITI) Addaru(SE) ~anat (:MU) 9 KAH 
" 
Translation 
..... l½ manu of spun flax for t he clothing ceremony of the mont h Addaru 
was given t o the weaver. A 1/3 manu, 8 sheqels was delivered to 
the workroom. 10 sheqels was delivered to the s h rine. 
( 7) 1/3 sheqel o f (a special type of) woo l was delivered 
f or dye ing a shoulder garment . On the 20th day of Addaru 12 sheqels 
for clothing Palil of UBARA was delivered. In Addaru in the 9th year . 
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Notes 
This t ex t dea l s with the prepar ati on of gannents for the cult images. 1 
The syntax is di f f icult due to the repeated ellipsis of the verb: 
Ln. 1: An e x tens i ve philological and textual survey of turnanu 
i s found in Oppenheim , " Overland Trade , " JCS 21 (1967) , 247- 52. 
Ln . 7 : In unpublished notes on the materi~l culture of t he 
NB pe r iod , Oppenheim identif i ed ~p~u as a special type of wool. 
Lns . 9--10 : The precise signi f i cance of these lines eludes me . 
I have not been able t o locate any s i mi lar citations . For 
t a-k~-pi , see Bezold , Glossar, p . 292b, "to be dyed" and 
' .. CAD 2 : 10 3 (GUN=baramu""tuk- ku-pu) . I have read bu- da la- ni- e 
( liter a l ly , "shoulder of the body" ) as referring to a type o f 
garment. The signs bu-da could concei val:)ly be read as 
GID- da . 
Ln . 13 : For UBARA.KI , see the note a t FLP 1546 : 6. 




1 1 ~ab~(dAG)-ri-man-ni 
2 2 ~el(~N)-na-din-apla(A) 
3 1 mRi-mut-Bel(dEN) 
4 1 nappa!}u(1~SIMUG) 
Translation 




1 1 ~abj(dAG)-ri-man-ni 
2 2 °13el(¾N)-na-din-apla(A) 
m _ (d ) 3 1 Ri-mut-Bel EN 
4 1 nappa!}u(1~SIMUG) 
Translation 
1 to Nabj-rimanni , 2 to Bel-nadin-apla, 1 to Rimut-Bel, 1 to the smith. 
CHAPTER IV 
INDICES 
A. Index of Personal Names 
The following abbreviations are used in this index for 
describing the relationships of the parties: f., father; s., son; 
anc., ancestor; desc., descendant; daught., daughter; bros., brother. 
A-a-ra-pa-'a, anc. of Rimut, 1519:3 
Ab-da-'a, 1600:10 
Abiram; f. of Nabu-damqa-ilani, 1528:5 
Adad(dIM)-eres(KAM), f. of Bunene-sar-usur, 1586:2 
)( ... .... ,,, / . 
A!}b~(~ES.MES)-sa-a, f. of Bel-e;ir, 1559:5 
Atu(~ES)-bani(DU-i), and . of Marduk-zer-ibni and Nabu-a!}be-uballit, 
1530:15; 1545 :6 
A!}u(SES)-ba-nu, son of Guguya, 1607:12 
,, -y 
Aiju(SES)-ere~(KAM), anc . of RI'mut, 1?19:12 
.Ah~tu(SES-'u-ti-tu), anc. of Bel-na~ir, 1517:11 
/ A d A Amel(LU)-Nabu( AG), scribe, desc. of Nabu- .. . , 1528:20 
Amel (LU)-~a-na-a: 
1. son of Nergal- . . . , bros. of Samas-erba, 1527:4 
2. s. of Tabne-a, 1527:8 
3. s. of Nan~-eres, 1585:11 
4. the leatherworker (askapu), 1590 : 4 
A-mi-du-'a, son of Badadad, 1554:3 
Am-me-ni-ilani(DINGIR.MES), anc. of Sa-Nab~-su, 1528:17 
Amurru(~UR.GAL)-dannu(DAN), f. of Dalili- Amurru-tamlu, 1536 :4 
Amurru(dKUR.GAL)-ri-man-ni, anc. of Ina-~illi-Nan~, 1565:3 
197 
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Ana(DIS)-E-an-na-it~r(GUR), desc. of Marduk-eriba, 1566:7 
Ana(DIS)-I~tar(dINNIN)-tak-lak, 1539:1 
dA_.nu-aha(SES)-iddin(MU), s. of Sin-ibni, 1583:13 
"' 
dA-num-a9a(SES)-1.1$ur(PAP), s. of Bel-na$ir, 1523:1, 13; 1524:1, 13 
dA-nu-z~r(NUMUN)-ibni(DU), s. of Ina-t~si-e~ir, 1567:3 
Aplaya(A-a): 
1. s. of Ma~tuk, 1518:15, 19 
2. s. of Nabu-dannu, desc. of shepherds, 1530:20-
3. s. of Bel-aj)a-iddin, desc. of salt merchant, 1555:6 
4. f. of Bel-etir-Sama~, 1600:1; 1606:4 
5. f. of Ea-iddin, desc. of Bel-eteru, 1552:14 
6. f. of Bel-~um-iskun, desc. of priest of Ninurta, 1552:1 
7. anc. of Baniya, 1591:3 
A-qa-ba-a, f. of Itti-~ama~-balatu, 1574:16 
A-qar-aplu(A), f. of Nergal-na~ir, desc. of Bel-apla-u~ur, 1532:4 
' d Arad(IR)- Gu-la, s. of Nadin, desc. of Sin-leq-unninni, 1533:3, 9 
Arad(IR)-din-nin/dINNIN/-ni: 
1. s. of Bel-aha-iddin, desc of the rab bani, 1555:15 
2. s. of Bel-usezib, 1531:9 -----
3. scribe, son of Nabt-aha-iddin, 1532:14 
4. scribe, son of Nab~-ahhe-iddin, 1563:19 
5. anc. of Bel-etir , 1540~5 
6. desc. of Su-N~a, 1602:10 
. .. A d 
Arad(IR)-Nabu( AG): 
1. s. of Ezupabir, 1537:8 , 
2. oil presser, f. of Bala~u, des c . of oil pressers, 1551;17 ; 
1558:15 
3. desc. of the barber, 1561:15 
Arad(IR)-~a-na-a: 
A 1. f. of Nabu-a~a-iddin, 1605:17 
2 . anc. of Bala~su, 1580:2 
' d ' Arad(IR)-Nergal( GIR~.KU): 
1. anc. of Nabu-iddin, 1523 :18; 1524 :19 
2. anc. of Bel-nip~aru and Rimut-Bel, 1602:7 




1. scribe, s. of Nab~-ahhe-usallim, 1555:17; 
2. f. of Innin-na-zer-ibni, 1533:43 
V A :t-3. f. of Sa-Nabu-su, 1561:8 
4. anc. of Su, 1571:6 
5. desc . of Manna-ki-arba-il, 1566:8; 1575:7 
_ / / V V .A 
Arkat-ilani (Ar/Ar-kat-MES / ta-DINGIR.MES) , anc. of Nabu-iqbi and 






s. of Nabu-bel-ilani, 1585:10 
s. of Nabu-aj).a-ere~, desc. of 
s. of ~ulaya, 1605:18 
.A fiunzu, 1605:14 
Ar-rab-tum, anc. of Ba~ and Bel-abhe-iqita, 1533:35 
I 
As-~u-bi-i', f. of Tir~a-madu, 1604:5 
I 
~-§ur-a-a, anc. of Bel-ere;, Kiribtu, and llimut, 1589:2 , 13 
A-tar-si-im-ki-i' 
1. s. of Qa-ti-ri-i', 1604:15 
2. 1594:5 
Ayahu(A-a-hu), 1523:8; 1524:8 
V _, 




A - V- V 
of Nabu-etir-napsati and Sadunu, 1589:21 
" of Kurbannu and Sadunu, . 1589:19 
Ba-da-da-ad, f. of Amid~'a, 1554:4 
Balat(TIN)-su; Ba-lat-su: 
·1. 1519:6; 1534:3, 6, 8 
2. s. of Kiribtu, desc. of Etir- Marduk, 1533:42 
V • 3. s. of Marduk-sum-usur, desc. of r ab bani, 1541:11 
.A • -----4. s. of Nabu-nasir, 1574:18 
5. s. of Nab~-ze~-iddin, 1532 :13 
6. f. of Ediya, 1563:18 
7. f. of Innin-zer-usab~i, 1541:17; 1551:15 
8. f. of Nab~-mu~etiq-urri, 1585:7 
9. anc. of Bel-uballit and Sullumaya, 1597:17 
10. anc. of Innina-zer-u~absi, 1530 : 21 
11. oil presser, desc. of Arad-Nana, 1580 :2 
12. desc.of Kiribtu, 1528:16 
13. desc. of Nabaya , 1533: 40 
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Ba-la-tu: 
1. 1558: 6 
2. scribe, s. of Arad-Nabti, desc. of oil pressers, 1551:16; 1558:12 
3. s. of Kalbaya, 1586:2, 7 A 
4 . s. of Na'id-•.. , desc. of Kuri, 1602:13 
5. s. of ~umaya, desc. of x-dPap-sukkal, 1545:12 
6. f. of Sama~-nadin-~um, 1549 :15 
7. anc. of Bullut and Zeriya, 1536:11 
8. desc. of Bel-ipu~, 1540:6 
Ba-am-ma-a, f. of Bel-ahhe-iqisa and desc. of Arabtum, 1533:35 
..... 
A . Ba-ni-e, s . of Tabne-a, desc. of fishermen, 1541:13 
Banitum(dDU-tum)-eres(K.Ai.~) , s. of Kullum-ardiya, 1594:13 
' Ba-ni-ia/DU-ia: 
1. 1539 :12 
2. s. of Natunu, 1605:19 
3. s. of T~bne-~, desc. of fishermen, 1549:13 (Cf. Ba-ni-e.) 
4. £. of Rimut- Ea, desc. of smiths, 1597 :15 
5. desc. of Aplaya, 1591:3 
6. desc. of Kudurri, 1612:2 
Ba-(as)-si-ia: 
1. 1605 :2 
2. anc. of 
3. anc. of 
4. anc. of 
" Bel-zer and Sum-ukin, 1561: 4 
Nabt-sum-iddin and Bel-iddin, 1605:13 
Silim-Bel and Marduk-sum-u9ur, 1559:14 
Ba-su-ru, s. of Kussaya, 1582:13 
Ba-zu-zu: 
1. 1619:1 
A - ..-v 2. s. of Nabu-zer-iqisa, 1561:6 
Bel(dEN)-aba(SES)-iddin(MU): 
1. f. of Aplaya, desc . of salt merchant, 1555:6 
2. f. of Bel-etir, desc. of rah bani, 1555 :2 
A . -----3. f. of Nabu-~um-ukin and Arad-Innin, desc. of rah bani, 1555:15 
Bel(dEN)-ag9e(SES.MES)-eriba(SU), f. of Nergal-na?ir, 1584:5 




1. 1539 :3 
2. s. of Bammaya, desc. of Arrabtum, 1533:35 
3. s. of E~ir-Marduk, desc. of Egibi, 1541:12 
4. s. of Musezib-Marduk, desc. of Egibi, 1547:10 
5 . f. of Nadin, desc. of Egibi, 1559:15; 1560:12; 1583:11; 1584:21 
6. desc. of Egibi, 1539:8 
7. desc. of Sin-tabni, 1539:7 
Bel(~N)-agoe(~ES .MES)-llsir(GIS), s. of Et:ir-Marduk, desc. of Egibi, 
1536:13; : cf. note on text. 
- d ' Bel( EN)-apla(A)-~ur(URU): 
1. anc. of Aqar-aplu and Nergal-na~ir, 1532:4 
2. of ,.. - ✓- 2 anc . . Nabu-etir-napsati, 1531 :1 
3. anc. of Nadnaya and Itti-Samas-bala~u, 1533: 39 
4. anc. of Zer-Ba.bili, 1554:10 
- (d Bel EN)-at-ta-ta-li-e, 1539:2 
Bel(dEN)-epu~(DU-u?3), anc. of Balat:u, 1540:6 
Bel(~N)-ere~(K.Ai~) 
1. s. of Uballitsu-Assur, 1586:8 
2. f . of Kiribtu and Rimut, desc . of Assuraya, 1589:1, 13 
Bel(dEN)-erlba(SU), f. of Marduk-zer-ibni, desc. of Il~u-li'e, 1541:15 
Bel(~N)-e-t'e-ru: 
1. anc. of Aplaya and Ea-Iddin, ·1552:14 
A V V 2. anc. of Nabu-uballit and Samas-A-x, 1589:16 
Bel(dEN)-etir(SUR) : 
1. s: of ~~esaya, 1559:4 
2. s. of Bel-al)a-iddin , desc. of rab bani , 1555:2 
3. s. of Zerutu, 1600:3 
4. f . of Kudurru, desc. of potters, 1518:3 
5. desc. of Arad-Innin, 1540:5 
Bel(~N)-e~ir(KAR)-Nab~(dAG), a lamutanu slave, 1589:4 
Bel(dEN)-e;ir(KAR)-Samas(dUTU), s. of Aplaya, 1600:1; 1606:3 
Bel(dEN)-ibni(DU): 
1. f. of Nab~-gamil, 1531 : 3 




2. s. of Bel-ab9e-iddin, desc. of Bt~u, 1556:12 
3. s. of Kiribtum, desc. of Siqu-a, 1602:11 
4. ·s. of Nabtl-1fom-iddin, des c. of Basiya 
5. s. of Nadin, 1594:2 
6. s. of Nadin, desc. of Ma~tuk, 1589:7 
7. f. of Bel- .•. , 1527:15 
8. f. of Istar-nadin and desc. of rab-bani, 1558:11 
9. f. of Kudurranu, 1585:12 
Bel(dEN)-iqlsa(BA-t~), 1606:10 
Bel(dEN)-le'i(DA), desc. of Gagal, 1518:15, 20 
Bel(dEN)-mupa.bgir(NIGIN), desc. of weavers, 1518:27 
Bel-na-din-apla(A): 
1. 1624:2 
2. s·~· o""f Iddin-Marduk, desc. of Etir-Sin, 1533:41 
3. s. of Zer-Babili, desc. of Ili'-Marduk, 1551:13 
Bel(dEN)-nasir(PAP): 
1. scribe, desc. of rab-bani, 1518 :36 
2. f. of Anum-aoa-usur, Ibaya, and Nabt-ahhe-usallim, 1523:2; 1524:2 
.,. . ..,,-., 
3. desc. of f.butu, 1517:11 
4. desc. of keeper of main gate, 1518:33 
Bel(dEN)-ni-ip-s,-ru, f. of Rimut-Bel 1 desc. of Arad-Nergal, 1602:6 
Bel(dEN)-~um(MU)-i~kun(GAR-un): 
1. s. of Aplaya and fGug~-a, d~sc. of priest of Ninurta, 1552:1, 9 
2. f. of Gimillu, desc. of Ea-sir-ilani, 1533:36 
3. f. of Siriqti, 1545: 4 • 
4. desc. of leatherworkers, 1518:34 
Bel(EN)-s~-nu: 
" 1. s. of Nabu-ahhe-iddin, 




1. 1539: 3 
2. scribe, s. of Iqisaya, 
3. f. of Sullumaya, desc. 
desc. of Egibi, 1545:17; 1547:12; 1551:11 
" desc. of Kuri, 1532:3 
desc. of oil pressers, 1586 :12; 1602:12 
of Bala~su, 1597:16 
Bel(dEN)-~ab~i(GAL-~i) , desc. of M2rduk-~llln-ibni, 1568:2 
Bel(dEN)-~allim(GI): 
1. s. of Adad-... , 1527:2 
2. f. of ~amas-zer-iqisa, desc . of Kurf, 1530 : 18 
3. anc. of Nabii-zer-usabsi, 1526:7 
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- (d ) ,,_ . Bel EN -usezib, f. of Arad-Inninu, 1531:10 
Bel(~N)-zeri(NUMUN): 
1. 1547: 3 
y T ~ 2. f. of Sum-ukin, desc. of Basiya, 1561:4; 1612:2 
Bi-ib-ba-an-ni, s. of Ra9ipa, 1574:1, 13 
Bi-ir-ri-il-li, f. of ~amata, 1554:7 
Bul-lu~, f. of Zeriya, desc. of Balafu, 1536:10 
~u-ne-ne-~ar(LUGAL)-u~ur(URU), s.of Adad-eres~ 1586:1, 5 
Bu-J-~u, anc. - of Bel-aage-iddin and Bel-iddin, 1556 :13 
Da-bi-bi, anc. of Rfmut and Itti-Nabti-balatu, 1597:3 
Dalili(KA.TAR)-Amurru(<¾<UR.GAL)-tam-lu-~, s. of Amurru-dannu, 1536:3 
Dam-qa-ia, s. of ~illaya, desc. of Rimanu, 1601:12 
Dannu(DAN)-aplu(A), desc. of Ili'-Marduk, 1517:8 
Dayyan(dDI.KUD)-sar(LUGAL)-~ur(URU), messenger of the court, 1594:14 
Dum-muq, washerman, 1520:13 
Ea(dIDIM)-bani(DU)-zera(NUMUN), s. of _Tabne-a, desc. of fishermen, 
a scribe, 1536:16 
Ea(dIDIM)-iddin(MU), s . of Aplaya, d~sc.of Bel-e~eru, 1552:13 
Ea(dIDIM)-9lr(MAg)-ilani(DINGIR.ME), anc. of Bel-sum-iskun and 
Gimillu, 1533:36 
d 
Ea( IDIM)-u~allim(GI), 1546:3 
E-an-na-lip/li-i-pi-~ur(URU), s . of Rim~t, desc. of Sin-leq-unninni, 
a scribe, 1533:4, 17, 21, 29, 44, 47 
E-di-ia, s. of Bala~su, 1563:17 
E-gi/gi-bi: 
1. anc. of Bel- ah....!)e-iqlia, 1539:8 
2. anc . of Bel-agge-iqila and Nadin , 1559:15; 1560:12; 1583:11; 
1584 : 21 
3. anc. of [fir-Marduk and Bel- a99e-lisir, 1536:13 








anc. of Laba~i-Marduk and Nabti-musetiq-urri, 1603:16 
anc. of Musezib-Marduk and Bel-a99e-iqisa, 1547:11 
anc. of Nabu-al}he-iddin and Bel~unu, 1545:17; 1547:13; 
anc. of ~amas-mudammiq, 1517:9 
/ 
E-kur-za-kir: 
1 f Uk d N b,'\ - . 1533 7 . anc. o umu an a u-etir, : 
2. anc. of Nadin and Ina-tesi-e~ir, 1607:14 
15.51:12 
Enlil(d50)-uballir(BA.TI.LA), scribe, s. of Pir'u, 1606:11 
Epe§(DU-es)-ili(DINGIR}, anc. of Samas-dannu a~d Musezib-Bel, 1584:20 
- d Etir(KAR)-Yiarduk( AMAR. UTU): 
. 1. f. of Bel-ahhe-lI~ir, desc. of Egibi, 1536:13 
2. f. of Bel-a~5e-iqisa, desc. of Egibi, 1541:12 
3. anc. of Kiribtu and Balatsu, 1533:42 
- d E;ir(KAR)-Sin( XXX), anc. of Iddin-Marduk and Bel-nadin-apla, 1533:41 
E-~e-ru, f. of Nergal-uballi~, 1549:3 
E-til-lu, s. of Nab~-zer-iqi~a, 1561:8 
Gc3Ual, anc. of Bel-le'i, 1518:15, 20 
GIMIL- x: cf. SU-x 
Gi-mil-lu: 
1. s. of Bel-~um-iskun, desc. of Ea-~Ir-ilani, 1533:36 
2. scribe, s. of Innin-zer-iddin, 1601:14 
3. scribe, s. of Kudurri, desc . of Amel-.•. , 1549:16 
4. s. of Marduk-zer-usur, desc. of ijunzn, 1549 :11 
5. scribe, s. of Nabu~sum-iddin, desc of Su-Nana, 1584:23 
6. s. of Zerlya, desc.of Sigu-a, 1532:5; 1536:11 
7. f. of Nab~-bani-aha , desc of Arad-Pap-sukkal, 1555:13 
8. desc. of Zerlya, 1538:3 
f I ;4 Gu-gu-u-a, mother of Bel-sum-iskun, daught. of Nabu-efir-nap~ati, 
1552:8 
Gu-gu-i£, f. of A£u-banu, 1607 :13 
.,, .,, ... -r- ~ Ua-an-da-s u, f. of Samas-mukin-apla, desc. of Mu~allim-..• , 1556 :2 , 3 
A 
~a-nu-nu, f. of Nabu-tukkultu, 1523:21; 1524:22 
V 




R.imut, 1. anc. of Innin-iddin and 1560:5 
2. anc. of Marduk-zer-u~ur and Gimillu, 1549:12 
3. anc. Qf Mukin-zer and Kudurru, 1532:12; 1533:34 
4. anc. of Nabt-aga-eres and Arrabi, 1605:14 
Nab~-bu..~-~utur and Innina-abbe-iddin 5. anc. of 
6. anc. of NabG-e~ir and ~umaya, 1530:19 
IB.A, son of Iqi~aya, 1585:3 
I-ba-a, s. of Bel-na~ir, 1523:1, 14; 1524:1, 14 
Ib-na-a, anc. of Nab~-zer-iddin, 1528 :18 -
Ibni(DU)-d.Af-§ur, s. of Nab~-bala~su-iqbi, desc. of Sin-leq-u.~ninni, 
1560:13 
Ibni(DU)-dI~-tar/dINNIN/dXV 
1. 1566 :12 
2. s. of Bil-... , 1527:10 
3. s. of Iqila-... , 1527:9 
4. f. of Sakin-~um, desc. of Sin-tabni, 1566:5; 1584:19 
V 5. f. of Sumaya, 1583:14; 1584:22 
6. desc. of washermen, 1560:14 
.. A d "' Ibni(DU)-Nabu( AG), s. of Nabu- zer-ukin, desc . of washermen, 1532:6 
Iddin(MU)-Marduk(dAMAR. UTU), f. of Bel-nadin-apla, desc. of E~ir-Sin, 
1533:41 
,I\ d Iddin(MU)-Nabu( AG): 
1. s. of Bel-TIN-x, 1527:3 
2. scribe, s. of ~akin-sum, desc. of Su-Nan~, 1545:18; 
1547:15; 1551:15 
Iddin(MU)-dPap-sukkal, anc . of Sulaya and Pir'u, 1563:2 
Id-di-ia, s. of fia~ir-mudammiq, 1523:19; 1524:20 
- ~ A Ilani(DINGIR.MES) - ... , f. of Ki-Sin, 1578:2 
V 
Ilani(DINGIR.MES)-gab-ba-ri, son of Amel-. . . . 1578:9 




1. s. of Nabu-sum-iskun, desc. of butchers, 1603:11 
2. anc. of Zer-Babili and Bel-nadin-apla, 1551:14 
3. anc.of Dannu-aplu and Sullumu, 1517:8, 10 
Ina-~illi(GI~.MI)-Nan1, desc. of Amurru-rimanni, 1565:3 
Ina-tesi(SUH)-etir(SUR): V • 
1. s. of Nadin, desc. of Ekur-zakir, 1607:13 
2. f. of Anu-zer-ibni, 1567:4 
3. desc. of Nan~-eres, 1612:5 
dln-nin-aga(SE~)-iddin(MU), s. of Nab~-u~;ursu, 1563: 16 
din-nin-iddin(MU), f.of Rimut, desc. of gunz~, 1560:4 
d . "It ' In-nin-~um(MU)-u~ur(URU): 
1. 1593:4 
2. s. of M~allim-... , 1527:13 
dlnnina(INNIN-na)-ahhe(SES.MES)-iddin(MU), s. 
.,.vv 
desc. of gunzu, 1607:10 
A - ,_,_ 
of Nabu-bun-sutur, 
drn-nin/dINNIN-zer(NUMUN)-ibni(DU): 
1. s. of Ardiya, desc. of fishermen, 1533:43 
2. desc. of rab bani, 1558:4, 7 
drnnin-zer(NUMUN)-iddin(MU), f. of Gimillu, 1601:15 
dln-nin/dINNIN-zer(NillfUN)-utabsi(GAL-~i), scribe, s. of Bala~su, 
1530:21; 1541:16; 1551:14 
Iqila(BA-~~), f. of IB.A, 1585:3 
Iq1la(BA-~&)-Marduk(dAMAR.UTU), scribe, s. of Nab~-pir'a-~ur, 
desc. of butchers, 1607 :15 
Iqi~aya(BA-s~-a): 
1. 1605:2 
2. s. of Kidin-Marduk, desc . of oil pressers, 1602:9 
3. f. of Bel-uballi~, desc. of oil pressers, 1602:13 
4. f. of Nadin, 1533:37 
5. f. of ~ama~-dannu, desc. of shepherds, 1536:14 
Ir-a-ni, anc. of Nab~-zer-iqisa and Nab~-zer-lisir, 1518:29, 30 
I~-~ur, a gallu-slave, 1541:2 
I~tar(dXV)-a9a(SES)-iddin(MU), 1619:7 
I~tar(dINNIN)-mukin(GIN)-apla(A), s. of Zeriya, 1583:12 
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I~tar(dXV)-na-din, s. of Bel-iddin, desc. of rab- bani, 1558:11 
I~tar(dXV)-~um(MU)-ere~(KAM), f. of Nab~-bala;su-iqbi, 1549:13 
Itti(KI)-Nab~(dAG)-balatu(TIN): 
1. s. of Rimut, desc. of Dablbi, 1597:2 
2. scribe, s. of ~ama~-napi~tum-~ur, desc. of Nur-Pap~sukkal, 
1604:16 
Itti(KI)-~ama~(dUTU)-balatu(TIN): 
1. s. of Aqabaya, 1574 : 15 
2. scribe, s. of Nab~~zer-ukin, 1561 :17; 1605:16 
3. s. of Nadnaya, desc. of Bel-apla-u~ur, 1533: 39 
Kal-ba-a: 
1. 1605 :4 
2. s. of Nab~-taqbi-li;ir, desc. of Zerutu, 1578:7;1607:3 
3. f. of Balatu, 1586:3, 4, 6 
4. f. of Laba~i, desc. of Kidin-Sin, 1551:4 
Ki-Sin('½cxx): 
1. s. of Ilani- ... , 1578:2 
2. s. of Ili-ma.da, 1582:5, 6 
Kirlin- •.. , 1583:2 
Ki-din-Marduk(dAMAR.UTU) : 
1. f. of Iqilaya, desc. of oil pressers, 1602:10 
--,.. - \fl' - -2. anc. of Nana-eres and Zeriya, 1605:15 





s. of Nabt-bala~su-iqbi, 1582:10 
f. of Nab~-~~llsir, desc. of rab bani , 1552:13 
desc. of Nergal-uballit, 1519:14 
Ki-rib-tu{-ti/tum: 
1. s. of Bel-ere~, desc. of A~~uraya, 1589: 1 
2. f. of Balatsu, desc. of Etir-Marduk, 1533:42 
3. £. of Bel-iddin, desc. of.Sig~-a, 1602:11 
4. anc . of Balafsu, 1528:16 
/ 




2. s. of Bel-etir, desc. of potters, 1518:3 , 9 
3. s. of Mukin~zer, desc . of gunza, 1532:11; 1533:34 
4. f. of Gimillu, 1549:16 
5. anc. of Baniya, 1612 : 2 
6. anc. of Nab~-zer-ukin, 1611:4 
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Kul-lum-ardi(IR)-ia, f. of ~anitum-eres, 1594:13 
A Ku-ul-ma-a', f. of Baba'a, 1604:3 
f -\ Ku-na-a, f. of Ramu'a, 1549:2 
II' Kur-ban-nu, s. of Sadunu, desc of Babutu, 1589:19 
Kur-ban-nu-Marduk(dAMAR.UTU), f. of Nabu-mudammiq, desc. of 






anc. of Bel-ibni and Samas-sum-ukin, 1601:2 
anc. of Bel-iddin and ~amas-zer-iqila, 1530:18 
anc. of Bel~unu and Harduk-sum-u~ur, 1532: 3 
anc. of Na'id-•.. and Bala~u, 1601:14 
.A Ku-ri-gal-zu, f. of Tabne-a, 1531 :11 
V .,, L Ku- us-sa-a-a 
' 




s. of Kalbaya, desc. of Kidin-Sin , 1551:3 
desc. of fishermen, 1518:4, 10 
La-ba-;i-Marduk(dAHAR. UTU): 
1. f. of Nabu-musetiq-urri, desc. of Egibi, 1603:16 
2. f. of Sama~-zer-iqisa, desc. of Uballi;su-Marduk, 1586 :10 
Lib-bi, son of Muranu, 1585:5 
"' . d " Libbi(SA-bi)-Sin( XXX)-li-nu-uh, anc. of Sakin-~um and Marduk-~arrani, 
1518:31, 32 v 
fLi-il-li-ka-ilu(DINGIR), a qallatu-slave, 1552:2, 9 
fLiq-bi-il-ga-am-ma, a lamutanu-slave , 1589:3 
Man-na-ki-i-ar-ba-'i-il, anc. of Ardiya, 1566:9; 1575 :7 
Man-nu-ka-a-gu-us-s u, f. of ~illaya, 1528:6 
Mar-duk-(a): 
A - -1. s. of Nabu-zer-ukin, 1574:2 ,14 
2. desc. of Nabu-zer-ibni , 1611:2 
Marduk(d~R.UTU)-bel(EN)-sti-nu, a ~atammu, s. of Marduk-sapik-zera, 
1541 :9 
Marduk(dAMAR.UTU)-bul-lit-an-ni, keeper of the offering box, 1584:18 
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Marduk(dAMAR.UTU)-erlba(SU): 
1. anc. of Ana-Eanna-it~r, 1566:8 
2. desc.of Nab~-usallim, 1519:13 
Marduk(dAMAR.UTU)-nasir(PAP), s. of Nergal-iddin, 1594:14 
Marduk(dAHAR.UTU)-sa-kin-~um(HU): 
1. s. of NabG-zer-11sir, desc. of Sigu-a, 1532 :1 
2. s. of Taqi~-Gula, desc. of Nur-Sin, 1533:15, 23 
d " Marduk( AMAR.UTU)-sarra(LUGAL)-a-ni: 
1 .. f. of ~illaya, 1530:1 
2. -desc~ of Libbi-Sin-lint4;, 1518:32 
Marduk(dAMAR.UTU)-sum(MU)-ibni(DU): 
1. anc. of Bel-u~absi, 1568:3 
2. f. of llimut, desc. of ~adi, 1561:14 
Marduk(dAMAR.UTU)-~um(MU)-usur(URU): 
. .... 
1. s. of Bel~unu, desc. of Kuri, 1532:3 
2. s. of Silim-Bel, desc. of Basiya, 1559:13 
3. f. of Bala~su, 1541:11 
Marduk(dAMAR.UTU)-zer(NUMUN)-ibni(DU): 
1. s.of Bel-erlba, desc. of Ilusu-li'e, 1541:15 
2. s. of Nab~-zer-ukin, desc. of fishermen, 1552:10 
3. F. of ·Nab~-auge-bulli~, desc. of A!)u-bani, 1530:14; 1545:6 






f. of Aplaya, 1518:15, 20 
anc. of Nadin, 1555:6 
anc. of Nadin and Bel-iddin, 1589:8 
anc. of Nadin and Nergal-usallim, 1602:5 
Mukin(GIN)-apla(A), 1605:4 
Mukin(GIN)-Marduk(dAMAR.UTU), s . of Muranu, desc . of salt merchant, 
1555:1, 10 
Mukin(GIN)-zer(NUMUN), f . of Kudurru, desc . of ~unz~, 1532: 11; 1533:34 
Mu-qa-ra-nu, s . of Ni~l~'a, 1554 :8 
Mu-ra-nu: 
1. f. of Libbi, 1585:6 
2. f. of Mukin-Marduk, desc. of salt merchant, 1555:l 
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Mu-~e-zib-Bel(dEN): 
1. s. of Nab~-nadin-sum, 1582:12 
2. s. of ~ama~-dannu, desc. of Epet-ili, 1584:20 
3. f. of Nab~-1.1:'>ur~u, desc. of Rab-tarba9u, 1589:17 
Mu-ie-zib-Marduk(dA.i.'1AR.UTU): 
1. f. of Bel-ahhe-iqlsa, desc. of Egibi, 1547:11 
2. qipu of Ean;;, 1559:9 
Mu-~e-zib-Nab~(dAG), a qallu-slave, 1574:4, 12 
Na'id(I)-Marduk(dAMAR.UTU), s. of Rimut, desc. of the Isinean, 1552:5 
Na-ba-a-a, anc. of Bala~su, 1533:40 
Nab~( d AG)-aha(SES)-eres (KAM): 
~ A 
1. f. of Arrabi, desc; of gunzu, 1605:14 
2. desc. of Zerutu, 1537:5 
" d "' ... Nabu( AG)-asa(SES)-iddin(MU): 
1. 1619:1 
2. s. of Arad-Nan~, 1605:17 
3. f. of Arad-Innini, 1532:15 
.,. d ..; x Nabu( AG)-a,l;la(SE~)-U;>ur(PAP), 1600:2 
Nab~(dAG)-ahhe(~ES.MES)-bul-lit, s. of Marduk-zer-ibni, desc. of 
....... . 
Abu-bani, 1530:14 
"'(d ) - )< V V - ( ~ y Nabu AG -ao~e(~ES.HES)-eriba SU), s. of Nabu-sum-ibni, 1549:3 
Nab~(dAG)-at,oe(SES/PAP.MES)-iddin(MU): 
l. s. of Nergal-na9ir, desc. of weavers, 1560 :10 
2. s. of samat-nasir, desc. of Sa-nasisu, 1517:3 
3. f. of Arad-Innini, .1563:20 
4. f. of Bel~unu, desc. of Egibi, 1545:17; 1547:12; 1551:12 
5. f. of Tabn~-a, 1523:22; 1524:23 
6. anc. of Nab~-e~ir, 1540:10 
Nab~(dAG)-ahhe(SE~.MES)-uballit(TIN): 
v- . 
1. s. of Marduk-zer-ibni, des c. of J\llu-bani, 1545 :4, 11, 5 
2. s. of Nab~-belsunu, 1563:5, 10, 12, 24 
3. priest:, s. of ~a-Nab~ii, 1541:4 
4. desc. of R!mut, 1539:5 
Nabti(dAG)-ahhe(SE~.MES)-ula llim(GI): 
1. f.~;f Ardiya, 1555:17 
2. s. of Bel-nas ir, 1523 :1, 14; 1524:1, 14 
A • 3. s. of Nabu-MU-x, 1527:6 
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NabO.(dAG)-balat(TIN)-su-iqbi(E): · 
1. s. of·I~tar-~um-eret, 1549:12 
2. s. of Nab~-etir, desc. of Sin-l'eq-unninni, 1530:16 
3. f. of Ibni-Assur, desc. of Sin-leq-unninni, 1560_:13 
4. f. of Kinaya, 1582:11 
5. f. of ~ama.¥-Mum-iddin, desc. of Sin-leq-unninni, 1546:17 
A d ' x " Nabu( AG)-bani(DU)-aha(~ES): 
V .,.. 
1. s. of Arad-Nabu, desc.of oil pressers, 1547:13 
2. s. of Gimillu, desc. of Arad-Pap-sukkal, 1555:13 
3. s. of Iddin-x, 1527:7 
4. f. of Nabt-~um-ukin, desc. of oil pressers, 1558:10 
5 • . desc. of oil pressers, 1558:2 
Nab~(dAG)-bel(EN)-ilani(DINGIR.MES), f. of Arrabi, 1585:10 
Nab~(dAG)-bel(EN)-s~-nu, f. of Nab~-a99e-uballit, 1563:5 
Nab~(dAG)-bu-un-su-tur, f. of Innina-a99e-iddin, desc. gunz~, 1607:11 
d Nab~( AG)-dam-qa-ilani(DINGIR.MES), s.-of Abiram, 1528:4 
. -t d 
Nabu( AG)-dannu(DAN): 
1. f. of Apl~a, desc. of shepherds, 1530:20 
2. desc. of Sama~-zer-ibni, 1537:6 
V A 3. desc. of Su-Nana, 1603:3, 6, 10 
Nab~(dAG)-etir(SUR): 
1. s. 'of Nab~-musetiq- urri, desc. of NabG-etir, 1555:12 
2. s. of Ukumu, desc. of Ekur-zakir, 1533:6, 11 
3. f. of Nab~-balatsu-iqbi, desc. of Sin-leq-unninni, 1530:17 
4. f. of Nadnaya, i597:14 
5. desc. of Nab~- ah!)e-iddin, 1540:10 
6. anc. of Nab~-m$etiq-urri and Nabt-etir, 1555:13 
Nab~(dAG)-etir(KAR)-nap~ati(ZI .MES): 
1. sc~ibef s ."of Nabu-sum-i~kun, 1522:3, 12 
2. f. of Gugu-a, 1552:8 
3. f. of Sadunu, desc. of Babutu, 1589:21 
4. scribe, desc . of Bel-apla-u~ur, 1531:12 
A d .,, V - .. Nabu( AG) -e-zib-a9a(SES), f. of Qisti-Marduk, 1578:12 
Ad Nabu( AG)-ga-mil, s. of Bel-ibni, 1531:3 
Nab~(dAG)-id-dan-nu, 1619:2 
Nab~(dAG)-iddin(MU), desc. of Arad-Nergal, 1523:18; 1524 :19 
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Nabti(dAG)-ilu(DINGIR)-~-a, s. of Nab~-na~ir, 1561:16 
NahG<dAG)-iqbi(E): 
· 1. f. of Nab~-uballit, desc. of Arkar-ilani, 1578:3 
A 2. f. of Nabu-uballi~, desc. of Arkat-ilani, 1574:7; 1582:4; 1607:2 
-'d ,, --Nabu( AG)-ka~ir(KAT), s. of Rimut, 1554:1 
Nab~(dAG)-ku-~ur-an-ni, f. of Nidintum, 1574:17 
" d / Nabu( AG)-lu-u-sa-lim, a qallu-slave, 1597:1, 5, 13 
NabG(dAG)-mudammiq(SIG5-iq), scribe, son of Kurbannu-Marduk, desc. of priest oI ~amas, 1552:15 . 
Nabj(dAG)-mukin(GIN)-apla(A), f. of Palil-usezib, 1603:2 
Nabt(dAG)-mu-se-ti-iq/tiq-urri(UD.DA/DU): 
1. s. of Balatsu, 1585:4, 6 
2. scribe, s.'of Labasi-Marduk, desc. Egibi, 1603:15 
3. priest, s. of Nabu-sum-eres, 1522:10 
4. s. of Nergal-ibni 
5. s.of ~amai-zer-ibni, desc. of priest of !star, 1545:15 
6. f. of Nab~-etir, desc . of Nab~-etir, 1555:12 X • V J\ • 7. f. of ~uzubu, desc. of Su-Nana, 1549:14 
NabG(dAG)-mu-tir-gi-mil-lu, scribe, desc. of Nani~tu, 1517:12 
Nab~(dAG)-na-din-~um(MU), f. of Musezib-Bel, 1582:12 
NabG(dAG)-na~ir(PAP): 
1. f. of Balitsu, 1574:18 
A• 
2 . f. of Nabu-ilu-a, 1561:16 
3. f. of gabt, 1523:2; 1524: 2 
4. f. of Sakin-sum, desc! of Nur-Sin, 1533:38 
A d ' ., Nabu( AG)-pir'a(NUNUZ)-U{,ur(URU), f. of Iqisa-Marduk, desc. of 
butchers, 1607:16 
Nab~(dAG)-ri-man-ni, 1624:1 
"" d ' Nabu( AG)-sar(LUGAL)-u~ur(URU), sa res sarri and bel piqitti, 
1560:9; 1583:9; 1584:16 
d 
Nab~( AG)-~um(MU)--eres(KAM): 
1. .f. of Nabtl- mu~etiq-urri, 1522:11 
2. f. of Nergal-uballi~, 1522:9 
Nab~(dAG)-~um(MU)-ibni(DU): 
1. s.of Bel-zer 
... - -2. f. of Nabu-a!}!).e-eriba , 1549: 4 
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Nab~(dAG)-sum(MU)-iddin(MU): 
1. s. of NabG-zer-ukin, desc. of fishermen, 1552:11 
2. f. of Bel-iddin, desc. of Basiya, 1605:13 
3. f. of Gimillu, desc. of Su-Nan~, 1584:24 
4. f. of Zerlya, 1585:9 
A d V ~ Nabu( AG)-sum(MU)-iskun(GAR-un): 
1. scribe, s.of ~illaya, 1582:14 
2. s. of Sin-dini-epus, 1556:10 
3. f. of Nab~-etir-napsati, 1522:4, 13 
4. desc. of Nadna-a!J.a, 1519:11 
Nabti(dAG)-~um(MU)-l!~ir(SI.SA), s. of Kinaya, desc. of rab bani, 1551:12 
Nab~(dAG)-~um(MU)-ukin(GIN): 
1. 1609 :4 
2. s. of B~l-aha-iddin, desc. of rah bani, 1555:14 
3. s. of NabG-bani-aha, desc. of oil pressers, 1558:9 
4. f. of Ili'-Marduk: 1603:12 
5. scribe, desc. of rab bani, 1523:22; 1524:23 
Nabti(dAG)-taq-bi-lisir(GIS), f. of Kalbaya, desc. of Zerutu, 
1578:7; 1607:4 
,A d / Nabu( AG)-tu-kul-tu, s. of !!,anunu, 1523:21; 1524:22 
Nab~(dAG)-uballi ~ (TIN-i ~) : 
1. 159 7 : 2, 4 , 6 
2. s. cf NabG-iqbi, desc. of Arkat-ilani, 1574:7; 1582: 4 , 9; 
1607:2 
3. s. of Nab~-iqbi, desc. of Arkat-ilani, 1578:3 
4. f. of ~ama~-A-x, desc. of Bel-e~eru, 1589:15 
/\(d ) / 1,/ / Nabu AG -u-~ur-su: 
1. f. of Innin-a!}a-iddin, 156 3: 17 
2. s. of MllMezib-Bel, desc . of Rab-tarba~u, 1589:17 
Ad . 
Nabu( AG)-usallim(GI): 
1. f. of Nan1-iddin, 1520:12 
2. anc. of Marduk-eriba, 1519:13 
Nab~(dAG)-zer(NUMUN)-ibni(DU), anc. of Marduka, 1611:2 
Nab~(dAG)-zer(NUMUN)-iddin(MU): 
1. 1610: 3 
2 . s . of Urdu, 1606:2 
3. f . of Bala~su, 1532:13 
4. desc. of Ibnaya, 1528:18 
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,... d ) _ ( ) -v ( ., /) Nabu( AG -zer NUMUN -iqisa BA-sa : 
1. can,enter, 1548:2 
2. f. of Bazuzu, 1561:7; f. of Etillu, 1561:9 
3. f. of ~amas-at,a-iddin, 1584:3 
4. desc. of Irani, 1518:29 
NabG(dAG)-zer(NUMUN)-lisir(SI.SA): 
V A 1. s. of Nadin, desc. of Su-Nana, 1522:1, 7 
2. f. of Marduk-sakin-sum, desc. of Sigt~a, 1532:2 
3. ·desc. of Irani, 1518:30 
Nab~(dAG)-zer(NUMUN)-ukin(GIN): 
1. washerman, 1520:13 
2. f. of Ibni-Nabt, desc. of washermen, 1532:6 
3. f. of Itti-~amas-balatu, 1561:17;- 1605:16 
4. f. of Marduk, 1574:3 
5. f. of Marduk-zer-ibni and Nab~-~um-iddin, desc. of 
fishermen, 1552:11, 12 
6. desc. of Kudurri, 1611:4 
Nab~(dAG)-zer(NUMUN)-usabsi(GAL-si): 
1. desc. of Bel-usallim, 1526:6 
V ~ .,._ 
2. desc. of Sa-Nabu-su, 1529:2 
Nadin: 















s. of Iqilaya, 1533:37 
s. of Nadnaya, desc. of weavers, 1536:14, 1541:14 
s. of Nergal-na~ir, desc, of weavers, 1546:15 
s. of Nergal-u~allim, 1567:4 
s. of ~illaya, 1546:16 
f. of Arad-Gula, desc. of Sin-leq-unninni, 1533:3, 9 
f. of Bel-iddin, desc. of Mastuk, 1589:8, 1594:2 
£. of Ina-te~i-etir, desc. of Ekur-zakir, 1607:14 
f. of NabG-zer-lI~ir, desc. of ~u-Nan~, 1522:2 
f. of Nergal-iddin, desc. of ~atarindi, 1556:14 
f. of Nergal-u~allim, desc. of Ma~tuk, 1594:16; 1597:6; 1602:4 
desc. of leatherworkers, 1518:35 
desc. of Ma~tuk, 1555:5 
y .., N b A .... ·"k Nadna(SUM-na)-aga(SES), anc. of au-sum-is un, 1519:11 
Nad-na-a/SUM-na-a: 
1. s. of Nab~-etir, 1597:14 
2. f. of Itti-~ama~-balatu, desc. of Bel~apla-u~ur, 1533:39 
3. f. of Nadin, desc. of family of weavers, 1536:14 
d Na-na-a-a3a(SES)-iddin(MU): 
1. s. of Ardiya, 1541:1, 8 
2. f. of Uqupi, 1588:4 
3. f. of Zeriya, 1575:3; 1576:5 
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dNa-na-a-eres(KAM): 
1. 1519 :4 
2. f.of Amel-Nan~, 1585:11 
3. f. of Zeriya, desc . of Kirlin-Marduk, 1605:15 
4. anc. of Ina-te~i-etir, 1612 :6 
5. desc. of Sama~-uballi~, 1571:2 
~a-na-a-ibni(DU), anc. of Nergal-nasir, 1581:8 
~a-na-a-iddin(MU), weaver, s. of N'abct-usallim, 1520:11 
dNa-na-a-na~ir(PAP), . desc. of Sarra-napir, 1519:5 
Nani~tu(dSES.KI-t-tu), anc. of Nab~-mutir-gimillu, 1517:13 
Na-tu-nu, f. of Baniya, 1605:19 
d - .. >-Nergal( UGUR)-erir(SUR), f. of Sumaya, desc . of J!unzu, 1530:19 
Nergal(dUGUR)-ibni(D~), f. of Nabn-musetiq-urri and Kidin- ..• , 1583:3 
Nergal(dUGUR)-iddin(MU): 
1. s. of Markuk-na~ir, 1594:14 
2. s. of Nadin, desc. of Satarindi, a scribe, 1556:14 
d__ V " V - y "'. Nergal(7JGUR)-ina-tesi(SUH)-etir(SUR), f. of Samas-ze r-usabsi, 1605:20 
Nergal{dUGUR)-na-~ir/PAP: 
1. 1540: 4, 9 
2. s. of Aqar-aplu, desc. of Bel-apla-~ur, 1532:4 
3. herdsman of the goddess of Uruk, s. of Bel-ahhe-er1ba, 1584:5, 11 A . ~~ 
4 . f. of Nabu-ahh~-iddin, desc. of weaver s , 1560:11 
5. f. of Nadin,vdesc. of weavers, 1546 :15 
6. desc~ of Nana-ibni, 1581:7 
Nergal(dUGUR)-uballit(TIN-i t): 
• A 1. s. of E~eru, h usband of Ramu'a, 1549:2 
2. s. of Nabo-~um-eret, 1522:8 
3. anc. of Kinaya, 1519:14 
Nergal(dUGUR)-~allim(GI) : 
1. scribe, s. of Nadin, des c •. of ·Ma~tuk., 1597:4, 1594:16; 
1602:4 
2. f. of Nadin, 1567:5 
Ni- din-tum: 
1. 1619:6 
2. s. of Nab~-ku~uranni, 1574:16 
d ... I!.. v x v _ v v/ Ninurta( ~)-ahhe(SE~.l1ES)-iqisa(BA-sa), f.of Talimu, 1600:6 
d .. '£ - -r ,, ,1/ Ninurta( ~~)-ana-biti(E)-su, 1619:4 
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Niq-qud/Ni-qu-du: 
1. anc. cf Zerutu, 1519:15 
2. 1619: 5 
Ni-i~-lu-'a, f. of Muqaranu, 1554:9 
/ d " Nur(ZALAG)- Pap-sukkal, anc. of Samas-napi~tim-llf?ur and 
Itti-Nab~-balatu, 1604:17 
Nur(ZALAG)-Sin(dXXX): 
1. anc. of ~akin-sum and Naba-na?ir, 1533:38 
2. anc. of Taqis-Gula and Marduk-6akin-sum, 1533:16, 24 




"' s. of Sulaya, desc. of Iddin-Pap-sukkal, 1563:1, 9, 13 
f. of Enlil-uballi;, 1606:12 
Qa-bu-~, s. of Nabj-na~ir, 1523:2, 13, 15; 1524:2, 13, 15 
Qa-ti-ri-i~, s. of Atarsimki', 1604:14 
-v / d" 1 -'-. Qisti(NIG.BA)-Marduk( SU), scribe, s. of Nabu-ezJ.b-aga, 1578:11 
/ 
Rab(1uGAL)-tar-ba-su, 1589:18 
f I Ra-mu-u-a, daught. of Kunaya, wife of Nergal-uballi;, 1549:1, 7, 9 
Ra-~i-pa, f. of Bibbanni, 1574:2 















s. of Bel-ere§,· desc. of Assuraya, 1589:12 
s. of Inn~n-~ddin, desc. of tlunzu, 1560:4 
s. of KI- Anim-•.. , 1601:12 
s. of Marduk-sum-ibni, desc. of Sadi, 1561:14 
s. of Sin-abhe-iddin , desc . of Sappaya, 1530 :15 
f. of .Eanna-lip-usur, desc. of Sin-leq-unninni, 1533:4, 
17 , 22 , 29 , 44 ' 
f. of Itti-Nab~-balatu, desc. Dabibi, 1597:2 
f. of Na 'id-Marduk, i552:5 
f. of Nab~-kasir, 1554:2 
anc. of Nab~-~~he-uballit, 1539:5 
desc . of •A-... , 1528:19 
desc. of A-a-ra-pa-'a, 1519:3 
desc. of Al}a-ere~, a servant of the palace , 1519:12 
Ri-mut-Bel(dEN): 
1. 1624 : 3 
2. s. of Bel-nipsaru, desc. of Arad-Nergal, 1602:5 
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Ri-mut-Ea(dIDIM), s. of Baniya, desc. of smiths, 1597:15 
. Sa-ap-pa-a-a, anc. of Sin-a9ge-iddin and Rimut, 1530:16 
Si-lim-Bel, f. of Marduk-sum-usur, desc. of Baniya, 1559:13 
Sin(dXXX)-aube(SES.MES)-iddin(MU), f. of Rimut, desc.of Sappaya, 1530:15 
Sin(dXXX)-di-i-ni-e-pu-us, f. of Nabt-~um-i~kun, 1556:11 
d ' Sin( XXX)-ibni(DU), f. of Ana-aga-iddin, 1583:13 
Sin(dXXX)-leq(TI)-unninni(ER), anc. of Nabti-balatsu-iqbi, Nabt-etir, 
~ama~-sum-iddin, and Ibni-Assur, 1530:11; 1546:18; 1560:13; 1533:pass. 
d Sin( XXX)-mudammiq(SIG-iq), sa res sarri, 1595:7 
Sin(dXXX)-tab-ni: 
1. anc. of Bel-a,tibe-iqlsa, 1539:7 







s. of Mannu-ka-auussu, 1528:5, 11, 12 
s. of Marduk-sarrani, 1530:1 
£. of Damqaya, desc. of Rimanu, 1601:12 
f. of Nabu-sum-iskun, 1582:15 
~ 
sa'-du-nu: 
f. of Nadin, 1546:16 
1. 1519 :10 
2. s. of Nab~-e~ir-nap~ati, desc. of Babutu; scribe, 1589:20 
3. f. of Kurbannu, desc. of Babutu, 1598:19 
V/ Ad V / Sa-Nabu( AG)-su-u: 
1. 1531:6, 7 
2. s. of Ardiya, 1561:7 
3. anc. of -NabG-zer-~absi, 1529:2 
4. desc. of Ammeni-ilani, 1528:17 
", "· v X Sa-na-si-su, anc. of ~ama~-nasir and Nabu-ahhe-iddin, 1517:4 
• . vv 
~ad-i, anc. of Marduk-~um-ibni and Rimut, 1561:15 
~akin(GARldsum(MU): 
1. san~ sa Uruk; s . of Ibni-Istar, · desc. of Sin-tabni, 
1566:5; 1584 :19 
2. s. of Nabu-na~ir, desc. Nur-Si n, 1533:38 
.,. ., >-
3. f. of Iddin-Nabu, desc . of Su-Nana, 1545:18; 1547:15; 1551:16 
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Samas(dUTU)-A-x, s. of Nab~-uballit, desc of Bel-eteru, 1589:15 
. . 
,, d " ., .A Sama~( UTU)-aga(SES)-iddin(MU), s. of Nabu-zer-iqlta, 1584 :2 , 4, 8, 14 
Samas (duru)-dannu(DAN): 
1. s. of Iqilaya, 1536 :14 
2. f. of Musezib-Bel, desc. of Epe~-ili, 1584:20 
~ama~(dUTU) -eriba(SU) : 
1. 1598:6 
2. s. of Nergal- .. . , bros. of Amel-Nan~, 1527:5 
., .. d "' Samas( UTU)-IR-na-gi, s. of Sannniya, 1582:2 , 7 
Samat(dUTU)-mudammiq(SIG5-iq), desc. of Egibi, 1517:9 
Samat(dUTU)-mukin(GIN)-apla(A), s. of g_andasu, 1556 :1 
Sama~(dUTU)-na-din-sum(MU) , s . of Bala;u, 1549:15 
Samat(d'lJTU)-riapistim(ZI-tim)-u~ur(URtl), f. of Itti-NabC-bala~u, 
desc. of Nur-Pap-sukkal, 1604:16 
Sama~(dUTU)-na~ir(PAP), f. of Nab~-ao~e-iddin, desc. of ~a-na~i~u. 1517:4 
Sama~(dUTU)-~um(MU) -iddin(MU), s. of Nab~-balatsu-iqbi, desc. of 
Sin-leq-unninni, 1546: 1¥ 
~amsJ(dUTU)-~um(MU)-u-kin/(GIN): A 
1. s. of Bel-ibni, desc. of Kuri, 1601:2 
2. s. of ~ulaya, desc. of surveyor, 1559:11 
3. desc. of Sulaya, 1592:4 
.., d . 
Sama~( UTU)-uballit(TIN-it), anc. of Nana-eres, 1571:3 
V .. d - . ' . Samas( UTU)-zer(NUMUN)-ibni(DU): 
1. f. of Nabt-musetiq-urri, 1545 :15 
.... 2. anc. of Nabu-dannu, 1537 :6 
Samas(dUTU)-zer(~UMUN)-iqisa(BA-si) : ~ 
1. s. of Bel-u~allim, desc. of Kuri, 1530 :18 
2. s. of Labasi- Marduk, desc. of Uballitsu-Marduk 
Sama;(dUTU) - zer(NUMUN)-usab~i(GAL-si), s . of Nergal-ina-tesi-efir, 
1605: 20 
., .. 
Sa-ma-ta, s. of Birrilli, 1554 :6 
s1-am-mi-ia , f. of Sama~-IR-nagi, 1582:3 
..,, ( N "' • Sar-ra-na~ir PAP), anc . of ana-na~ir, 1519:5 
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V/ Sa-ta-rin-in-di, anc. of Nadin and Nergal-iddin, 1556:14 
V I Si-gu-u-a: 
· 1. anc. of Kiribtum and Bel-iddin, 1602:12 
2. anc. of Nabti-zer-lisir and Marduk-takin-~um, 1532:2 
3. anc. of Zeriya and Gimillu, 1536:12 
~i-riq-ti, s. of Bel-~um-i~kun, 1545:3 
V Su, desc. of Ardiya, 1571:6 
NAMES BEGINNING WITH ~U MIGHT BE READ AS GIMIL; cf. the discussion 
in CAD 5: 74. 
~u-dNa-na-a: -
1. anc. of 
2. anc. of 
3. anc. of 
4. anc. of 
Arad-Innin, 1601:11 
~ Nabu-dannu, 1603 :4 
Nab~-m~etiq-urri and ~uzubu, 1549:14 
NabG-sum-iddin and Gimillu, 1584:24 
5. anc. of 
6. anc. of 
Nadin and Nab~-zer-lisir, 1522:2 
Sakin-~um and Iddin-NabG, 1545:19; 1547:16 
1600:9 
,\ 
s. of Nabu- ... , 1527 :1 








f. of Pir'u, desc. of Iddin-Pap-sukkal, 1563:2 
f. of Samas-~um-ukin, desc. of surveyor, 1559:12 
anc. of ~amas-~um-ukin, 1592:5 
~ul-lu-ma-a, scribe, s . . of Bel-uballit, desc. of Bala~su, 1597:16 
~ul-lu-mu/~ul-SILIM-mu: 
1. s. of Ili'-Marduk, 1517:10 
2. s. of [a~ir-mudammiq, 1523:20; 1524 :21 






scribe, s. of Ibni-Istar, desc. of washermen, 
s. of Nergal-etir, desc. of gunz~, 1530:19 
f. of Balatu, desc. of x-Pap-sukkal, 1545:12 
desc. of fishermen, 1518:28 
1584:22; 1583:14 
V .I\ ..,_ )( A Su-zu-bu, s. of Nabu-musetiq-urri, desc. of ~u-Nana, 1549:13 
- I 
rabim(DUG.GA-im)-E- an- na, 1538:6 
Tab-ni-e-a: 
1. s. of Bel-. . . , 1527:11 
2. s. of Kurigalzu, 1531:10 
3. s. of Nab~-ahhe-iddin, 1523:21; 1524:22 
4. f. of - """"'-....-. Amel-Nana, 1527:8 
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(Tab-ni-e-a, continued) 
5. f. of Ba-ni-e, desc. of fishermen, 1541:14 
6. f. of Ea-bani-zera, desc. of fishermen, 1536:16 
Ta-qis-dGu-la, f. of Marduk-~akin-ium; desc. of Nur-Sin, 1533:16, 24 
Ta-~i-mu, s.of Ninurta-ahhe-iqi:a, 1600:5 
vJ 
y -Tir-~a-ma-du, s. of Msubi', 1604:4, 9 
r / Uballi~(TIN)-su-Assur(AN.SAR), f. _of Bel-ere~, 1586:9 
Uballit(TIN)-su-Marduk(dAi.'1AR.UTU), anc. of Labaii-Marduk and 
~~t-zer-iqila, 1586:11 
/ U-bi-e-a, desc~ of family of weavers, 1518:11 
0-ku-mu, f. of NabC-e~ir, desc. of Ekur-zakir, 1533:7, 11 
, 
U-qu-pi, s. of Nan~-aga-iddin, 1588:4 
Ur-du, f. of Naba-zer-iddin, 1606:2 
dza-ri-qu-sum(MU)-iddin(MU), s. of Zariqu-zer-ibni, 1604:12 
d ' Za-ri -qu-zer(NUMUN)-ibni(DU), f. of Zariqu-~um-iddin, 1604:13 
Zer(NUMUN)-Babili(TIN.TIR.KI): 
1. f. of Bel-nadin-apla, desc. -of Ili'-Marduk, 1551:13 
2. scribe, desc. of Bel-apla-u~ur, 1554:10 
Zeri(NUMUN)-ia: 
1. 1605:3; 1619:3 
2. s. of Bullut, desc. of Balatu, 1536:10 
A. • . 
3. s. of Nabu-aha-iddin, 1575:2 
4. s. of Nan~-e;es, desc. of Kidin-Marduk, 1605:15 
5. s. of Nab~-sum-iddin, 1585:8 
6 . f. of Gimillu, <lase. of ~ig~-a, 1532:5; 1536 :12 
7. f. of Istar-mukin-apla, 1583:12 
8. anc. of Gimillu, 1538:3 
9. desc. of Nan~-aea-iddin, 1576:5 
Zeru(NillfUN)-(~)-tu: 
1 . f. of Bel-etir, 1600:3 
2. anc. of Nab~-aha-ere~ , 1537:5 
3. anc. of Nab~-t;qbi-lI~ir and Kalbaya, 1578 :8; 1607:4 
4. desc. of Niqqud, 1519:15 
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B. Index of Geographical Names 
Babili (TIN.TIR.KI): 1518:2, 37; 1531:13; 1532:15; 1533:45; 1597:17, 19 
(Occurrences of this name in date formulae in the royal titulary 
are not included.) 
Bit(E) Dakuru: 1561:2, 18 
URU Bit(E)-piriiti(AD.gAL): 1585:13 
URU Bit(E)-Sa-ba-'i-il: 1583:5, 15 
URU Burati(BUR.MES): 1523:23; 1524:24 
URU E-lam-mu; 1574:19; 1578:13; 1582:15; 1607:17 
KUR Gi-mir-ru-ma-a-ta (used as a fem. pl. adj.): 1590:3 
URU I-ba-na-a-a. (used in a gentilic): 1574:5 
d Kar Na-na-a: 1605:21 
Kullab(KUL.ABA4.KI): 1518:2 
V 
URU ·KU.U.MU.MES: 1605:22 
Mar-da KI: 1534:2 
✓ Nippur(EN.LIL.KI): 1606:12 
Sip-par KI: 1517:13; 1554:11; 1556:15; 1563:1, 20; 1586:13; 1589:22; 
1594:17; 1602:14; 1604:17 
UBARA.KI: 1546:6; 1613 :13 
Uruk(UNUG.KI): 1527:19; 1528:21; 1530:22; 1533 :2; 1536:17; 1541:17; 
1545:19; 1547:16; 1549:17; 1551 :18 ; 1555 :18; 1558 :14; 1560 : 15; 
1601:15; 1584:25; 1603:17; 1605 :1, 22 
(Occurrences of this name in the phrase Belet ~i Uruk are listed 
in the index of divine names.) 
URU Za-me-e: 1519:4 
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C. Index of Divine Names 
Aslur(.A..~.SAR): 1540:18 
Bel(dEN): 1528:12 
d " / Belet( GASAN) (sa) Uruk(UNUG.KI): 1530:6, 9, 12; 1545:8, 10; 1546:2, 5; 
1547:2, 8; 1551:2, 8; 1559:3, 6, 16; 1560:3, 7; 1561:2, 5, 10; 
1583:15; 1584:6, 12, 15; 1585:2, 14; 1601:4, 9; 1605 :1, 22 
dcu-la: 1540:17 
Ilu(DINGIR) Urukiti(UNUG-i-ti): 1609:3 
Innin(dIN .NIN): 1540:17 
I~tar(dINNIN): 1518:7 
I~tar(dINNIN) Babili(TIN.TIR.KI): 1545:16 
Istar(dINNIN) Uruk(UNUG.KI): 1531:1; 1536:2; 1545:1; 1583:1 
Marduk(dAMAR.UTU): 1523:17; 1524:17 
~a-na-a: 1531:1; 1536:2; 1546:2; 1547:2; 1551:3; 1559:4, 17; 1560 :3; 
1561:3; 1583:1; 1585:2 
Neberu(MUL.SAG.ME.GAR): 1530:2 (the planet Jupiter) 
Palil(dIGI.DU): 1613:13 
V d Sama~( UTU): 1517:2; 1519:8; 1520:14; 1552:16; 1594:9 
Siltagu(MUL.GAG.SI.SA): 1530:2 (the star Sirius) 
dZar-pa-ni-tu: 1523:17; 1524:17 
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D. Index of Professions 
1 / / 
agru( ~UN.GA): a hired laborer, 1588:1; 1591:2; 1619:9 
amelutu: group of slaves, 1589:11 
16 .... 
arad( IR) ekalli(KUR) : palace slave, 1519:12 
a~kapu(1ti~GAB): leatherworker, 1518:34, 35; 1590:4. Cf. the note 
on FLP 1518 :34, 35. 
1 , 
a~laku( uAZALAG): fuller, washerman, 1520:14; 1560:14; 1583:14; 1584:22 
153ra6 
atkuppu( AD.KID): reed weaver, 1537:4 
1/v ba'iru( usU.gA): fisherman, 1518:4, 10, 128; 1533:43; 1536:17; 1545:14; 
1552: 11., 12 
bel(11½:N) piqitti: executive officer (of Eanna), 1583:10; 1584:17 
1 / .. gallabu( uSU.I): barber, 1561:16 
ikkaru(16ENGAR): plowman, farm laborer, farmer, 1529:3; 1605:10 
1" .. ilparu( uUS.BAR): weaver, 1518:11, 27; 1520:12; 1536:14;1546:15; 
1560:11; 1613:3 
. / 
itinnu(1uDIM): house builder, 1533:37 
I 1
~ndidu: surveyor, 1559:12 
- 16 ... . 
mar( DUMU) sipri sa sukkalli(SUKKAL): messenger of the court, 1594:15 
1~ 
ma~~aru( %N.NUN) abulli(KA.GAL): keeper of the main gate, 1518: 33 
,, 
lumukillu appa tum: charioteer, holder of the reigns, 1534:5 
1,, 
nagaru( ~AGAR): carpenter, 1548: 3 
/ 
nappahu(1uSIMUG): s mith, 1624:4 
..... 
I / 
lunaqidu: herdsman, 1584:6, 12; 1581: 5 (1uNA.GADA) , 
nas patri: cf. fabigu 
- 16 / paoaru( BAgAR): potter, 1518:3 
I 
luqipu Eanna : adminstrator of Eanna, 1559 :10 
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rab(1uGAL) bani(DU): The exact nature of this officer is not known; 
he is usually regarded as a "chief building inspector" 
or as a "foreman of builders." Cf. the discussion in 
AHw, 938 and Ungnad, NRVGl, p. 44. 1518:36; 1523:23; 1524:24; 
1541:11; 1552:13; 1555:3, 15, 16; 1558:5, 12 
l<i 
rab( GAL) 10-ti: officer over 10 men, 1537:9 
1~ - - ,, ., 
rab( GAL) fabigi(GIR.LAL.MES): chief butcher, 1563:13 
rab(1OGAL) tarbasu: overseer of the-·cattle pen, 1589 :18 
I 
rasG(1UTUG-J): creditor, 1555:8 
~ 1 / 
re'u( ¾IPA): shepherd, herdsman, 1530:20; 1536:14; 1583:13; 1602:4 
1' / 
~abu( uERIN): contingent of workers, 1593:2; 1537:2; 1539:10; 1591:1 
- (1-6' ,. ) 8 86 sahitu r.~UR: oil presser, 1547:14; 1558:3, 10, 13; 15 0:3; 15 :12; 
. ... 1602: 10, 13 
I 
lu~J muhhi(UGU) qupu: keeper of the offering box, 1584:18 
---
~a res(1(iSAG) ~arri(LUGAL): royal commissioner, 1560:9; 1583:9; 
1584:16; 1595:8 
I . . 
lu~a'ta.bti(MUN.HI.A)-;J: salt merchant, 1555:2, 6 
. .., 
;\ 1~ .. 
~angu( SID): priest, 1541:5 
1. s. Istar Babili: 1545:16 
2. s. Ninurta: 1552:1 
3. s. earakki: 1522:9, 11 
4. ~. Sama~: 1552:16 
A 1~ I • 
~anu( 11-u): vice-commander, 1584:19 
1 / .. , 
~atammu( uSA-tam): administrator, 1541:10 
1" " tabihu( uGIR. LAL): butcher, 1563:13; 1578:12; 1603:12, 14;1607:16 




1. DUB SAR: 1517:12; 1597:16; 1532:14 
2 lu~ID: 1518:36; 1522:12; 1530:21; 1531:11; 1528:20; 
1533:44; 1536:16; 1541:16; 1545:18; 1546:17; 1547:15; 1549:16; 
1551:16; 1552:15; 1554:9; 1555:17; 1556:13; 1558:12; 1559:14; 
1561:17; 1563:19; 1574 :17; 1578:11; 1582 :14; 1583:14 ; 1584:23; 
1585:12; 1586:11; 1594:16; 1601:14; 1602:12; 1603:15; 1605:20; 
1606:11; 1607:15; 1604:16 
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/ lu,, .,,, ) ) u-ra-sa- ME: plowmen(? , 1602:3 (Cf. the note on the text, 
E. Index to Temple Names 
/ 
bit(E) akitu: 1575:2, 6 
bit(E) ~amat(dUTU): 1595:9 
Eanna: 1528:8, 11; 1532:8, 18; 1546:6, 9; 1547:8; 1551:9; 1559:7; 
1560:7 
/ E-babbara: 1591:2 
papagu: 1613:.6 
F. Index to Gate Names 
abulli(KA.GAL) Samas"(dUTU): 1555:5 
/ 
bab(KA) salimu(SILIM-mu): 1588:3 
/ 
bab(KA) ~um(MU) ilani(DINGIR.MES): 1527:14 
G. Index to Canal Names 
nar(I7) Gu-za-ru: 1533:2 
nar(I7) ina abulli(KA.GAL) Adad(dIM): 1576:4 
d 
nar(I 7) I~tar( XV): 1583:4 
nar(I7) Tak-ti-ru: 1536:5 
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H. Lexical Concordance 
abattu: limestone, 1571:4; 1575:4 
ad~: "majesty," 1530: 3 
agurru: baked bricks, 1531:2, 4; 1536:7 
agurru ~uppati: "tablet-shaped" baked brick, 1536:1 (cf. note on text.) 
ahati: in equal shares, 1523:6; 1524:6; 1605:6 
" 
agu: ½ portion, 1563:7 
akalu: have usufruct, 1549:10 
akalu(NINDA): loaf of bread, 1538:l; 3 
alpu(GU4): ox, 1566:3, 1581:1; 1605:10 
alpu(GU4) tuklulu(SU.DU7): ungelded bull, 1519:1, 6 
alu(URU): city, 1533:13; 1555:7 
apparu(AMBAR.GI-ru-J): marshland, 1531 :4 
arad(IR) tarrutu: servant of the king, 1541:7; 1574:10; 1589:10 
arkj: after (parallel to ID.agcl), 1576:1 
a~lu: surveyor's rope, 1518:13 
- " atanu(SAL.A.i.~SE): donkey mare, 1598:2 
atru: additional payment, 1518:17; 1533:21 
I 
bab(KA) kalakki: door of the storehouse, 1532:8 
I 
bab(KA) pa-al-gu: mouth of the canal, 1531:5 
bir~: in ana bir~, "by a corresponding amount," 1517:5 
- I ) biru(GU4 .NINDA: young steer, 1526:4 
/ 
bit(E) ab(AD)-bu-tu: father's es t ate, 1533:5 
I 
bit(E) dul-lu: workroom or workhouse, 1613:5 
/ bit(E) GI.LA.NU: unknown, 1540:11 
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/ 
bit(E) hilsi: 1550:8 (It is a room associated with a temple, but the 
., . 
exact nature is unknown; cf_. , the note on the text.) 
/ ,, 
bit(E) makkuri(NIG.GA) : storehouse, 1588:2 
_,, A 
bit(E) ure: cattlepen, 1519:7 
budu: shoulder, 1613:10 
burasu(GIS.~IM.LI): juniper aromatic, 1595:4 
dababu: complaint, litigation, protest, 1523:16; 1524:16; 1533:31; 
1556:8 
dannu: vat, 1556:3 
dinu: claim, 1545:9 
'II ' dispu(LAL): honey, 1538:1 
du!}nu: millet, 1550:5 
dullu: work, 1532:18; 1548:3; 1571:4, 5; 1575:1, 5; 1588:2; 1591:2; 
1601:5; 1605:4, 11 
ebru: opppsite side of river or canal, 1583:4 
\ 
en~u(UZ): goat 
eqel(A.SA) kirf(GIS.SAR) gisimmari(GIS.GISIMMAR) zaqpi: planted 
date-palm orchard, 1523:3, 1524:3 
elen~: upper, 1523:7, 8, 11; 1524:7, 8, 11 
emedu: impose obligations, 1523:7; 1524:7 
A enu(BAL): retract, revoke, 1523:16; 1524 :17; 1533:31 
V I 
elippu(GIS.MA): ship, 1571:6 
epiu: adjusted, 1550: 2, 3 
.., 
erenu(GIS.ERIN) : cedar, 1595:3 
esse~u(AB. AB.ME) : a monthly festival , 1538:4 
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gamaru: pay, deliver, 1545:7 
gamrutu: complete (price), 1518:18, 21 
gi~immaru(GIS.GISIM:MAR): dates, date palms, 1533:1; 1603:6, 9; 
1523:3; 1524:3 
han~u(50-J): field held by 50 men, 1533:3 
garranu(KASKAL11): business capital, 1600:2; 1607:1, 6 
garG: cf. bit hare, 1518:14 
~ 
nepu: break a contract, 1536:9 
her~: dig (canal), 1583:6 
-
herutu: excavation, digging work, 1576:3; 1612:4 
!};rdu: beads, 1609:8 
\!_ubullum: interest, 1545:3 
bud libbi: of own free will, 1541:2; 1552:2; 1574:3 
9ura~i(GUSKIN): gold, 1595:1, 2; 1609:1; 1562:1 
idu: rent, hire, 1563:2, 9; 1591:1; 1619:10 
V imeru(ANSE): donkey, 1598:1, 5; 1606:1 
imittu: estimated yield, 1561:1 
irbu: income, 1592:1, 1595:6; 1562:2 
kakkabtu: marked with a star, 1584:1, 9 
kakk~: lentil, 1550:6 
kalakku: storehouse, 1532:8 
UDU kalum: male sheep, 1528: 2 ; 1566: 2 
kanaku: to seal a tablet, 1518:26; 1533:33 
kangu: seal, 1518:39; 1533:48 
karu: quay, harbor, 1563:1 
kasu: cup, 1545:3 
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kasct: used with libittum(bricks), "lay bricks," 1566 :6 
V kibtu(SE.GIG): wheat 
kimtu: family, 1533:28 
kiriktu: blocking canal water supply, 1539:11 
kiru: kiln, 1575:5 
A " kiru(GIS.SAR): orchard, 1523:3, 9, 11; 1524:3, 9, 10 
kisittu: shavings of aromatic woods, 1595:3 
V A kisubbu: fallow field, 1518:1 
kudurru: basket, 1537:2 
kullulu: a headdress, 1609:3 
kutimmutu: goldsmith's trade, 1607:1 
lagru(U8): ewe, 1528:1; 1566:1 
lamutanu: a type of slave (used mainly for menial tasks), 1589:4 
lanu: form, body, 1613:10 
letu: nearby region, 1523:10; 1524:10 
libittum: brick, 1566:7, 12 
lisanu(EME): ingot (in shape of a tongue), 1595:1 
~ littu(AB): cow, 1526:8; 1529:1; 1566:3, 4; 1581:1; 1581:2 
lubu~tu: clothing, clothing ceremony, 1520:10; 1613:2, 12 
mabiru: rate of exchange, 1518:18 
A -
mabru: before (parallel to arku, "afte r"), 1576:2 
mandattu: gift, tax, 1546:10 
manzazu( GUB- zu): in the official presence of, by the authority of, 
1541:9; 1559:9; 1560:9; 1583:9; 1584:16 
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mar(1uDUMU) banutu(Db-6-tu): free men, patricians, 1541:7; 1574:11; 
1589 :10 
ma~kanu: pledge, deposit, security, 1522:7; 1555:8; 1597:6 
ma;lartu: compensation, 1540:2 
A 
mafu: lessen, deduct, 1540:4, 12 
mi9~u: a typse of fabric, 1520:9 
mimmusu mala ba~u: as much as he owns, 1522:6 
mis9u: measured tract for construction, construction site, 1531:6 
mi~i!}tum: measure, 1513:8, 13, 14 
mifitu: deficit, decrease, 1528:3 
mukarrisu: a vessel, container, 1595 :2 
., -SAL.ANSE murtu: donkey mare foal, 1598 :4 
.. -ANSE muru: donkey foal, 1598:3 
mii$d: corridor, access path, 1518:4 
m~ahhinu: fire-pot, 1594:3, 8, 11 
........ 
mutaqu: offering of baked sweets, 1538:5 
mutaqu: procession road, 1518:6 
/ / 
nabasu(TUG.SIG.GAN.ME.DA): a t ype of red wool, 1520:4 
nadti: cf. the note on the text, 1523:7; 1524:6 
nahlaptu: a type of garment, 1520:4 
" 
aamurtu: a type of tax, 1605:7 
nalu: a kind of beer , part of the essesu observance , 1538:2 
/ / / 
nebegu(NIG.IB.LA): belt , girdle, 1520:14 
A . 
nesu: family, 1533:28 
nikkassu: " on account," 1519:9 
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nubattum: place to remain overnight, "inn'; 1563:14 
paqadu: entrust, 1584:7 
paqiranu: claimant, plaintiff, 1518:24; 1533:32; 1541:6; 1552:6; 
1574:9; 1589:9 
parratu: female lamb, 1566:2 
par~igu: a type of headwear, 1520:7 
parzillu(AN.BAR): iron, 1566:11; 1571:2; 1594:3 
V 
paspasu(SAL.UZ.TUR.}ITJSEN): 1534:1, 7 
patiru: concealment, 1530:4, 10 
~ pe9u: cover, caulk, 1571:5 
pi tulpu: planted in grain, 1533:1 
qabuttum: pen, 1581:6 
qallatu: a female slave, 1552:3 
qallu: a male slave, 1574:4; 1541:2 
qanti{GI.MES): reeds, 1517:1 
qaqqadu(SAG.DU): capital, 1606:6 
qa~tu(GIS.PAN): bow, 1590:2 
.... 
qatu: come to an end, 1528:13 
- ... qemu(ZI.DA): flour, meal, 1519:9; 1611:1 
~ 
qi$tu(NIG.BA): gift, 1540:16 
ra~utu: contract, debt, 1551:10; 1556:7; 1559:8; 1586:6; 1597:3 , 13 
rebitu(SIL.DAGAL.LA): square , plaza, 1518:6 
re'~tu: pasturing, shepherding, 1598:7 
ri9tu: balan~e, 1590:1; 1606:1; 1545:2 
riqqu(SIM): spice, aromatics, 1550:7 
" rugummu: complaint, 1518:22; 1533:25 
salatum: family, 1533:29 
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san8u: metal rings in chain or other pendant or small item of 
jewelry, 1609 : 2 
/ 
SIG saq-qa-a-ta: sackcloth, 1592 
se9~: plaintiff, claimant, 1541:6; 1552:6; 1589:9;1574:9 
sikkatu: nail, 1610:2 
siparru(ZABAR): bronze, 1565:2; 1567:2 
sukkallu(SUKKAL): court, judiciary, 1594:15 
,, 
suluppu(ZU.LUM.MA): 1546:1; 1558:1; 1559:3; 1561:1 
~enu(u8 .unu.gI.A): small cattle, 1528:2, 7, 14; 1530:4, 5, 8, 12; 
1581:4; 1584:1, 9, 13 
~eru(EDIN): back country, journey, 1523:4, 12; 1524:4, 12; 1539:4; 
1555:7; 
~ibtu: a type of garment, 1520:2 
~iditu: provisions, rations, 1539:6 
,, 
~ubatu(TUG) pe~atu(BABBAR): white garment, 1520:1 
~upru: fingernail, nail-mark, 1518:39; 1533:43 
GADA ~algu: a type of garment, 1595:5 
., y_,t ., .. ' 
sama~samu(SE.GIS.I): sesame, 1550:1; 1560:1, 6; 1580:1 
~anti(II~6) babu(KA): second shipment, 1534:7 
~endu: unknown material; cf. note on text, 1548:1 
~ibirtu: pieces (of silver), 1533:15, 20 
" ~ihu: distric t, area, region, 1583:15, 1585:13; 1605:22 
V 
y-,. ",, simu(SAfl): price, 1547:1; 1551:1; 1560 :1; 1571:1; 1590:2; 1594:11; 
1606:1; 1533:19 
,,_ .. , 




Sipatu(SIG): wool, 1547:1; 1551:2; 1554:1; 1560:2 
~upalanu: lower, 1523:9; 1524 : 9 
v' .A 
supalu: lower, 1523:10; 1524:10 
~u-ri-e: a metal object; cf. the note on the text, 1610:2 
~~butu: a kind of tax, 1605:7 
fabtu(}rJN.gI.A): salt, 1551:1; 1568:2; 
;umanu: spun flax, 1613 :1 
tabarru: a type of red wool, 1520 :4, 5, 6, 8, 14 
tauap;u: special type of wool, 1613:7 
takipu: dyeing, 1613:9 
takkas~: food used as a gift or offering, 1540:16 
talamm~: a unit of measure, 1594:3 
" . taru: protest, complaint, litigation, 1523:15, 1524:15; 1556:8 
titurru : bridge, 1555:5 
/ ' 
u-il-tim: debt, 1536:7, 1558:1; 1582:1, 7; 1585:1; 1597:5, 8; 
1604 : 7; 1605:3 
uru: roof, 1563:6 
" uttetu(SE.BAR): 1532:18; 1537:1; 1540 :2; 1545 :9; 1546:8; 1547:6; 
.• 1551:7; 1600:1, 4; 1604:2, 8; 1619:2, 8 
zabalu: carry, deliver, 1531:2; 1537 : 3 
zaku: free, clear, innocent, 1518 :22 ; 1533:25 
zaqpu: planted, 1523:4, 6; 1524:6 
z~zu: divide, 1523:5, 14; 1524:5, 14; 1594:8 
zeru(SE.NUM!JN): acreage, l anq, 1605:9 
zittu(BA.LA): share, portion, 1523:7, 8, 9, 10, 11; 1524: 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 
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